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White Eagle

Hossein Dezhakam
Translated into English by Saeed Moeini

An Introduction to the book by the Author
I have written this book in Persian and then it was
translated to English. When I finished writing the book I
gave it to some friends for reading so that I could have
their opinion. These friends include distinguished
professors of philosophy, psychology and metaphysics as
well as ordinary people. Their first reactions were to have
endless questions and confusion about the topics
mentioned in the book in addition to creation of enormous
challenges in their belief systems.
For this very reason they asked me to write a brief intro to
the book so that readers could follow the content much
easier.
The title of the book ‘White Eagle’ is the name of one of
my masters in the metaphysical realm. The content of the
book explores the knowledge and understanding of human
essence and nature and its hidden attributes. This area has
been a mystery and will always be a question mark for all
and many have tried to answer this great question. On the
other hand, this effort has brought about thousands of
more questions with it about human being which various
traditions, philosophers, mystics and scholars throughout
time have tried to explain.
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Although humanity has achieved marvelous heights in
science and technology, mysteries such as God, human,
soul, spirit, ego, intellect, love, evil, life, ghost, life prior to
birth and after death, heaven and hell, angles, parallel
universes and etc. have yet to be solved.
One of the paths to explaining these phenomena has been
one of sensations. This means the concepts that we
realize, comprehend or sense do exist and those that we
don’t are imaginary and do not exist. In this manner we
erase the actual concept and label the individuals who
claim to have an understanding of the matter as ignorant,
superstitious or simple minded; why? Because I don’t
understand it, this is similar to a situation where two
individuals are speaking French, and I who don’t
understand French claim that they are talking nonsense
because I don’t understand what they are talking about.
I believe the pain and suffering of human being is not due
to ignorance or lack of knowledge. It is due to
undiscovered knowledge. We are currently faced with
many unknowns about the human being’s visible
attributes (physique) and many people suffer from
incurable diseases and many even die.
Therefore, entering a discussion on human being’s
invisible attributes including spirit, sensation, ego, life
after death, etc. is very difficult and attaining a mutual
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consensus farfetched. For instance, if we imagine that
spirit do exist we cannot examine it through our five
senses. Furthermore, if we only decide to examine such
matters with our physical sensations, it is similar to an
association of the blind intent on organizing seminars on
exploring various colors and light.
A question might arise that how you as the author of this
book are tackling these topics related to the invisible
attributes of human being. I answer that I do this through
the assistance of my masters and mentors who are beyond
this realm of time and space which you will discover by
reading the book.
I have not followed any specific tradition, religion, belief
system or ideology in this book nor do I endorse and
embrace any particular school of thought. I only share with
you truths that I have gained along the path of actual
experiences.
I suggest that you initially read this book like a novel
without a whole lot of contemplation and scrutiny.
Thereafter, you can ponder the material bit by bit as many
initial questions that might arise in the early parts of the
book are answered in the latter chapters of the book.
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Hossein Dezhakam
Tehran
February 29th 2012
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Translator’s Note
I have had the honor of translating almost all of Mr.
Dezhakam’s books, articles and writings over the past four
years and this has made me somewhat familiar with his
beliefs, views and outlook on life, human essence and
creation as a whole. In his school of thought gaining
knowledge is not limited to books only, although they are
an important source. However, his insights and visions
come from actual experiences of traversing time and space
and being in contact with individuals residing in other
realms of creation.
I have not experienced such events myself nor have I
witnessed any particular encounters. My understanding
comes from my interactions with Hossein and his
manners, wisdom on various matters and most
importantly, the knowledge he shares with his readers in
his books.
The aim of this knowledge is not to solve mysteries of life
or death, nor it is to prove the existence of God and
continuation of life after death. Hossein emphasizes that
the ultimate goal is the practice of this knowledge in
everyday life, its practicality which should result in peace,
comfort and alleviation of humanity’s extensive suffering.
Knowing metaphysical matters alone has no use and does
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not solve any of our problems; the lessons derived from it
and the direction it gives us would be the valuable goal.
To his credit, Hossein practices the knowledge he
preaches. He has used it to cure thousands of drug addicts
in his NGO, Congress60. Many addicts quit their drug only
to find themselves alone and scared in a new world that
they had left long time ago. His worldview and teachings
which are in perfect accordance with the modern world
and science of medicine has helped this to be a unique
method of cure. He has worked extensively with doctors
and scientists to treat complex physical and psychological
conditions using his creative method of DST which is
explained
in
details
on
Congress60
website
(www.congress60.org).
Since I have lived and been educated in the west for over
20 years and am somewhat acquainted with a westerner
point of view and the fact that this book has been
translated to reach an audience far from the East, I have
decided to write this note.
Believing a metaphysical matter and believing in it are two
different things altogether. I might not believe in God or
life after death or etc. but I can believe that it can exist and
is a great source of inspiration for many. Rejecting a
matter based solely on the lack of personal experience is
comparable to someone who has never seen or flown in
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an airplane, thus rejecting the notion of its existence and
the fact that others have.
I choose to ignore something because I have never come
across it, is another angle of looking at the content of such
metaphysical books. I believe having an open mind and
approach to such concepts leaves us with more option to
contemplate and ponder. I recommend you read the book
till the end before making any assumptions.
I wish you a pleasant journey.
Saeed Moeini
Tehran
March 3rd 2012
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Passing through the time tunnel
Date: 31/03/1995

Time net room

Greetings my children
Hossein and Ani, tonight we intend to cross over time and
space and enter a scene which happened 1400 years ago
and in that scene, both of you were murdered. In other
words, we want to access the archive of history.
Thus, come with us and witness some of the events that
has caused you pain and suffering and made the enemy’s
hold on you, stronger.
Fire has always been used to create chaos and anarchy in
any kind of attack or rebellion.
Fireballs lit up parts of the city at night; one of the three
men with a grey beard grabs you in your sleep and shuts
your mouth.
Moonlight shines the sky. The assailant pulls out a dagger
and stabs you several times in the stomach. You scream in
pain and fear.
The same thing is happening to little girl aged 9, in another
part of the house. A scarf is wrapped tightly around her
throat and she is being strangled.
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There are two more assailants; the servant and a stranger
looking for dirty money. It’s a conspiracy designed by the
family’s enemies to kidnap your mother as she is very
popular and beautiful. The plan failed however.
It’s dawn and the city is burning in flames. They throw the
children in the river. Antine is screaming as she wasn’t
strangled completely and Arti is bleeding from the deep
wound.
The currents are very strong and there is no one to rescue
them. They both drown and die and move on to another
circle of creation and begin a new journey.
Because of God’s command you must forget everything
and make night as bright as day. This is a command.
We revealed this secret to diminish your fear and get you
closer to divine light.
It’s enough for now.
We have to go.
Goodbye
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Looking for a Master
It’s the spring of 1992 and I just arrived home with a
mountain of problems and issues on my back including
unpaid bills, creditors looking for me, unpaid rent of my
residence and of course, drug addiction.
So as usual to get away from all these worries and stress
and to forget them all, I went to the kitchen and grabbed
my daily bottle of Vodka along with some munchies and
started my daily ritual.
I was lost in my thoughts and kept telling myself that
everything is just a big lie, that there is no truth to
anything.
I had spent almost 14 years of my life seeking the truth, a
master and a divine way life and came up empty handed.
Wherever I heard of a spiritual teacher, I visited; from
Hinduism to mysticism, becoming vegetarian and doing all
sorts of austerities, practicing black magic to summoning
the dead spirit. All in all I tried everything and came to a
conclusion that they are all a joke, childish games.
I was so drowned in my thoughts that I finished the whole
bottle and finally sleep came. I went to my room and ate a
big piece of opium and slept.
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My sleep these days was like a horror movie, night mares
and disturbances by all kinds of demons and horrible
creatures. I screamed and moaned during my struggles
with them and sometimes woke up with a violent jolt.
Sometimes I had out of the body experience and the battle
with the weird creatures continued inside and outside of
my home.
My life was chaos and I was helplessly out of control. It did
not matter that I read holy chants, prayers and verses; the
nightmares did not stop.
My mind and body had been invaded by opium during the
days and by demons at nights. No matter how hard I tried
to find a way out by research, study, visiting experts and
many other things; there was no way out. It was like
somebody being stuck in a swamp; the more I struggled,
the deeper I sank in the mud.
This condition continued on till the summer when I
travelled to south of the country for a work related
project. I had been told of a famous spiritual master
named Babajan who was apparently wise and
knowledgeable.
I arranged a meeting with him through some relatives of
mine and he invited me to his house. On the way I was
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told about Babajan supernatural abilities and skills.
However, as soon as I entered the house and set eyes on
him, I felt disgusted.
He had such a big tummy and was devouring a large
barbecued rib in a very unhygienic manner. I couldn’t
imagine someone being spiritual and having such bad
manners along with a voracious appetite which was
represented in a humongous belly.
I left the house immediately without saying a word amidst
the protests of my relatives who saw this as a sign of great
disrespect. My cousin followed me outside and said: let’s
visit another master in a deserted place outside of the city.
I said: I’m not feeling well, just walk with me.
As we were walking I saw myself beside a cemetery. I told
my cousin to leave me alone for a while and I sat down by
a grave. I kept asking questions as I was sitting there in
dismay. Why are we living? What’s the point of life? What
is the meaning of death? Who am I? Where are these
people that are now lying in these graves? What are they
doing right now? Why did they come into this word?
These questions remained unanswered till the sound of
Azan the call for the evening prayer came from a nearby
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mosque. Suddenly I felt that I should go there and I would
find a clue to my numerous questions.
Upon entering, I went and sat down at a corner and looked
around. I began talking to God in my head. Please God, I’m
so tired and broken; I beg of you to give me a sign. I want
to hear your response from the clergyman leading the
prayer. Give me a sign though, so that I’m sure it’s you;
our sign is that the prayer reader of the mosque will
become quiet immediately.
To my utmost dismay, within a few moments the reader
started coughing and it was so bad that he couldn’t go on
and became silent.
I couldn’t believe what had just happened. Tears began
rolling down my cheeks and I smiled out of joy. How could
it be? God had heard me and responded as I had wanted.
This was the moment where all the opposites gathered
around.
Laughter and sadness; believe and disbelieve, faith and
blasphemy, motion and stagnancy, longing and anxiety
and eventually, perplexity had all merged together.
The prayer ended and I went to the clergyman who had
led the session. He was a simple man of Balouchi decent,
about 65 years old with a white beard.
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I paid my respect and said: I’m looking for a spiritual
master or mentor, where can I find one?
He replied: are you looking for a mystic of the spiritual
path or a clergy of religious precepts?
I said: I’m looking for a mystic.
He answered: don’t seek as you will not find. Because the
real mystic of the spiritual path cannot be seen and the
person who says he is a master, is a hoax.

I said farewell to the wise old man and left the mosque. I
was in an amazing calm and no words were exchanged
between me and my cousin. Mohammad, my cousin shook
my hand and said: where are you man? How come you
don’t hear me? Are you ok?
I said: nothing, I’m fine. Finally after all these years of
being stranded I got my answer.
Mohammad: I know; I heard his answer.
Hossein: I don’t think you know who really answered my
question. I’ll explain it to you some other time.
Mohammad: alright, but what is the meaning of all this?
Spiritual mystic or the clergy of religious precepts;
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Hossein: my dear cousin, this is not the time for these
questions. Just try to be patient.
Mohammad: no way, it’s been a few days that I’m taking
you to different places and I’ve done everything that
you’ve asked me. I won’t move till you answer me.
Hossein: my hot blooded cousin, whatever you say. Just
remember that since morning I’ve not used drugs and my
blood’s morphine level is down. Just take me somewhere
so that I can get high and then I’ll answer any questions
that you have, alright?
Mohammad: that sounds good to me. Let’s go.
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Getting high in Sarvar’s home
Hossein: my dear cousin, Mohammad, the light of my
eyes, my beautiful deer, my polar bear, tell me. I’m high
now as you’ve noticed, so you can ask me any questions
you want.
Mohammad: the same question that I asked you then,
what is the difference between spirituality and religion?
Hossein: as far as I know, religion means rules and
precepts and spirituality means path to the truth and
rightness; it means knowledge of one’s self, creation and
the universe and its creator and eventually intellect’s
command.
The wise men say that one must have the torch of religion
in hand and walk the path of spirituality to arrive at the
most desirable destination, the truth.
Divine religions serve as the torch, some brighter than
others but complementing each other; the message is
from the same source. Jesus came to complement the
message of Moses and Mohammad came to complement
the message of Jesus.
Therefore, religions are not the actual objective or goal;
they are a set of precepts for humanity. When humans
received all the rules and regulations, they must
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implement them in their daily lives. This means moving
from mere words to action which is what we call
spirituality.
The path to the Truth is a straight path and a straight path
is the shortest distance between two points. Thus there
are no short cuts to the truth.
There is also the variety of divine religions in our world;
Just like how we cannot purify the drinking water of the
world from only one refinery and every region needs its
own purification site, human beings from every region also
need their own rituals and rites according to their cultures
and traditions.
Therefore, religions of the world are refining human
beings and they all have light from the same source. You
cannot find any religion in the world that promotes vices
and immorality such as lying, backbiting, deception,
betrayal, rape…
However, there is an important point here. Wherever
there is precious jewelry and diamond, there are bandits
and thieves determined to steal it. Diamond of religion has
also been stolen by ignorant, greedy opportunists who as a
result of centuries of deviation from the path of truth have
buried the true meaning of religion and its source. Their
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superstitions and narrow mindedness has put a dark layer
around the light of religion and made the light very dim.
In every religion and all over the world, certain people
have committed and are still committing the worst kind of
atrocities in the name of God and religion that I think even
devil’s advocate would not commit. If you have seen in the
movies, in certain parts of the world, they killed scientists
who were ahead of their time accusing them of being
magicians and burnt them alive in the name of God and
church. Or during the times of Jesus, some powerful
Jewish figures thinking of themselves as God’s
representatives, crucified Jesus.
Of course, there always were and are the pure, dedicated
individuals who serve humanity in all sorts of dresses and
with all kinds of titles. Did I answer your question?
Mohammad: yes sir, I got my answer. I say, when you’re
high you can be pretty good master yourself. Why are you
searching for a mentor and make us go to all these places?
You just start your own cult and I’ll be your first disciple
and Sarvar here will be the second one. We’ll get the rest
of the relatives and friends to join up as well and we’ll
advertise you throughout the city.
Sarvar: he’s right, Hossein. Leave all these factory work
and business aside and become the great master of all
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time. We’ll get some bodyguards for you and to make
people more excited we’ll always say that you’re busy and
don’t have time and everyone should make an
appointment.
Think about it, we’ll make lots of money like the other
guys calling themselves holy men or masters.
Hossein: wow, that’s just great. After all these years of
seeking and wandering, this is just what I needed to hear.
You all think I’m a fool or very naive.
Saying these words doesn’t mean anything and lots of
people can talk like this; knowledge alone isn’t enough,
acting upon that knowledge is the real thing. Knowledge
that does not lead to action is not practical.
If I had understood a small part of the things that I said, I
wouldn’t be sitting here and using drugs with you all. This
speech of mine seems pretty ridiculous when you think of
my alcohol and drug abuse.
Here I’m lying on my back smoking opium and talking
about religions of the world and path of the truth.
Someone who is imprisoned by his own carnal desires
talking about virtues and prophets, it sounds very corny.
Do you know why?
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I’ve become an expert in denial, in justifying my habits and
lifestyle. I’ve mastered the art of lying and deceiving.
Justification, denial and deception are the foundations of
drug addiction. I’m a slave of the satanic forces since my
mind, body and soul are under their command; when
there is no drug and alcohol in my system and I’m so called
dry, religion, God, love and spirituality disappear.
When someone refrains from indulging in vices internally
and externally, then his words can have positive effects on
other people.
If I can get my act together and kick this destructive habit
for good and work on myself, then maybe I would have
something to give. However, for now I’m only drowning in
my own ignorance and nothing else. I want you to admit
that.
Mohammad: alright man, I admit; you’re ignorant and I’m
much wiser than you.
As soon as he said that, we all exploded in laughter and we
laughed so much until there were tears in our eyes and
thereafter we left Sarvar’s house.
The next day I left for Tehran and felt a major realization
had taken place for me.
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A year has passed since that day. I put aside all the
research and studies that I was doing and I stopped
looking for a master, cult or spiritual group. God had
answered my question and told me to stop my efforts in
vain.
However, I was used to being in the dark and didn’t know
how to get out. I singled out poems to confirm my abusive
life style and continued my substance abuse.
If someone asked me what you were looking for all these
years, I would answer the truth; but inside I had no idea
what the truth was. All I know is that I wanted to gain
metaphysical powers; for instance, have the power to
move objects or make them fly by staring at them, reading
people’s mind and things of this nature.
I was seeking attention in this way and wanted everyone
to know that I had spiritual powers. Now that I look back
on those desires I find them ridiculous.
I abandoned those thoughts and wishes and tried to forget
everything that I had ever done on this path and exactly at
that moment of complete surrender and being resigned,
the master’s footsteps were heard; not from earth but
from depths of the heavens.
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The master’s arrival
21/04/1993
When I woke up this morning my wife, Ani told me that
she has a message for me.
Hossein: what message?
Ani: I had a dream last night and in it I saw the same
person whom I had dreamt about a few times in the past.
Hossein: who are talking about?
Ani: the person that you have a lot of respect for.
Hossein: I respect everyone, explain more.
Ani: the one who always start his speech by ‘hello my
children’.
Hossein: alright, that’s strange. What did he say?
Ani: he said that they have chosen a mentor for you and
it’s up to you to establish the connection and they will help
you in doing that.
Hossein: looks like we have to reactivate the time net
room once again.
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The command
The waves crash on earth like a
whirlwind and take whatever they
can as safekeeping and this is done
only by the command.
Thus for those of you who have made
the pact, contemplate about leaving
the earth for the commanded
destination.
Sardar
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The ability to understand
Hossein: now we can talk about the time net room.
Ani: where did you get the name time net room from?
Hossein: it’s a game I play with words. Some words have
lost their meanings and we need new ones since humans
and sciences are constantly changing.
Ani: why do you say game?
Hossein: if a mathematics or physics formula is presented
in a very dry and logical manner, it might bore everyone
and they might not read it. However, if you present it in a
form of a game or a story, many people would find it
attractive and would grab their attention.
Ani: don’t you think that in this way people might think
you’re making things up and these are all figments of your
imagination?
Hossein: this depends on the reader, really; how he
interprets and analyze things. Even if someone doesn’t
believe in it, it’ll at least have him thinking.
Certain issues are perceivable and they may not be easily
explainable. For example, we’re not able to convey the
scent of a rose to someone who has never seen a flower or
a rose unless we use an example of something similar that
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they have logically understood or perceived. In other
words, the example must be in a way so that people
realize the matter intellectually but most of the times
people mistake the example for the real thing.
For example, in my other book I used the example of 60
degrees below zero to show the difficulty of quitting
addiction. It would be ridiculous for someone who wants
to quit drugs to think that he must go to such a cold region
in order to succeed.
Ani: I don’t think people are this naive.
Hossein: I disagree; there are many people who mistake
the example with the real thing.
Ani: give me an example.
Hossein: in order for us to realize the beauty and bliss of
paradise, God gave an illustration of the heaven. It is
described as a beautiful garden with wonderful streams
and delicious fruits and all kinds of are available at all
times.
Thus he clearly means as an example; however, lots of
people think of heaven as the wonderful garden and do a
transaction with God so that they can go to that heaven
and never have to work for anything.
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The nature of heaven or hell is unexplainable and it
requires an illustration to convey the meaning. Do you see
my point?
I believe heaven or hell is a state of being and it can
happen at any time, here in this world or the next.
Today most people are familiar with the internet and once
someone has access to it, they can enter many places and
find out about many things such as news, scientific
researches and other people. However, certain places on
the internet need permission to enter and not everyone is
allowed permission.
Using this example I can explain the time net room better.
The time net room: here, the speed of light is actually
nothing compared to the speed at which things happen.
The speed is so high that it’s hard to believe.
In a blink of an eye you can travel through the galaxies,
you can also enter the archives and actually see the events
of the past, present and the future. Access to all the
information of creation is possible on one condition; you
must have the authorization to enter and this permission
is received only by the divine command.
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Of course, you cannot obtain this permission through
connections and enter into the privacy of others. This
room has guardians that protect it perfectly.
There is an amazing organization within the room and you
must always increase your ability to receive and
understand knowledge and information and have the
power of attraction for more.
Thus, you must truly serve your community and humanity
in general. Someone who truly serves others would not
spend his or her valuable time indulging in vices and
fleeting pleasures.
To abstain from vices and immoralities, the individual must
purify himself; we call this process the purification of the
ego which would automatically set in as soon as the
journey towards the virtues is started.
The individual will realize that birth is not the beginning or
death, the end; that the attraction of vices has really lost
its power and they no longer seem appealing. At that time,
the heart is gradually emptied of hatred, animosity,
jealousy, vengeance…he loves everyone and everything
and knows that life is unlimited like numbers.
The process of life contains change, transformation and
emancipation. Transforming from one form, shape and
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phase into another and emancipation from one stage of
creation to another stage entitle the human being to
achievements and accomplishments that are attained
through training, education, knowledge and experience;
we’re nothing but our own efforts.
Anyways, we can communicate with other human beings
who lived on earth or other places millions of years ago, in
the time net room. If we’re authorized we can enter into
scenes from the past, for instance the First World War or
events of the future.
Of course, in order to analyze all these events in details
there are powerful scientific connections which have not
been fully discovered by humans yet; they are all
according to the universal laws and one day will be part of
our scientific knowledge.
Things like discovering the essence or energy of every
atom and molecule which will lead to a better
understanding of our universe and other parallel
universes. Presently, many scientists are working towards
such advancements.
However, the rest of this story or game will be played out
in the time net room for now. Because in this room,
meetings, trainings and interactions take place beyond the
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limitations of time and space and this lifts many obstacles
on the path.
Teachers and masters, who are in charge of the training in
this room, are from different times and universes which is
a hard thing to believe. No one expects everyone to
believe the very existence of the time net room, whether
it’s real or the figment of my imagination.
We try to think openly and present the knowledge we
think is essential to uplifting the human spirit. I shall leave
the judgment to the readers and they can take whatever
that they think is useful.
I hope the readers of this book read the materials once
and if they want to search for more, they can reread it
several times as each time can bring more realizations.
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Description of the time net room
Ani: Hossein, do you want to describe the characteristics
of the time net room?
Hossein: precisely, the area of the room must be 24sq/m,
not even one millimeter more or less or the room won’t be
functional.
Next, the time net room has 4 walls which are built from
molten lead with a diameter of one meter of which 5%
must be made up of pure gold to a diameter of one meter;
also its molecules shouldn’t have been extracted
industrially as this would make it unsuitable for the time
net room.
Furthermore, the ceiling and floor of the room have to be
made out of golden marbles with red natural flowers as
the design.
Let’s not forget the height of the room, 120 meters built as
pyramid form in a region like the Loot desert in Iran.
There are other secrets involved in making a time net
room that should not be revealed as some people might
immediately intend to build it.
Ani: what’s this nonsense you’re talking about? Be serious
please.
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Hossein: but it’s not my fault, lots of people look for such
weird stuff so as to call it spiritual. Wearing strange
costumes and carrying out weird ceremonies go a long
way of displaying the spiritual quality of the cult.
All these deviations are Satan’s game to mislead mankind
from the right path. God says ‘I am closer to you than your
spinal cord.
The most advanced, well equipped and magnificent time
net room is in the heart of the human being wherever he
or she may be.
However, the important point is whether the individual
desires to facilitate such a room in his heart which is called
God’s abode by abstaining from vices and immoralities and
moving towards virtues and integrity.
The real time net room is inside the human being and will
not perish by death; is eternal with no beginning or end.
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Command
Ani: what does the word command actually mean?
Hossein: I’m not really sure as to who issues the command
and I don’t know why they’ve chosen me. My life is in
chaos and disarray and after 14 years of wanting to leave
the darkness, why now?
Ani: I’m quite surprised that they’ve chosen a teacher for
you.
Hossein: I’m confused, why does God created humans
with the opposites? Sometimes drowned in depth of
darkness and other times moving towards light;
Ani: I’m not sure about all these, but please Hossein; don’t
drink so much so that you can be alert when meeting this
great mater.
Hossein: looks like this has become a serious matter and it
won’t be wise to drink during this important meeting; but
you can’t expect me to stop drinking for good.
Ani: alright but for that day, stop your habit for 24 hours. I
still can’t believe all that has happened, all these dreams.
What is a dream anyways?
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Hossein: dream means seeing but not with the physical
eyes; it’s seeing with the internal eye while the physical
eyes are closed.
Sometimes a dream can be a reality and our dreams
during sleep are called involuntary dreams. Other times,
we can close our eyes while awake and imagine anything
we want since we are the highest form of creation by God
and we have inherited his creator attribute of ‘be and
become’.
In your mind, when you say be the object instantly
becomes. For example, you think of a pear and
immediately you see a pear and so on. However, it doesn’t
feed your hunger and that’s the difference between God’s
commands and our commands. We can do this action
internally and externally under certain conditions with
time playing a crucial role.
God does this internally and externally overcoming the
time and space. There is another kind of a dream called
vision or revelation which could be voluntary or
involuntary. Other forces and factors play a role in this
kind of a dream which usually contain a message for the
individual or other humans. Sometimes the person who
receives the vision or revelation does not understand or
comprehend the meaning fully or it might be in the form
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of codes and secret language similar to the Johannes in the
bible.
An important point is that a kind of dream is an obvious
truth or reality, but its time, place and material is made of
other particles which could not be realized by the five
senses of vision, hearing, touch… and needs another sense
which is called the out of the body sense or common
sense.
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Justification
Ani: what is the common sense or out of the body sense?
Hossein: for now I can only say that there is such a sense
and no more. Of course, don’t think that I have all the
answers and know everything. I can only answer the
questions which I have the knowledge and understanding
of; hopefully as time passes by we can find out more about
the unknown.

Ani: if you drink less, we might be able to know more. Why
can’t you quit drinking?
Hossein: because you and everybody else don’t
understand me and waste my precious talents. So I drink
to drown my sorrows.
Ani: you are the master of justification; you bring all sorts
of excuses so as to continue your destructive habits.
Hossein: yes, you are right. I know the damage that I bring
upon myself mentally and physically; unfortunately, I can’t
act upon my knowledge.
In the culture of mysticism, sometimes the mystics used
certain terminologies like drunken, wine and intoxication
to describe certain divine feelings of joy, ecstasy and
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enlightenment. However, opportunists like me have taken
advantage of this literature and justify drinking and
smoking drugs. We think in order to achieve these states
of being; we need to be high on drugs and merry on
alcohol.
Some say that to realize the universe, creation and God
one must leave the normal state of consciousness. The
easiest way to alter our consciousness is to use alcohol
and drugs and that’s the dangerous path that many have
taken and with some never returning.
All the spiritual adventures that start by taking mind
altering drugs lead to mental institutions, becoming street
junkies or even death. Drugs can never lead a person to
other planes or universes and provide spiritual powers. In
fact, it brings them down to the lowest conditions of living
and behaving.
I just remembered my friend’s story, Ali. He told me about
his obsession with ghosts and spirit and how he always
wanted to summon them. He went on by telling me this
story which I cannot verify its truth.
Ali: after my constant search for a way to summon ghosts,
I came across a book that had a chant in it that had to be
repeated forty nights for the ghost to be summoned. I
chanted the chant for 39 nights and on the 40th night I sent
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my family to my in-laws and went to the roof in my
pajamas.
I was very scared and it was dark that night. Finally with
my body trembling I read the chant for the last time. After
a few seconds I heard footsteps coming up the stairs to
the rooftop. I was sweating and trembling with fear; my
heart was pounding very fast. At last the door opened and
someone very short, about one meter with curly hair came
out and said hello.
I screamed in fear and ran downstairs into the streets with
my pajamas and passed out in my in-laws house.
That ghost never left me alone and always disturbed me
until I hired someone to perform an exorcism. At last, he
was gone and I never thought about these things anymore.
End of Ali’s story
As you can see, the end does not justify the means. It’s not
if you get there; it’s how you get there that matters.
Ani: can anyone actually contact a ghost?
Hossein: in our holy book God says that he has created us
from earth, thus human’s body contains the same
elements that earth has such as calcium, phosphor, iron,
copper, potassium and etc.
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However, the word Jen (ghost) means hidden in Arabic;
something that is invisible. Again God in the holy book of
Quran says that I created life or spirit out of fire. All in all
ghosts are not visible under normal circumstances and it’s
not recommended for humans to contact them.
Human beings who contact ghosts are going against the
laws of nature and God’s commands.
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Intoxicant
Ani: since you’ve spoken about drinking and hashish, don’t
you want to state your views on smoking opium?
Some religious people actually think that opium is not
forbidden unlike alcohol and hashish and even in the holy
month of Ramadan they continue to use it. What do you
think?
Hossein: once again we refer to our holy book; it says ‘any
substance that casts a shadow of change on our mind,
behavior and personality is forbidden’.
In other words, any substance that can influence and
change our way of being or alters our consciousness is not
recommended.
Now do you think alcohol is more damaging on the
personality or heroine?
Ani: although alcohol causes extensive physical and mental
damages, I think heroine is much worse.
Hossein: then how would it be that God forbids alcohol
but allows opium? It just doesn’t make sense to have
restrictions only on one substance and I believe divine
wisdom has made the guidelines clear for humanity.
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Ani: so if smoking opium is forbidden, why is it still
recommended that the addicts use their dosage while
fasting?
Hossein: it’s obvious; eating dead human flesh is forbidden
in our religion unless someone is dying of hunger in special
sets of circumstances. At that time, preservation of life is
of utmost importance similar to the case of an addict who
is a regular drug user and sudden withdrawal from drugs
while fasting can cause serious harm to the body and
mind.
Ani: alcohol and drugs do have benefits as well. Isn’t it
true?
Hossein: of course, who can deny the medical use of
alcohol or morphine in the field of medicine? Opium has
been a traditional painkiller and medicine for thousands of
years and other anti-depressants are very useful in
psychology as well.
It’s the wrongful application of these drugs that cause
harm and damage to individuals and society as a whole.
Out of a marriage between drugs and human beings,
addiction is born.
Ani: is it possible that no child is born out of such a
marriage?
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Hossein: well, I started using drugs as a recreation and
thought I can stop anytime I want and gradually I became
addicted and after sometime I turned pro.
In other words, the individual becomes engaged to drugs
initially and no sooner does he realize that a marriage has
taken place and an unwanted child named drug addiction
has also been born.
I hardly know of anyone who has been able to divorce
drugs prior to marriage and not have a child. Curing
addiction afterwards is also a very difficult matter.
Ani: how about someone who has used opium for a short
time and has not been aware of its dangers and wants to
quit it. What should he do to free himself of this
destructive bondage?
Hossein: first he must know that this is a serious matter
and drug addiction must be cured completely. Quitting
cold turkey and sleeping it off for a few days won’t work.
It’ll take about 11 months to recover along with a
complete overhaul of thinking and looking at the world, a
change of perception. He must try to achieve mental and
physical balance simultaneously so that Opioid production
system within the body returns to normal function
together with a healthy, normal lifestyle.
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If the drug is crack, crystal meth or heroine he must stop
completely for three days and then eat half a gram of
opium in three daily dosages. Thereafter, every 21 days he
should taper the drugs by 20% of the total daily amount
used.
We should get ready to go to the time net room.
Ani: I have some anxiety about going to the time room.
Hossein: me too, it’s been two years that I’ve not met the
human beings who live in the other circles of creation and
my communications with had stopped. I lost all contacts
and I’m not sure what is going to happen.
Well, we shall find out soon.
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Message
At a time when the only thing you
remember is the remembrance of the
Lord, He shall remind you of all that
which you have forgotten.
A love and affection that is stronger
than any feeling in this world or the
next.
I shall take back all that I have given
you by the command.
How do I see you in the world?
In the same way that you see yourself
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Master
Or
Descending of Sardar from the heavens
Time net room

21/04/1993

It’s 11pm and after five minutes of silence, the intended
person landed in the time net room.
Person: greetings to my children.
Hossein: our greetings upon you as well. I’m glad to meet
you again after a long time. I’ve lost a lot of time and I
hope to make amends this time. I tried everything and
nothing worked and I’ve reached a dead end.
I hope that you accept me as your disciple this time and
extend your guiding hand to me so that I learn what I don’t
know.
Person: as you know I’ve not studied and learned
knowledge in the manner that people do so these days.
However, I’m aware of the affairs of your world.
My son, you have hidden your courage under false
attachments; break away from these bondages, one by
one. You can’t do all at the same time, just like climbing
the steps of a ladder. It must be done gradually.
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Do not lose your faith and determination and maintain a
strong will in life. Do you have any question?
Hossein: it appears that I don’t know my limits in life. I feel
like I need to be good to everyone at all times even those
who harm me. I’ve had many failures and I’m not sure
what I should do anymore. Should I always return
wrongdoings with goodness?
Person: no, you have not been ordered to do so in life by
God. Sometimes I had to respond to injustice by my sword.
God does not forgive those who do not stand up to
oppression. You must protect your rights, family and
property.
I’ll consult with individuals who are experts in matters that
I’m not so as to help you in all areas of your life. Maybe I’ll
find a mentor who is much more familiar with the affairs
of your world.
If we do accept you as our disciple, you need to make a
pact.
Hossein: what kind of a pact?
Person: you must not reveal our real names and identities
until such a time that we see fit. For now you can call me
Sardar (in Persian means General) and mention it in your
future writings.
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Hossein: what writings? I’m not a writer and I don’t know
how to write.
Sardar: hopefully the time will come as it’s in the
command and whatever that is in the command will be
carried out.
My children, life and living are usually accompanied by
wars and battles. Do not lose your weapons. Is there any
other questions?
Hossein: I’m kind of lost for words or confused.
Sardar: alright, so from now on you shall call me Sardar.
We have also chosen a name for you which is related to
your distant past and we won’t talk about that for now.
I’ll let you know when the time is right and know this,
names and titles are always given to people for a reason.
Your name or title is Guardian and you can use it in your
writings.
Of course, Ani is also a Guardian. It’s enough for this time.
Goodbye
So from now on instead of Hossein, we’ll use Guardian.
From that night onwards, I entered into a new phase of my
life and I met Sardar regularly, every week to be more
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exact. I shall publish his teachings in a book called ‘Sardar’
in the near future.
During these times I became familiar with many issues and
I decided to make contact with another master called
Silver and receive a set of trainings from him.
Of course, after a few years of training with master Silver
he revealed to me that his real name is ‘White Eagle’.
Since parts of this book are his teachings and trainings and
also to honor him and pay my tributes, I’ve named this
book ‘White Eagle’.
From now on I shall refer to master Silver Biresh as white
eagle.
In fact, Sardar introduced me to his friends as part of a
plan and you could say he put in a good word for me.
From this date onwards I shall write about my trainings
and the knowledge which I acquired from their teachings.
The only thing that is left out was my drinking habit. To be
honest, when the meetings with the masters began my
drinking sessions somehow faded and alcohol didn’t seem
attractive to me anymore.
One evening after the second meeting, as usual I went to
the kitchen looking for my bottle and I ended up just
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getting yogurt mixed with minced onions. Somehow that
night I went to sleep easily and for ten nights I ate yogurt
with onion and never drank Vodka again.
As odd as it may seem, this recipe helped my sleep as I was
drinking every night to fall asleep.
However, my opium addiction continued. My drinking
habit started as an effort to quit opium addiction.
Unfortunately, not only it didn’t help with the addiction,
but it added to my dilemma. So I was very happy that at
least alcohol was out of the picture.
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Master
Or
Landing of White Eagle from the heavens

Tonight I’ve invited white eagle to time net room. The
master does not speak Persian very well and I’ve written
the conversation exactly as it happened. I hope he accepts
me as his disciple.
Time net room

11pm

29/06/1993

Guardian: are you able to speak my language fluently?
White eagle: I speak the language of whomever I visit.
Guardian: do you speak English as well?
White eagle: yes. Why do you want to talk to me?
Guardian: to gain knowledge and increase my awareness
and information.
White eagle: why do you want to learn? It will take a long
time and make you forget your life in this world.
Guardian: you mean I should forget my current life and
become a monk.
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White eagle: no, I meant if I teach you the things you
want, then you will not have any time for yourself.
Guardian: should I leave my family and work?
White eagle: no, not at all. You just continue your life and
we shall meet every week and I’ll consult with other
friends about you. We will talk soon.
Farewell
This was my first meeting with the master and I didn’t
understand much. I hope that he does accept me.
I was very anxious in the week that I had to wait till our
next meeting. I couldn’t do anything and I was very
nervous. I hadn’t fully surrendered yet and somehow
wanted to do something to influence the outcome my
way.
Finally, I gave up worrying and planning and surrendered
to the outcome of the upcoming session, whatever it
might be.
Thinking like that gave me a sense of calm and comfort as I
entered the time net room.
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Conferring
Time net room

11pm

06/07/1993

White eagle: there are many of us here in this universe
and other universes. I’ve conferred with many of them and
they have given me a positive response.
We will gradually inform you of the affairs of the universe.
Human being is born into every universe in different
forms; similar to the leaves of trees, they come into
existence; they grow and become yellow, die and fall
down and get absorbed into earth.
And once again they become part of a cycle in nature. The
same goes for human beings; the body perishes while the
spirit moves on to the next phase.
I, myself have lived many lives in different tribes and have
a duty towards the people who are not from my tribe.
You must try very hard to fulfill your duty in this world
which is like an examination. If you pass with good grades,
you would be very happy.
Guardian: with your permission, I would like to fix the
weekly meetings.
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White eagle: yes, Monday nights from 10pm to midnight.
We’ll take you to see our universe and you shouldn’t be
afraid. God will keep you safe.
Farewell
In this meeting, the master and his friends accepted me as
a disciple. What I learned tonight is that human beings do
not cease to exist after death and only the physical body
perishes while the spirit goes on living in other universes.
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He must be tested!
Time net room

11pm

13/07/1993

White eagle: we’re all happy to be in contact with you. We
can help you better understand yourself and your life on
earth.
There are many decent believers on your planet, but they
don’t work like us. If you want, we can work together.
You must become financially strong on earth; not to show
off or for leisurely spending, but to finance your aims and
pave the way for future goals. What do you say?
Guardian: yes, all this time I was searching, but not sure as
to what I want. I tried everything for the last 14 years and
now that I’ve found you; how can I say no?
White eagle: you must continue to think as the path has
difficulties. Ponder our proposition carefully and let us
know.
Guardian: I’ve already made up my mind and the answer is
yes.
White eagle: we talked about you to someone very good
here and he said that you must be tested.
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Guardian: fair enough, I accept your words and I’m willing
to do any kinds of test or trial. When you say someone
good, do you mean Sardar? Have you seen him?
White eagle: yes, he introduced you to us. I don’t actually
see him, but I can feel him everywhere.
You must go back in time to the past and see for yourself.
That’s all I know and would say for now. He will guide you
more.
We have an appointment to see other universes together;
this is the beginning of our practice. The time must come.
Guardian: alright, I’ll be patient till the time comes. Can I
ask you a question?
White eagle: yes.
Guardian: how will I be tested?
White eagle: this test is not short term. In time you shall
see.
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Message
The truth appears and justice establishes
When the word is said,
said,
The one that sees and hears
Could get to know us and our way of
being
Only if there is humanity within
And then move on to seek aspiration.
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Chilling temperature of 60 degrees below zero
Or
Journey to the other side

Time net room

11pm

13/07/1993

White eagle: greetings. We hope that you are well.
Your foundation must be corrected and this starts with
healing or purifying your corona and then we shall move
ahead step by step. Are you ready for our help?
Guardian: you make me doubt myself every time you ask
me this question; yes, yes, I’m ready.
White eagle: alright then, do you remember the journey
on the bus that night? What time did you fall asleep?
Guardian: you mean last night on my way back from
Esfahan? I’m not sure.
White eagle: yes, we brought you here with everyone.
Guardian: where?
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White eagle: a place like Alaska, lots of snow and you were
in a small car. You probably don’t remember.
Are you able to endure the cold of 60 degrees below zero?
We don’t want anything more than that. You must try to
rebuild and restore your body and health so that you can
achieve the intended goal.
You have to strengthen your physique and will power and
we’ll assist you in other areas.
Guardian: Ani dreamt of the place you just described in
her sleep last night. She was sleeping in our home in
Tehran, though.
White eagle: yes, we transported you from the bus and
your wife from your home, simultaneously last night.
Tonight is for you to speak.
Guardian: I’m so glad to be in your company tonight.
However, I’m still very confused; I’ll try to clear my head.
White eagle: well, that’s a good idea. Think well about the
task ahead of you and focus on everything and everyone.
We’ll give you the necessary time and patience is needed.
Are there any questions?
Guardian: why did you transport me to somewhere cold
last night? Why is this place called ’60 degrees below
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zero’? Why does my wife still remember the place
whereas I don’t?
White eagle: we’ll leave the memory of the scene in the
mind of one of you only. The name has to do with the
difficulty of the task and it’s compared to a journey across
such a region.
We want you to know that you have two responsibilities to
accept, first is your physical body and the other, your
psyche.
Guardian: how is an image recorded on the mind?
White eagle: this depends on the person who becomes
close to the image so as to see it. We took you and Ani to a
place filled with snow, but Ani didn’t feel cold and
observed everything. Do you understand?
Guardian: I’m very agitated at times and my mind is always
working. I guess I still can’t analyze these recent events.
White eagle: why don’t you worry about your own
problems? We’ll do the planning for the future.
Guardian: I’m
responsibilities.

not

worried

about

my

work

or

White eagle: then what?
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Guardian: I have many questions about our connection.
White eagle: we showed you the beginning of the path;
you are in a hurry to get results. We rather you be patient
and give this enough time. We’re proposing a gradual
approach as there is a long way to go and time is needed
for your mind and body to find their strength and health
once again.
If we tell you to jump off a high altitude, you would ask
how. However, if we teach you how to fly, then there
would be no problem.
Guardian: you are right.
White eagle: so, take your time and think of becoming
capable. Do you know what that means?
Guardian: yes, physical, psychological and mental strength.
White eagle: don’t think thoughts that drain your energy.
In order to serve humanity, hard work and determination
is needed. We’ll help you get through the cold.
Guardian: where do you get the patience and interest to
help me?
White eagle: we don’t have the problem of time which is
very valuable in your world. If you want to climb unto a
high summit, you must pace yourself and walk slowly. You
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will be guided for future aims because of your previous
strength, your objective and mental state.
By using positive thoughts and energy, you can achieve
your goal. Concentration on positive thoughts and
reflecting them on your efforts, will pave the way forward.
Guardian: how do I strengthen my will power and
overcome the obstacles?
White eagle: the problem must be looked at as already
solved; that will diminish its size and it no longer creates
fear. When we know what we want in life we can pursue it
easier. Real desire is the key, and then comes other things.
We are at a weightless point while at flight and this could
be contemplated.
Goodbye
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The other seven bodies
Ani: a question has been on my mind for some time. I was
hoping to get some answers to this question tonight.
Guardian: looks like you haven’t noticed that I’m learning
things here myself. You can’t expect me to have all the
answers. How can a blind person lead another one?
Ani: you have read many books in spirituality and
metaphysics and you might be able to help me.
Guardian: the border between what we can sense and
what we can’t is called metaphysics. Anything that we‘re
able to realize with our five senses will no longer be a
mystery or metaphysics.
When you say that I’ve read books, it’s still a long way
from truly understanding the knowledge within those
books. If the individual’s knowledge is not higher than the
material of the book he’s reading, he won’t be able to
verify its authenticity.
Of course, I’m only talking about matters not understood
or observed by our five external senses, otherwise other
kinds if knowledge is transferable.
There is a huge difference between reading something and
understanding something which leads to application of
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that knowledge in life. Once a person achieves a high level
of academic success he becomes an expert in that one or
two areas of specialty and it would be difficult for him to
venture outside his area of expertise.
Ani: it seems you forgot my question; give me one reason
why someone with high academic education might not
understand certain materials.
Hossein: don’t get me wrong, I don’t mean any disrespect
to the educated class. I’m not talking about discussions on
science or mathematics or medicine. I’m talking about an
area outside of these sciences, something beyond nature.
You can call it metaphysics if you want.
When someone sees and smells and touches a red rose,
he’s able to share his experience with people who have
never seen a flower before. However, can someone have
the same original experience by just reading the
descriptions of red rose? He’s not even able to add
anything to the original account by merely playing with
words.
You see where I’m getting at; when mystics like Rumi
describe something metaphysical or beyond our
understanding, they are left with no choice but to use
simple words and comparisons so that we can grasp the
concept.
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When they feel a sense of joy or elation from something
divine or spiritual, they liken it to intoxication or being
drunk so that we can fathom the depth.
Of course, when their descriptions are against the norms
of society or seem strange to people, they call them crazy
or prosecute them and sometimes, even kill them.
We have had many such persecutions in our history,
Socrates who drank the cup of hemlock, Galileo in Rome
and in the Middle East bright scholars and mystics such as
Sohrevardy, Hallaj and Einolghozate Hamedani who were
all murdered in horrific manners.
Ani: alright, looks like this topic is more interesting than
mine; tell me something that is hard to comprehend for
the educated, secular.
Guardian: fine, I quote a few lines from the famous poet,
Rumi.
Five external senses are his medium
Five internal senses are his appointee
There are ten senses and seven bodies
Imagine what is not expressible by words
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So, what do you think he means by seven bodies? Or why
does he say ‘not expressible by words’?
Ani: I’m waiting.
Guardian: he means that human being has seven bodies
and he simply states that and then he says it’s hard to
imagine such a thing and it’s not easy to be expressed by
words.
On the other hand, many analyze and interpret this poetry
without actually experiencing the original account and
insist that their version is the truth, the one that Rumi says
‘not expressible by words’.
Thus when something is beyond believe or seems strange,
we come up with many forms of denial or explanation.
Because if we believe that the human body has seven
bodies, then it will create many changes in our beliefs and
ways of looking at life.
Ani: stop right here, could you explain about the events of
that night where both of us were taken to cold region
while sleeping in two different locations.
Guardian: I think you got your answer already. The thing
that was on the bus that night was my physical body and
the same goes for you. It was your physical body at our
home sleeping. The two people that were actually us in
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that cold place were the other bodies of us. We had left
our physical bodies.
Ani: do the other bodies look exactly the same as our
physical body?
Guardian: yes, the other bodies of a human being are
exactly the same as physical body. It has hands and feet, it
eats and talks, feels fear and joy and behaves exactly the
same as the physical body and has the same
characteristics.
The only difference is that the particles which form the
second, third and…bodies are made up of substances
unknown to us; they are not seen or felt by our physical
eyes and other external senses. Some believe that these
seven bodies are continuing their purification in seventh
planes or levels of heavens.
Ani: can you bring an example for these other six bodies so
that I can understand it better?
Guardian: yes, when you’re dreaming in your sleep, you
see and feel yourself as a real human being; with all the
wants and needs of a human. Your bodies are very similar
to each other up to a point where you cannot distinguish
that you are in another one of your body and not the
physical one.
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When you’re dreaming, it’s very unlikely that you can
distinguish the body that you’re in and you believe that it’s
you. As you know, there are human beings who leave their
physical bodies by their own will power and traverse the
universe.
Sometimes upon leaving my physical body, I had a hard
time recognizing which body I was in; thus I had to carry
out an experiment to find out.
All I can say is that these bodies are so similar and this
causes confusion. For example, if somebody slaps me real
hard while I’m sleeping, I would feel the pain fully and I
couldn’t say for sure which body’s face I was slapped on,
the physical body or the second body. Sometimes, in my
dream I can see blood and its color is also red or that I’m
looking for my shoes.
I mean to say that clothes, food, cars, buildings and
everything else exist in the other universe just like our
physical world.
The thing that I have not been able to understand is the
material or substances that make these universes; they are
made up of substances that we’ve yet to discover and
explore.
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Ani: when you say ‘explore the unknown’ I remember
Hallaj as he was always exploring the unknown.
Guardian: yes, he is one of the great martyrs of mysticism
and he was always piercing through the unknown. He told
me ‘pierce through the unknown’ personally himself.
Now, let me tell you about a famous proverb which says
‘The camel dreams of cottonseed in his sleep; at times he
eats with his mouth full and other times, he eats them one
by one’.
Ani: it’s good that you brought this up; what is the
material of the cottonseed the camel is eating in his
dream?
Guardian: the cottonseed that is eaten by the camel is
exactly from the other universe or the second body. This is
why the camel’s appetite is not satisfied after eating so
much and when he gets up, he’s still hungry.
This cottonseed is not from the physical body and it’s not
made up of earth; so naturally not digestible by the
camel’s internal organs. Of course, such a body needs such
a cottonseed.
As a famous folk story says ‘such beet requires such a pot’.
Ani: tell me the story.
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Guardian: once upon a time a man from Esfahan and
someone from Azerbaijan became roommates since they
worked together. So, every night after work they sat
together and told each other about the most distinguished
places and characteristics of their hometown.
After sometime they ran out of things to say and started to
exaggerate. The man from Esfahan said ‘in our city we
began the production of the largest pot in the world, it’s so
huge that one hundred worker had to work inside the pot
and one hundred worker outside the pot. After it was
finished, it was placed in the main square of the city’.
When he finished his story, the man from Azerbaijan gave
him a dirty smile and began his story; he said ‘our
agriculture is the best in the region. We’re so good at this
that our products and crops are the largest in the world. I
remember once we had to employ two hundred workers
to dig out a huge beet using trucks and special ropes’.
The first man protested ‘come on! How could this be true?
Furthermore, how could anyone cook such a huge beet?
Where can you do such a thing?
The Azerbaijani smiled and replied ‘such beet require such
a pot’.
Then they both laughed and quit the exaggeration.
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Now, my dear wife, do you get the point of the story. Such
body requires the appropriate universe; this means the
body must match the forming substances of the universe.
Alright, looks like we have to go to a meeting in the time
net room.
Ani: I’m ready.
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Torch
Time net room

11pm

14/08/1993

White eagle: we’re all your friends here and we hope to
achieve our common goal together which is helping the
people on earth.
We’re glad to help you strengthen your intellect and
understanding so as to pass through this stage in the
shortest time possible.
Your world’s affairs go on forever and responsibilities
and commands are changeable and doable.
We will stand with you throughout everything; your
improvement shall leave a good impression on your
friends. Try to focus on time and not waste it. Do you
understand our objective?
Guardian: not thoroughly.
White eagle: you must gradually move forward step by
step; any results need plenty of time.
We’re trying to increase your awareness so that when you
come here you would have the least amount of suffering.
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In here, we’re constantly working hard to achieve our
goals just like your world and we’re always commuting and
on the move.
We help those who have lost their ways and are
wandering aimlessly in life; when these individuals arrive
here, they become so remorseful and experience hard
times.
You did not pay attention to yourself and your family and
created a web of darkness around yourself; that’s why we
had the mission to find you and pass the torch on to you
so that you can come out of the darkness. We must
accompany you to the main destination.
You and your wife Ani came to this earth for a purpose;
pay attention to the issues on hand and your instincts shall
lead you.
Farewell
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Freewill
Ani: don’t you want to elaborate on what the master just
said?
Guardian: I better not, I might be wrong.
Ani: you just want be exempted of any further
explanations; just share your perception about these
insights, this would give these words a new life and attract
the reader’s attention.
Guardian: alright, you pick a sentence and I’ll share my
interpretation of it.
Ani: the master said ‘Your world’s affairs go on forever
and responsibilities and commands are changeable and
doable’ what is your view on this?
Guardian: here the issue of freewill is focused upon; it
means that man can change his own destiny if he so
desires.
If you ask any miserable human being about the source of
his misery he would tell you ‘it was written in my destiny
or that I was meant to be like this and there is no way out’.
However, if you ask any successful individual the same
question, he would answer ‘hard work and determination
is the key in succeeding’.
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Thus, man can change his conditions under any sets of
circumstances. If he’s not doing anything about his
problems, it’s due to his laziness or lack of wisdom. When
he says’ it is destiny’s fault, he is justifying or bringing
excuses.
God will not change the destiny of any nation unless they
change their selfish, ignorant ways. This shows the issue
of freewill clearly.
Sometimes we make a wrong move or commit a false
action and consequently receive the reflection or reaction
of that wrongdoing and then we call this determinism.
For example, I deceive someone into lending me as a form
of investment and then takeoff with his money. Obviously,
when I’m arrested it’s the consequence of my own action
and then in prison I learn more about criminal ways of life
and keep repeating my actions and along the way become
involved in drugs and so on. Somewhere down the road
when misery has completely invaded my life, I would say ‘I
was destined for misfortunes and I never had any luck in
life and how come I can never be happy’ and beliefs of this
nature.
Even our birth is by our own freewill, but for now is out of
our discussion. There is no determinism in our physical
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world and thinking like that is due to lack of awareness of
laws and order of creation.
Ani: what are you saying? My birth is my own choice! How
come I don’t remember that?
Guardian: I heard this from the masters; coming into this
world requires two conditions, first is desire and second is
command.
Maybe it’s better to leave this topic aside for now and wait
for the masters to explain more about this; not
remembering many things about our past, before coming
into this world is for our own good.
Ani: alright, but you said that human can change his
conditions under any sets of circumstances. Can you give
an example?
Guardian: for instance, I’m an alcoholic and by quitting the
bottle, I can turn my life around for the better. You see,
how quickly you can turn a negative issue around and
make a positive change.
Of course, in action it needs a strong will and hard work,
but it’s doable. Do you have any more questions?
Ani: what does the master mean by plenty of time?
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Guardian: well, it’s very simple. Time is the foundation of
life here on earth and as simple as it might seem,
understanding it at all times does appear very
complicated.
Many things are achieved with patience, but without it
there could be much complication.
Ani: like what?
Guardian: well, we can see this important law in our
physical universe all the time. We see it in the growing up
of children, farming and plantation, giving birth, building
and construction and many other things.
However, in certain cases we forget the factor of time.
Take recovering from drug addiction as an example.
Someone has used drugs for 20 years but thinks he can
quit it over night and others expect him to do so as well.
Or someone who is poor and wants to become wealthy
overnight, thus he goes into the wrong path and commits
a crime; or a student who has not done any studying and
school work the whole year and expects to get good
grades by studying till morning the night before the exam.
No one can become an athlete or a warrior overnight.
Bodybuilders, who don’t have patience and determination,
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use steroids to attain a great body quickly while forgetting
the harmful effects of steroids on their body.
Therefore, changes and transformations in the physical
realm can only take place gradually and need time.
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Happiness
Time net room

11pm

21/08/1993

White eagle: tonight, we want to enter a scene from the
past which demonstrates our intention.
We see a friendly gathering of friends and acquaintances
that are all dancing and enjoying themselves. This scene
belongs to the thirteenth century and the party is hosted
by a wealthy family. There’s a lady here about 65, very
beautiful with blond hair. Over there in the corner, a few
young men are laughing happily. The atmosphere is joyous
and energetic.
You can become very strong by positive and happy
thoughts. I and the rest of my friends here have a divine
mission to do in many different lands.
Guardian: you’ve learned Persian very well.
White eagle: I should thank Lady Jones for teaching me
Persian. We ask for permission before accepting anyone
into our congress but it didn’t take long for you and your
wife.
I hope that you make us proud with your hard work so that
we can continue our assistance.
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Do you have any question?
Guardian: you said the scene belonged to the thirteenth
century. Where is the past?
White eagle: the scene was like the thirteenth century and
they are everywhere. You use film to store an image and in
the past people used painting or carvings on the walls.
Do you think that past and future exist for everything?
Guardian: I think past exists and in your universe there are
certain people with a special mission who have access to
the past, present and the future. Maybe there are such
people on earth as well, but I think it requires a special
permit.
White eagle: you’re right; scenes from the past, present
and future are all recorded in the archives and can be
accessed.
What is important for you to know is that if humans think
of happiness on earth, they will be happy in the other
world as well. The dancing scene displayed the same point.
Guardian: thanks, but I have no way of knowing the future.
White eagle: yes, there are scenes that we have like the
scene about a volcano and an earthquake which are
related to the future or scenes from the previous palaces
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which you didn’t record. We wanted to show you a
mixture of the scenes from the past, present and future so
that you know the scenes and the humans exist and will be
forever. We have to go now.
Farewell
Ani: what is the archive? How is it that scenes are
recorded in it?
Guardian: archive is a form of preservation; for instance, if
you access a broadcasting company they have an archive
which has the entire program of that station.
However, the difference between a TV station archive and
creation’s archive is that the TV station might not preserve
its entire program, but in creation everything is kept and
recorded in addition to the fact that creation has scenes
from the future in it as well unlike a broadcasting station.
Let’s not forget that creation’s archive is not destroyed no
matter what and will be preserved forever.
Sometimes we can access scenes from our past in our
sleep when we’re dreaming; of course, only sometimes.
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Wizard’s epigraphs
Time net room

11pm

21/08/1993

White eagle: we want to display some more scenes from
the past. Are you ready?
Guardian: yes.
White eagle: beautiful eyes looking at you besides two
wooden chairs on the front porch of a cottage. Those eyes
must be familiar to you.
This place is very beautiful; those large eyes belong to a
lady whom you know very well.
Guardian: what century is this?
White eagle: this place is where you lived about 1400
years ago, the house by the river which creates some fear
in both of you.
Guardian: has the congress accepted us?
White eagle: it depends on you and your performance.
Guardian: it’s been sometime that I voluntarily travel to
different places in my sleep. Last night I went to a garden
and started to dig the ground with my hands.
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In there I found some epigraphs with different colors; they
were small and an ancient writings were written on them.
I destroyed some of them; I’m kind of confused about
these events. Could you explain?
White eagle: it might not make sense to you yet as the
scenes belong to your past; I’ll try to explain.
We’ve moved ahead of the dark forces and this is a victory
for us. This battle is going on throughout the creation so
that the good forces experience the truth step by step.
Of course, in continuation all the negative issues must be
eliminated.
Farewell
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A family in the past
Ani: when I saw the scene with the house and the
beautiful place I felt a sense of familiarity; but the river
created an intense fear in me. Why is that?
Guardian: right now I know as much as you; these scenes
belong to our past and I’m not sure as to what had
happened in the river. We have to wait and see what more
the master tells us.
Ani: the master said that they travel and commute in their
universe. In what manner does this traveling take place?
Guardian: I explained that the human being has seven
bodies while most people think that we’re just made up of
a body and a soul.
People imagine the soul or the spirit as form of vapor or
mist or a ghost. This false idea has lead to
misinterpretations about the hidden attributes of human
being and is the source of many movies.
On the other hand, when we see our dead relatives or
loved ones in our sleep we see them in ways just like us;
they are dressed like us, look like us and talk the same.
Thus we can imagine that the human being is wearing
many garments and if he takes off one, the other garment
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appears. The only difference is the quality of the garments
and only one of these layers are detectible by our five
senses, our physical body. However, the elements of the
other bodies are the same as the components making up
the respective universe; so driving, eating and commuting
takes place exactly the same as our universe.
Ani: tell me about the dreams, the places you go and the
things you do during your sleep.
Guardian: they are related to certain trainings and only a
few scenes remain in my memory afterwards and the rest
of the information remain hidden in the archive or the
unconscious. Access to this section is only possible by the
divine command and my ability.
I hope that one day I can have the full access to the
archive.
Ani: don’t you want to explain about our previous family?
Guardian: this family, as unbelievable as it may sound, is
our family dating back to 1400 years ago and in order to
become more familiar with them, we need to look into the
meetings we’ve had with them. The story began like this.
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Antina
It was 29/06/1993 and in the time net room I was
interviewing my ancestor named Kichikhan when suddenly
a lady entered the scene. Thus, I shall write the whole
interview with Kichikhan before the arrival of the lady.
Kichikhan: dear Hossein, eating and survival is very
convenient in our universe. However, learning is
compulsory here and good grades mean better living
conditions; if someone leaves the earth illiterate, there are
teachers here and he must learn; otherwise we would be
demoted to lower levels.
For this reason, I was alone for a long time. I still haven’t
learned everything but I have found some good company
thanks to you.
I was thinking of returning to earth, but after talking to you
I decided to stay here and inform you of the universe
unknown to you.
She has reddish hair, fair skin, small lips, beautiful eyes and
slender figure.
Guardian: who is she?
Kichikhan: she’s here to see her daughter, Antina.
Guardian: what does she want from us?
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Kichikhan: she’s come to see her daughter who drowned
in the river; she wants to talk to your wife, Ani.
Guardian: what for?
Kichikhan: Ani is her daughter, your wife. She wants to
know why her daughter has returned to earth.
Guardian: I’m very confused here; I’m still trying to figure
out all that is happening and now my wife has found a
mother. Please send my regards and we shall meet again
in the time net room. I’m sure these events are the works
of Sardar.
Goodbye
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Mother
Ani: certain confusing information was given in the last
session. I don’t understand, I’ve not drowned and I’m alive
and healthy right here. Who is Antina? How could she be
my mother?
Guardian: we have to be patient to find out the truth. Up
to now, the events seem to be happening in order which
we know nothing about. The scene about the farm, house,
two chairs and the scary river; and now the story of you
being drowned in that river; they all appear as pre-written
scenario.
These events belong to 1400 years ago, your ex-family and
the events which happened at that time. It’s very hard to
believe all this, but I think that we’ve become involved in a
series of strange events. Although we don’t remember any
of the past events that happened to us, I think we have
followed each other according to certain pacts and
promises.
We might seem unaware of things, but it’s always like this
in the beginning. New issues are always hard to believe for
us humans, but after some time they seem very ordinary
and normal.
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200 years ago no one could have thought of things like
telephone or television which are part of our today’s
ordinary life. You could be sure that if the masters
revealed everything to us in one meeting, we still wouldn’t
absorb everything.
Ani: is there a difference between knowing and absorbing?
Guardian: we know of many things in life but they have
not become a part of our being. For instance, you know
that a dead person is unable of any action, but most
people fear a dead corps. An educated person is afraid of
his or her spouse’s dead body in the room and fears
staying in the room where they’ve spent lots of time
together. Most people are afraid of spending a night in the
mortuary whereas someone working in the morgue is
relaxed next to the bodies.
Thus something is wrong here; this knowledge that dead
bodies mean no harm has not become absorbed by most
people and therefore, not a part of their being.
Basically, experiencing the knowledge and absorbing it
internally and practically leads to a deeper understanding
which is more than just knowing.
Now Ani, do you understand the difference?
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Alright, it’s ten at night and we better get ready for a
meeting in the time net room. If you like, we can have a
meeting with Antina.
Ani: that would be great because this event has really
occupied my mind and I want to see her. Maybe she can
shed some light on the story of Arti and Antine who were
murdered 1400 years ago in the city that burnt in the
flames of fire.
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Antine and Arti
Time net room

10pm

01/07/1993

After five minutes of utter silence Antina entered the time
net room.
Guardian: greetings upon you.
Antina: I once had a daughter.
Guardian: what was her name?
Antina: Antine. It was during the invasion of Persia by
Arabs; we were the royal family of Sassanid Dynasty.
They threw both of you in the river. We didn’t find out
about it until much later. You were the son of a brave war
commander.
Guardian: what was my name back then?
Antina: it was Arti; your mother became extremely upset
after losing you and she started to forget things. We lost
all of our assets. My husband was part of the secret service
of the palace and was in charge of the finances and assets
of the palace.
Guardian: what was his name?
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Antina: I’m not allowed to say; your father was a good
man and gave his life for his motherland.
Guardian: where is my father at the moment? Has he
returned to earth?
Antina: no, he has not returned to earth. We’re in the
heavens together.
You must try your very best to attain knowledge so as to
have a comfortable time when you come here.
Guardian: how old were you when you ascended to
heavens?
Antina: I’m not sure exactly, 27 or 28 years old. Antine was
9 and you were 13 years old. Your mother was tall and had
beautiful hair, we were good friends and I’m so glad to see
you once again. She has been searching for you all these
years and now that she has found you, she will celebrate
and give thanks to the Lord.
Guardian: how old was my mother?
Antina: she was 29 years old and a great dancer.
Guardian: are you educated?
Antina: we were taught manners and the art of running a
household.
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Farewell
Guardian: I had many questions to ask in this meeting and
many issues were unbelievable for me. So I tried to
establish more communications especially with my
mother.
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Pane
Time net room

11pm

04/07/1993

Mum: greetings upon the great Lord.
You were my son.
Guardian: you were my mum.
Mum: yes, I’ve worn a dress for celebration as I had been
mourning for so long. My name is pane.
I was so light on my feet and a great dancer. Losing you
made me ill and I searched for you everywhere.
Guardian: did Sardar find you?
Pane: yes, he is a great human being.
Guardian: are you with my father?
Pane: yes, he’s on your right side.
Guardian: I send my greetings upon him. These events
astonish me. How old were you and dad?
Pane: I was about 31 and your dad was 38 years old. His
name is Pakrobad. He was like a wind, powerful in the
battle. He is a good human being and a powerful athlete.
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He gave his life for fiends and his wrath for the enemy; a
clever person.
Guardian: I’m so happy. You must also be happy with this
great gift from God, aren’t you?
Pane: yes, but today is not a day for celebration. You have
a lot to do. When Antine was five, she fell down hurt her
right knee; you helped her up and she promised to make
you a polo stick when she grew up.
Your father had two beautiful horse; your father’s eyes
were very attractive. God be with you both.
Guardian: after meeting my mum, I decided to meet my
dad as well. I guess what my mum said about not being
happy is due to my complicated problems. Next, I shall
write the full details of my meeting with my dad; his name
is Pakrobad.
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Pakrobad
Time net room

11pm

17/09/1993

Pakrobad: greetings upon you, the Persian boy.
Guardian: our greetings upon you as well.
Pakrobad: you came on your own wishes to the earth and
you must complete your mission successfully so that you
can be satisfied. Then, we shall receive you with pleasure.
Do you want to say anything?
Guardian: the situation is very confusing for me. I’m happy
to be talking to you all and maybe I’m still in shock as to
what is taking place. I hope I can gradually understand
everything. From what I gather and the words of the
masters, I’m supposed to be doing something. Do you
know what that is?
Pakrobad: you will know in the future, it’s too soon for me
to tell you.
Guardian: alright, I’m probably not ready for it yet. As the
master, White eagle says ‘only with patience and
knowledge, can one travel the long road’.
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For now, I can’t do anything. Tell me about Antina; is my
mum there with you?
Pakrobad: yes, we’re both here, together. You know that
you were our only child and the same thing for Antine. You
had lived thirteen springs and Antine 9. You were the son
of a warrior, strong like me. We were god friends as well.
Losing you was like losing to another warrior in a
battlefield. God be with you.
Farewell
Guardian: I was constantly thinking about a solution, the
key to the secrets. Of course, I knew that the answers lied
in my hidden archive and accessing it was not an easy task.
So I tried to have another meeting and get to know
Antine’s dad so as to find out about his identity. He did not
accept, however and my dad began the meeting.
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Motherland
Time net room

11pm

11/08/1993

Pakrobad: me, your mother, Antina and her husband are
all here. We ask God to bless you with his grace and hope
you are not sad because of your return to earth.
We remain true to our heritage and ancestors. You were
always my son and will be forever. Try to leave a good
name of yourself before your departure. You were
returned to experience the darkness; your last life was cut
short and you brought one thing with yourself.
Guardian: what is that?
Pakrobad: reaching the summit and planting the victory
flag is valuable for all of us. We love everyone; don’t forget
us.
Guardian: what is the name of Antine’s father?
Pakrobad: we’re not allowed to say his name. Antina is
very sad for Antine’s condition; we’re worried for both of
you and we think constantly about your conditions.
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I and pane wish the best for you. You were an expert rider
when you were 9 years old; you had a beautiful, white
horse named Kamand.
Guardian: did you say Kamand?
Pakrobad: yes, he’s here with us. Anyways, I said too
much.
Your pain and sorrows affect us immensely and we
constantly think of a solution for you.
The force of attraction in the first place of upbringing
constantly pulls us and other humans in our universe,
towards that place; that’s why the living things on earth
love their motherland or their place of birth so much.
Our house was abandoned in that location; our hopes of
building that house with love disappeared as well. After
losing you both it was very difficult to live there.
Finding you both after many years and seeing the sad
situation that you and your small family is in, motivated us
greatly. Your mission is nothing less than a kingdom and
we hope that both of you will dedicate your lives for its
completion. We must leave now.
Guardian: God be with you all.
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The queen of sun
Time net room

11pm

27/10/1993

Greetings; I’m pane.
We’re all good, my son. Antine’s father has given a party
and I must dance as well. You did a good thing; you freed
the poor queen who had her cut off by the Arabs. She was
hypnotized by an Assyrian poet and then kidnapped to
Egypt.
All this was done by a lover who was very tall and strong.
The queen was related to us. You gave her peace and
many thanks to you for that.
We’re at the palace with all the people that you know;
we’re singing and dancing. The big bird entered the palace.
I’m very happy tonight. We’re grateful for everything and
give many thanks to the Lord. The place is bright and filled
with people. Talk to your father for now.
Pakrobad: how are my son and everyone else?
Guardian: we’re all doing well.
Pakrobad: we miss you all very much.
Observe the secrets of numbers in the faces.
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Our faces gradually appear in each one of you and with
constant purifications, we become pure.
We can see changes in you and this will help you in
overcoming your fears and doubts and make you familiar
with your past which was full of bravery and chivalry.
You are a man of honor, but impurities (drug addiction)
have destroyed the blossoms in you. Your mother is very
worried for you and wants the best for you all.
Guardian: dad, is it possible to meet Antine’s father?
Pakrobad: if you invite him, he’ll definitely accept.
Guardian: then I’m sending my invitation out to him and
please send my request to him.
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Antine’s dad
Antine’s dad: in the name of God.
I’m the last of Sassanid dynasty; my name is not important
to you. I’m happy that my daughter is in your hands as
safekeeping.
Lord’s destiny had it that we get our wish this time and
we’re very happy for that.
I and Pakrobad are very close friends and have been very
useful for each other. Do you have any questions from
me?
Guardian: since you were the last of the Sassanid dynasty
and you all were monotheism, could you explain to me the
chaos that took place as a result of a war between the
Persians and the Arabs.
Antine’s father: we refused to convert to Islam at first, but
they taught us the meaning of monotheism after a long
time. Thus we converted and received their grace.
We love the prophet very much, but the destructions
were caused by the ignorant ones. God is God and the
different names do not change his essence. It was
difficult for us in the beginning though.
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Try your best to carry out the commands while on earth.
These commandments will bring closer to the Lord.
Farewell
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Justice
Ani: I know that you believe all that has happened, but it’s
very hard for me to believe all these events even though
it’s been right before my eyes. I mean, you shouldn’t
expect everyone to believe everything that has happened.
In the case of the queen of sun, how could God allow such
injustice to happen to someone by the way of black
magic?
Guardian: there is no need for everyone to believe
everything they hear. Furthermore, the words of great
people like the prophets are not believed by everyone, let
alone us.
Now, let’s get to your question; are you questioning God’s
justice and fairness?
Ani: no, not at all.
Guardian: well, it seems that way. The important points
when judging an argument between two people is that
you must hear both sides of their stories and their
witnesses and also do a thorough investigation regarding
their claims.
Only then a judgment can be made. Don’t you agree?
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Ani: it makes sense the way you explain it; you’re trying to
say that we need all the information before making a
judgment and we don’t have all the facts about the queen
of the sun.
Guardian: no, I’m trying to say that we don’t have all the
information about human beings in general.
Ani: can you please stick to my question?
Guardian: I think it’s important to know everything about
the human being before moving on to something else; do I
get to continue?
Ani: I guess so.
Guardian: let me ask you a question; could you know the
whole story of a 500 page novel if you rip a page from the
middle of the book?
Say in that page you read about the scene of a vicious
struggle between Jack and Dave which eventually ends
with Dave killing Jack. Can you say for certain that Dave is
the evil killer who murdered the innocent Jack?
What if Dave was the police and Jack a serial killer? So as
you can see making a judgment with very little information
can lead to false presumptions.
Ani: are you saying that our lives are like written books?
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Guardian: of course not. I’m saying that our life is like a
book which we write and we’re still writing it and no one
knows if we’re in the beginning, middle or the end of the
book as no one can determine a beginning or an end for
life besides God.
Obviously, all the pages of this book are related to each
other and an important fact is that our birth, life and death
are only a page in this book.
Now, can you really say all that happened to the queen of
the sun was God’s justice or unjust oppression on an
innocent person?
Ani: are you saying that what happened to her were the
consequences of her own actions similar to the law of
karma?
Guardian: well, it’s a fact that we’re responsible for our
actions and the things that happen to us, but I’m talking
about the entire book rather than focusing on that page
only.
Ani: I’m very confused now; what are you trying to say?
Guardian: I told you that this birth, life and death, is only a
page in this book. This present life is only one page in
these pages. So instead of focusing on this one life only,
we should look at its entirety.
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Ani: let me think for a while.
Guardian: I’ll keep quiet so that you can think. Just
remember that between eternity when we made a pact
with God and reaffirmed His Lordship and our present
birth and life, there’s a gap. Where were we during this
period? What were we doing?
Ani: now I understand; you want to say that we’ve had
other stories and adventures before our birth and they
would continue after our death.
Guardian: exactly, these are the stories that are written in
the other pages of this book.
I think we’ve discussed enough on this matter; we should
get back to the time net room and find out more pieces of
the puzzle.
Ani: no, please stop; things are already very confusing as
they are. Let’s not add more to the unknown and try to
clarify the issues on hand.
Guardian: the pages before our birth are about our
previous lives and things we did in the distant past; this is
called destiny which determines our present situation to a
degree.
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Of course, our life is determined by two factors, dour
destiny and our thoughts. Thus you can see that not
everything in life is fate or destiny. The pages after our
death will be written later on and are influenced by our
present actions.
Basically, all that happen to us are the result of our own
actions.
Ani: that’s very hard to accept.
Guardian: knowing something is very different from
understanding it. Anyways, are you ready for time net
room?
Ani: yes I am, but before that can you explain to me how
you leave your body and the story of you destroying those
epigraphs.
Guardian: that’s something that I cannot reveal, it’s a
secret.
Ani: I think you’re exaggerating your case; what secret?
Are you kidding me? There are zillions of books out there
which talk about your so called secrets. Maybe they were
secrets a thousand years ago, not now.
Guardian: it’s not really like that; sometimes if you reveal
something you’re not supposed to, you can cause damage
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and make the situation worse than it already is. Every
word has its own place and right timing makes a huge
difference.
When it comes to divine knowledge, there’s a battle
between light and darkness, good and evil and knowledge
against ignorance. Therefore, when certain discoveries
have been made in regards to divine knowledge, the
capacity of the people at that time determines if they can
have access to that knowledge.
Otherwise, knowing this information can cause damage to
the individuals due to lack of capacity in understanding.
However, sometimes there are certain issues
understandable to majority of people which could harm
the balance of power in politicians and governments. In
other words, if people found out the truth, foundations of
power and tyrants could collapse and that’s why the
oppressors would do anything to hide truth and maintain
power.
Thus, they executed, murdered and prosecuted individuals
who had broke the code of silence and had started to
spread the truth; their revelations and knowledge were
like weapons which could shatter the dark forces and they
feared such people the most.
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If these heroes wanted power and wealth, they would
have been given everything of luxury and comfort.
However, their integrity and honor wouldn’t budge and
they were ready to sacrifice their most precious assets,
their life for the truth to be known. This has happened
numerously in our history; individuals like Mansour Halaaj,
Sohrevardi, Socrates and many others all over the world.
Ani, people are divided into four groups when faced with
the words of truth:
Healthy group- people who are capable of understanding
the truth and try to protect and spread it even if it costs
them their lives;
Oppressors- people who understand and believe the truth
but fight to destroy it as it endangers their profits and
interests.
Indifferent group- people who care about nothing and are
indifferent to the events that happen around them;
Opportunists- these people are only after their interests
and well being and don’t care about anything else. They
accept anything that suits their selfish gains. For example if
their interest lies in water being black, they’ll bring
hundred and one proofs that water is black and that it’s
been black since the beginning.
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Ani: could you give an example of the last group?
Guardian: alright, let me tell you about a story which has a
moral lesson along with some humor.
The story: there was a smart mullah who had a large party
at his house one night. Since he had many guests and not
enough pots to cook food, he went to his next door
neighbor and borrowed a very large pot.
After the party he washed the pot very nicely and put a
very small pot inside it and returned it to the neighbor.
The neighbor looked inside the pot and asked ‘what is this
small pot?’
The mullah smiled and said ‘fortunately, while cooking
your large pot gave birth and this is the baby. So it belongs
to you as you’re the owner’.
The neighbor thought to himself what a retard this guy is
and smiled knowingly and said ‘well thank you so much;
has there been any costs for the birth and all that? If there
is, I can pay you right now’.
The mullah said ‘no, the birth was natural and had no
expenses’.
So he said goodbye to the neighbor and left. Some time
passed and the mullah had another large party at his
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house and once again he went to the neighbor and asked
if he could have the large pot again as he has many guests.
The neighbor became happy and thought his foolish
neighbor would give one more small pot when returning
the large pot.
After a few days had passed and there was no news of his
pot and its baby, the neighbor went to the mullah’s house
and asked for his pots.
Suddenly the mullah took out his handkerchief and started
crying and said ‘oh, what misfortune! The poor pot was
very young but it died while giving birth’.
The angry neighbor said ‘what nonsense are you talking
about? You think I’m a fool like you, pots don’t give birth
you retard’.
The mullah replied ‘how come it could the last time?
When you received the small pot, everything was possible
and now it’s not! Well, face it; one who gives birth can also
die while giving birth’.
End of the story
Now you see how such people operate; when nonsense is
profitable for them, they’ll accept any kind of lies.
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If it’s alright with you, we go to the time net room and get
more information about the queen of sun and wizard’s
epigraphs.
Ani: sure, only if you promise to tell me about your out of
the body travels.
Guardian: I promise to reveal to you all that I know
whenever you’re ready.
Ani: fine, let’s go.
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Promotion
Time net room

11pm

27/10/1993

White eagle: hello.
Guardian: our warm regards to you.
White eagle: tonight we’re going to observe some scenes
from the past. Which scenes would you like to visit?
Guardian: the story of epigraphs and the queen is still very
confusing for me.
White eagle: alright, are you ready to enter the past?
Guardian: yes, we are.

The scene
A young, beautiful girl is combing her hair in a palace. In
another place someone is talking to a black magician. In
the next scene, the young girl is beheaded.
Guardian: who does this scene belong to?
White eagle: the headless body belongs to a beautiful
Aryan lady who was the victim of a conspiracy. With the
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work you did in the garden, her spirit which was
wandering between Egypt and India returned to the place
where it belonged. Her ancestor was Cyrus, the great and
her name was the queen of sun.
Guardian: I don’t get it, can we see the queen?
White eagle: yes, maybe she contacts you herself.
Guardian: what are these spells and epigraphs?
White eagle: I had told you previously about an upcoming
trip to Africa. The reason was to find a way to get rid of
spells which were cast long time ago. Wealth thirsty
individuals used such means for satanic purposes. The
dimensions of the epigraphs were 3 by 4 centimeters.
Guardian: so you mean those epigraphs were the original
source and other magicians copied them.
White eagle: yes.
Guardian: what happened to the queen?
White eagle: after passing away from your world, she was
able to marry the man she loved. This was because the
spell was so strong that it even worked in this world.
Anyways, we the members of congress wish the best for
you and hope that you continue your progress. Evil doers
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will continue with their evil intentions and you must
always pay attention.
We approve of your duties on earth and encourage your
positive steps.
Lady Jones says that we should all work together for the
promotion of the human spirit.
In a distant past you had an obligation in the space; we’re
glad that you’ve found your obligation on earth as well.
You were misled from your path and this was in the
commandment; support and guidance from the great ones
began as soon as you became aware of your situation.
You should be reminded to destroy the remaining spells on
the epigraphs and that needs time. Love and show of
affection is needed in your family, between you, your wife
and the children.
God and his friends love you and that’s why you didn’t end
up like the queen of sun.
The effects of the spells must end very soon; only when
your previous issues are solved, we can move forward and
we shall guide you to the path.
The energies that a human being emits must be
controlled so that they can be used when necessary.
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The above mentioned subjects are comprehensible.
Farewell
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Destructive forces
Ani: I don’t get it; he says everything that has happened is
understandable. I’m very confused and don’t understand
any of them.
Guardian: I’m the same; give me some time so I can think
about all these.
Ani: ‘certain forces that keep you away from yourself!’
what does this mean?
Guardian: these forces are called destructive forces.
Ani: could you explain more about them?
Guardian: I’ll have to divide them into four groups.
The first and foremost destructive force is ignorance which
is within the human being and it’s his biggest enemy.
Anything that has three dimensions of length, width and
height also has a shadow and occupies space; this is called
matter.
The second one is matter which has a very strong
attraction like sex or the physical body, cars, money,
property and so on. Of course, we don’t denounce matter
and don’t recommend refraining from it. Without matter
life is impossible; we say instead of us being the servant of
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matter (materialistic) we should conquer matter and make
it serve us.
Most human beings become the prisoner of matter quickly
and serve it till the end of their lives; they accumulate
things which are not transferable to the next world.
Third is corrupt and immoral individuals; interaction with
such people is dangerous and could lead one’s life towards
destruction. Individuals who are inhuman, cruel, jealous
and ignorant; they make bad friends.
The last kind of destructive forces is the force that exists in
the universe and feed its clients through inspiration. Its
leader is Satan and its army, the dark forces. They’re
working exactly the opposite of the good forces and
inspire vices for the appropriate candidates.
It’s now time for our next meeting in the time net room.
Ani: let’s go.
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Candle light
Time net room

11pm

21/11/1993

White eagle: why don’t you start the meeting?
Guardian: when you told me if I want I can continue the
mission, what exactly do you mean by that? Have I done
something wrong that you keep asking about my
intentions? I’ve said many times that I want to continue no
matter what.
White eagle: we repeat everything so that you gradually
understand our plan; you should not get upset. This
process must continue like the purification of your corona.
Do you understand?
Guardian: slowly.
White eagle: you should pay attention to many things on
earth including your financial affairs; that would give you
freedom of movement and speed. We hope that you do
your best and achieve positive results. Do you have any
more questions?
Guardian: why are my out of the body experiences
incomplete? When I return to my body, I’m not in control
of the situations.
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White eagle: be patient; you have other eyes. When it’s
time, the scenes themselves will come to you. Don’t push
yourself.
Guardian: alright, I guess the answer to all my questions is
patience and more patience. How is Lady Jones? Your
Persian has improved a lot.
White eagle: she’s doing very well; she has helped me
immensely in my learning. She also focuses on grammar;
Persian language is somewhat different from other
languages.
Hopefully you can open up the epigraphs one by one and
remember the main goal. You have a choice in everything
you do and as you make good choices along the way, you
start to feel much better about yourself. We’ve been
invited for a coffee at someplace and this meeting involves
planning for earth and its Ani:.
We have a responsibility towards the newcomers of our
universe along with individuals who think like us on earth.
Your mission is your responsibility on earth. Is there any
question?
Guardian: what can I do to make my parents happy?
White eagle: they’re worried for you; you must overcome
the present crisis.
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Guardian: which crisis?
White eagle: we’re like a candle that lights up the path;
the rest depends on your reason and willpower which
enable you to reach the source of light.

Guardian: I would like to see more of the other universes.
White eagle: seeing does not improve your believing;
there are some stains in your corona which hinder your
vision. Observing sceneries that do not exist in your
dimension won’t solve any of your problems.
The main power lies in your reason and thinking; with
that you can go anywhere you want.
Guardian: how can we improve our power of reasoning?
White eagle: peace and serenity of the mind improves
thinking and reason.
We’re constantly trying to help those who think and talk
like us on the path of righteousness; today we shall take to
new places.
Are ready for the trip?
Guardian: yes, we are ready.
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White eagle: we will explain some of the scenes and the
rest will be explained by Ani upon returning.

Describing the scene
Most of the scenes are similar to earth with slight
differences; in one scene Ani got scared when crossing
through an opening.
When she passed through she reached a vast source of oil;
then she flew over cliffs and mountains which resemble
virtues. She then saw the same river, the symbol of purity
and the objective which should be achieved; the house
resembles your aim and the things that you need to build
for the future.
Lady Jones says ‘calm people choose to interact with calm
people’. The silence of the cliffs resembles your internal
state.
We hope you remain cheerful always and progress as we
want you to; in a few minutes Ani will come back to her
body.
Farewell
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Guardian: tell me about the whole journey.
Ani: I was transported to a vast dessert in a half conscious
state; I stopped at an opening in the ground and went
through it. I was moving at a very high speed under the
ground and I was scared. Deep into the earth, I saw large
animals such as dinosaurs and other mammoths and they
disappeared into the wall as soon as I moved towards
them.
I continued downwards with a high speed and I dove into a
deep oil well; I tried to get out but it was very slippery. I
felt someone beside me all the time.
Afterwards, I leaped out of the earth and flied over
mountains and cliffs; finally I saw a beautiful house by a
river shinning like a diamond.
Guardian: how would you describe the other universes?
Ani: I was scared at first but they were very interesting.
Where are these places?
Guardian: I’m not sure exactly; some of these places are
presently on earth and others are not easy to locate. As far
as I know universes are within one another; for instance,
where we’re standing now could be several universes.
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As you know the whole universe and galaxies is just one
universe namely the physical universe. However,
everything that is ever created, each and every moment of
our lives and creation are kept and recorded in the
archives or nature’s memory and access to these records
require special permit.
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Hesitation
Time net room

11pm

31/01/1993

White eagle: I hope you are both well and that you have
contemplated on the experiences and the recent visions.
Guardian: I’m constantly contemplating but I feel some
issues have become stagnant.
White eagle: things are stagnant because of your lack of
organization and mental unpreparedness. Furthermore,
passing through the extreme temperatures of 60 degrees
below zero is the task which is required of you. Do you
think that we’ve forgotten about your main problem (drug
addiction)?
Guardian: I wanted to say that I’m facing confusions in my
work and personal life; I didn’t mean our communication is
deteriorating. If this training and interaction wasn’t in my
life, God knows where I’d be.
White eagle: you have hesitation about the general
direction of your life. You have no planning when it
comes to your work and this laziness and inactivity
involves the other areas of your life as well.
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Be responsible for your actions and attempt to solve your
crisis. Gather all your strengths and will power and aim for
the positive outcome.
I swear upon God that there is no place for the dark
forces in the universe.
We’re dealing with people that only understand the
language of reason. You have a difficult road ahead and
must be prepared.
Goodbye
Ani: looks like the master gave you a harsh lecture.
Guardian: I guess he wanted to give me a shock and it was
a bad one as well. The whole week I was thinking about
my horrible conditions and how bad things are. I don’t
even know where to start; they talk as if I must carry out
an important mission. Although I can see their points I still
can’t believe all that is happening.
We must go back to the time net room for some more
answers.
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The deepest point
Time net room

11pm

31/01/1993

White eagle: I hope that you have taken the necessary
steps.
Guardian: I will do my best.
White eagle: we must familiarize you with the wonders of
universe, while awake and in sleep. Do you know how a
human can fly without a plane? How he takes off and flies
through the clouds?
You have slowly distanced yourself from your inner fears;
the scenes that were shown to you are supposed to
motivate your beliefs and enhance your flight.
Guardian: the images and the scenes are incredibly
valuable. Unfortunately, I can’t understand the meaning in
all of them.
White eagle: the important thing is to regain the lost past.
Do you understand?
Guardian: not really.
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White eagle: who can you find that has achieved high
status in serving humanity within a short time?
You are at a stage where a higher purpose is within your
reach; we’ve made a pact with you and your wife to leave
something precious for posterity.
Both of you have grown impatient lately; with God’s grace
this shall pass also and you will regain your momentum.
Pay attention to the following guidelines:
1-organize your plans accordingly.
2-continue your worship of God.
3-try to make peace with your past and learn from it;
Reading books and exercise in concentration can help you
a lot. Consistency and hard work will definitely bring in the
victory.
Guardian: what’s the meaning of an opening like a
window?
White eagle: it resembles the beginning of realization,
knowing yourself and your guide. It’s an entrance into a
new dimension so as to arrive at the deepest point where
you belong.
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Guardian: can we have a trip together tonight? If it’s
possible to travel to a sacred place as Ani is feeling very
sad these days.
White eagle: fine, please get ready.

Silence…!
White eagle: there are three tombs in this place.
The tomb of our liaison is also there; he is of the pure ones
and your guide as well.
There are also three leaders who belong to almost one
thousand years ago.
We have to go. You will succeed in your mission; stay
healthy and increase your mental abilities.
How does an eagle hunt? He preys on them with piercing
eyes and tremendous speed.
Can you hear the scream?
Guardian: yes, who is it?
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White eagle: it’s a lady with big eyes; she’s angry at you
and your wife; tall and very kind.
This belongs to your mum, pane.
We’re more than ten people here.
Farewell
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Complementing forces
Ani: I’m still thinking about the destructive forces; all the
miseries and misfortunes that happen to us are caused by
them. I have a question.
Guardian: I’ll try my best.
Ani: couldn’t God prevent these forces from harming us or
stop their activities?
In fact why did God allow Satan to trick Adam and Eve into
eating the forbidden fruit? What was that fruit?
Why all these miseries have to happen so that many
prophets have to come to fix it? If there was no Satan we
all could leave peacefully and happily ever after and all
these sufferings didn’t have to take place.
Ani: slow down dear, you’re going too fast. Instead of one
question I think you asked about nine. Do you have any
more questions?
Ani: I think that would it.
Guardian: alright, the great architect designed his creation
on the basis of the opposites. I guess in the beginning
which no one knows when, he started this game so that
the players (humans) become better as time goes and turn
into experts.
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The rule is that everything is understood by its opposite;
we understand light as the opposite of darkness. The four
elements that make up the creation are the opposite of
each other; earth, wind, water and fire. Today we’re
witnessing this opposite element along with the
complementing factor.
Basically every phenomena is realized by its opposite; pain
in contrast to joy, night in contrast to day, black against
white, war and peace, fear and bravery and life as the
opposite of death.
One of the main obstacles in understanding God is our lack
of knowledge about his manner of operation or running
the affairs of creation; that’s because we don’t have the
opposite of God, we can’t see God and realize him the way
he is.
Ani: isn’t Satan or evil the opposite of God?
Guardian: no, Satan is God’s creation and cannot be an
opponent of God.
We can say that Satan hinders the progress of mankind
and plays a deceptive role. He has a mission to test man’s
sincerity and love for God and separate the real from the
fake.
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Even Satan is having a hard time accepting his duty and
complains from time to time.
Ani: he complains?
Guardian: yes, Rumi has described this pain in one of his
famous poems.
Listen

now

to the reed flute trilling tales
Of separation. Hear the way it wails:

"Since I was hewn from Reedland, I've begun
weeping with humankind in unison.
I

All

seek

torn bosoms. To them I explain
How I am torn from my love, torn in pain.

things uprooted from the land remain
Athirst for union with the source again.

In

every league of life, I sang my pangs,
Both among happy crowds and hapless
gangs.
Their own thoughts were the thing they loved me for.
They would not seek the secret that I bore.
My

secret was not separate from my cries
But was sequestered from mere ears and
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eyes.
Not soul from skin nor skin from soul is sealed
Yet none may ever see the soul revealed.
Not wind, but fire blows song through my piped heart.
May all who lack that fire be blown apart.
The fire that makes the reed repine is love.
The ferment ripening the wine is love."
This reed flute soothes all sundered lovers' pain.
True minds need not refrain from its
refrain.
What

poison ever cures beside the reed's?
What crazed love reassures beside the

reed's?
This reed flute trills tales of a love-obsessed
Madman of legend on his bloodstained quest.
The

lovelost find the meaning here alone.
That tongue speaks to a certain ear alone.

As days slipped off to evenings in our sorrow
We burned and yearned through every hot
tomorrow.
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But though the days slip off, You will endure
And
matter
more,
Inimitably
Pure.
Only

the
fish
forever
drink
the
seas.
A life by bread alone brings longer days.

No raw mind can see through a ripe mind's eye,
So let us talk no more of this. Goodbye.

-Rumi-

Ani: what’s this poem got to do with Satan?
Guardian: well, it might be a bit hard to understand his
perception, but remember that we’re looking at the
matter from the top of the hierarchy in creation and its
complementing aspects; otherwise our number one
enemy is Satan and his evil ways. I’m not endorsing Satan
in any way.
Furthermore, God told Satan to bow down to Adam who
knew all the names and attributes and not any human
being who is enslaved by his selfish desires.
Ani: why does Satan want to deceive us?
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Guardian: to prevent us from reaching our destination; to
make us go astray and lose the right path.
Ani: our destination?
Guardian: the point from which we have started our
journey, the journey of evolution, divine progress and
arriving at paradise. We have to go deep into the darkness
so that we can truly appreciate the greatness of light.
Ani: what is the tree?
Guardian: it’s an example and it’s trying to illustrate a
point here. The problem is that we mistake the example
with the real objective most of the time. Adam and Eve
were told not to eat the fruits of the vice tree, meaning
not to mingle with bad creatures so as to prevent picking
up all kinds of vices.
Misinterpretations have led to false understanding of the
moral of such stories and the main point has been missed
out.
Ani: so you’re saying that all creatures are divided into two
groups, good and bad or vice and virtue? And we have to
stay away from vices, is that it?
Guardian: exactly, if you choose good and decent company
you will prosper and progress and vice versa.
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There are many proverbs in every culture which promote
good company and circle of friends and warn of bad
friends.
Ani: is transformation possible, from bad into good?
Guardian: yes, because human being is constantly
changing. There have been many cruel individuals who
changed their ways of thinking and living and turned into
better people. That’s why it’s said God guides individuals
from darkness into light and his grace includes everything
and everyone.
Ani: how about the other way round?
Guardian: darkness has no existence of its own; it comes
about due to lack of light. As soon as a sparkle of light
comes in darkness disappears. In other words, when there
is light no amount of darkness can destroy it. Lack of
knowledge leads to ignorance; when one gains wisdom in
something ignorance moves out.
However, knowledge is not the same as literacy and
wisdom differs from academic education. Many educated
people cannot treat their family with love and dignity and
lack wisdom in many aspects of their lives.
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Measure of knowledge and wisdom is not literacy or
education; exterior appearance does not reveal the inner
attribute.
Ani: let’s get back to the destructive forces; are you saying
that they’re playing a complementing role in our universe?
That this is necessary and it’s the way God wanted it?
Guardian: that’s exactly the way it is; as a wise sage once
said ‘how did I know that the mother of all joys is
suffering and every misery contains valuable treasures’.
Therefore, without the existence of negative forces
evolution is impossible, joy is meaningless and
appreciation of God’s bounties impractical. Although they
are human beings number one enemy and we must always
be aware of them, the great architect has chosen an
important complementary role for them and they play a
constructive role in creation.
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How could you deny God?
He raised you
you from dead, took your
life and once again revived you so
that you shall return to him.
The Holy book of Quran
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Evolution
All the particles in space are filled with a hidden
knowledge not visible by the physical eyes.
Rumi’s poetry

This reed flute soothes all sundered lovers' pain.
True minds need not refrain from its
refrain.
What

poison ever cures beside the reed's?
What crazed love reassures beside the

reed's?
This reed flute trills tales of a love-obsessed
Madman of legend on his bloodstained quest.
The

lovelost find the meaning here alone.
That tongue speaks to a certain ear alone.

As days slipped off to evenings in our sorrow
We burned and yearned through every hot
tomorrow.
But though the days slip off, You will endure
And
matter
more,
Inimitably
Pure.
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Only

the
fish
forever
drink
the
seas.
A life by bread alone brings longer days.

No raw mind can see through a ripe mind's eye,
So let us talk no more of this.
Goodbye.
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Oath
Time net room

12/04/1993

White eagle: with continuation of efforts and activity, a
strong foundation is built and together with proper
planning the goal can be achieved.
Reason governs itself in the path of evolution whereas
spirit with its unique gentleness leads the reason.
Come with us to places that you’ve never seen them even
in your dreams.
All the particles in space are filled with a hidden
knowledge not visible by the physical eyes.
Mankind must know that his existence is not only to eat,
sleep, work and reproduce. Knowledge and wisdom are
the key to humanity’s salvation.

We have much to do in the future; we’ll leave you alone
with yourself, pay attention so that the mice won’t find
the escape route to the valley.
We remind you of what the mountains do.
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Look for plant in the hills and the valleys.
However, remember two things:
1-avoid plants that have thorn.
2-do not eat plants that have thorn.
(Explanation by the author: I think avoiding plants that
have thorn means plants like hemp, cannabis, coca leave
and poppy that are the ingredients for certain narcotics.
This was the beginning of an understanding which would
lead to a movement that redeems many humans across
the world; the journey from darkness towards light.)
We’ve been very patient so as to eventually watch your
progress and success. We want to create a thinking point
in you so that you tap into your hidden source of strength
within you.
Do not lose hope and keep your spirit high; be very careful
in your communication with earth.
Evolution is not possible unless all obstacles are
overcome.
Guardian: how is Lady Jones?
White eagle: she went to a place in Africa.
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Guardian: I’ve got to know someone named Raad
(thunder). He has a very interesting character. Do you
have any information about him?
White eagle: you must find him; he can help you a lot in
your work. We’ve also been busy with a song here; there’s
a very good piano here and we’re working on a song. We
have all the equipments that we need right here.
Lady Jones is satisfied about your journey; white eagle can
assist you in crucial matters.
God will reveal the path to those who abide by the truth.
Prepare yourself to enter a scene.
Guardian: alright.

The scene
There’s a large, beautiful piano and someone is playing it;
there are two rows of young boys and girls standing.
They’re singing the song of congress.
The scene changes;
A slender, white horse is going very fast; it is guided by a
green light. This is your horse, Kamand.
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The scene changes again.
Two huge birds are poking three heads that are cut off;
blood is dripping on the white wings of the birds.
These scenes are about the future which will definitely
take place.
End of the scene

White eagle: the destructive forces have lost once again to
the righteous forces; try your best to improve your life.
Guardian: what’s the meaning of the second scene?
White eagle: it’s about an old woman who had to guide
you; the heads resemble the dead from the past.
Do not be surprised about the events that have happened
or will happen in the future. It’s the way of the creator and
you must contemplate deeply about the events.
Guardian: does this spell belong to someone else?
White eagle: no, it was only for you and your small family
and you have destroyed it on your journey.
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You must be very happy about this as the path has become
clear. Lady Jones says ‘your desire and our effort have
resulted in great achievements’.
No effort goes unnoticed on the condition that it would
be with a purpose and precise planning.
You must continue your battle and pave the way;
overcome the calamites and reach out for the sky.
We’re also working hard here and it’s no holiday for us.
Everyone that is in the space is aware of this.
Let’s try everything to get to the depth of the earth or
space; the objective is important. We won’t leave you and
we’re always with you.
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The last stage
Time net room

02/08/1993

The last stage in the grooming of the body is the
command of the mind and the reason. Upon transfer
(death) contemplation creates virtual images.
White eagle: You have to arrive at the command. You
should have walked this path earlier; you have been given
the permission to do so. Try to pass through the gap of
time.
A rotating circle requires a centre like our congress; we
travel everywhere and still we come back to our
dimension. When you admire a forest from a distance, you
lack practical knowledge about it. You have to go deep
down into the woods.
Guardian: there’s a lot of difference between the
appearance and the depth within; a dead person and a live
person look the same but have different meaning.
White eagle: good, you’re slowly getting the point. Stay
the course and become a warrior in your battles. We’ll try
to awaken you through insights and inspirations.
We showed you many events so that you do not make the
old mistakes again.
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We spoke more than we should have since they were
beyond your understanding and earthly memory. You are
familiar with the particles of space and infinity.
We arrive from a point to an ocean and from an ocean to
another point.
Thereafter we’re not in a visible form.
However, traversing all these ways can fit into a point.
You must contemplate.
Lady Jones and the judge say that we should be
victorious in two games.
First, childhood stage when we’re unconscious but it
remains in our ego.
The second is playing in awareness.
We should pay more attention to the second game.
This beginning is prior to the existence of the point.
The point is condensed and the ocean, a sea of training
and perfection.
When you receive the waves from a transmitter, you can
emit the waves to other waves.
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We don’t have and then, we own; and once again,
nothing.
However, that nothing is different from the past.
Perception, reason and trainings remain in the point and
can be controlled at times like our connection.
You ask how the past remains.
The waves are like colorful strings and each is for a
specific issue. You will face immense difficulty in your
work, but it’s very insignificant in the bigger scale of
creation. Do not have any fear and stand tall against the
challenges.
Do you have a question?
Guardian: I must really think about all these that you
mentioned; I want to ask about something else. In my out
of the body experiences and when I’m travelling to a
specific place, I go through the past. Why is that?
White eagle: do you mean a very distant past or before
birth?
Guardian: before this birth.
White eagle: you are passing through places that you have
seen before and still exist in space. While in flight you can
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see everywhere and if you focus, you can definitely arrive
at your intended destination.
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The returnees
Time net room

18/07/1993

White eagle: previously, we talked to you of beyond and
infinite so that you can grasp the unlimited boundaries of
the Lord; so that you can understand that these things are
not imagination or dreams. We’re glad that you realize our
presence with your understanding.
Sitting at the graves and mourning the death won’t solve
anything. Your protectors are with you; don’t let multi
cellular creatures that live like a mono cellular creature
make you the prey of their personal desires. You are from
the righteous generation and must reclaim your original
status.
Guardian: what do you mean by mono cellular creature?
White eagle: a mono cellular creature lives in a limited
cytoplasm space with a corona around it and multi cellular
creatures cannot live in this manner.
Selfish and egoistic human beings live in this manner.
However, every human being can continue life with
training alongside others and this enables closeness to
creation.
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What is lacking in your environment is this ancient
knowledge that is hidden under black curtains; in the
science of acceptance of the beyond and existence of
humans after death, there seems to be no progress.
Not everyone is thirsty for the real knowledge and some
have come across it accidentally. Our connection is not a
game and you must pay attention to the past trainings; if
you are detail oriented you can achieve the optimum
results.
We want to proceed in the direction of discovering the
unknowns of the universe so as to expand the level of
awareness and knowledge of the humanity. Because an
individual who is a believer knows that life is not only the
appearance and the surface; he knows that his creation
has a purpose to it.
We’re very happy to be in contact with goal oriented
individuals and they are the tools of our objective.
These contacts are for the betterment of all humans in
your realm; positive steps for the future.
This method is taking place in all dimensions of life and
you’re role is instrumental. Given the success you have
had in our trials we’re certain of the successful outcome.
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“Science always arrives from nothingness to existence
and vice versa”

Question: how does everything come into existence?
The first step for this is an idea, a thought and the process
of contemplation alongside the forces of inspiration,
revival and motion.
That’s why in the beginning everything is like the blank
sheet of a drawing paper.
Thereafter, things gradually appear and form the depths of
existence come the good, bad, beautiful and ugly; then
once again with one move everything disappears. The only
thing that remains is that which you cannot see since we
all have not achieved that ability yet. We have to create it
in our beings which we’re not able to see and constantly
try to find them.
Guardian: upon transfer after death, does the human
being continue on as he was in life? I mean if he was a
laborer and had a hard life of suffering, would this be the
same in the next life?
White eagle: that’s an interesting question and the answer
requires contemplation.
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In the next realm you can imagine any thought or situation
and have it available instantaneously on the condition you
have lived a decent life on earth; we told you of the
conditions.
However, if you leave earth in your current condition you
will continue on your habit and you will lead a repetitious
life.
The main thing is what you leave behind; work hard and
value everything. No one can be an expert in all areas; it’s
better to become expert in one area than doing everything
halfway.
Do you understand?
Guardian: yes.
White eagle: we’re awaiting your progress so that you can
gain more bliss in your life.
The destiny is written yet changeable and that’s the where
the real test lies in; in order to prevent useless returns and
proceed with valuable researches, we contact individuals
who use reason upon divine command so as to avoid the
mass of the returnees.
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For your awareness, each of us displays scenes of creation
like the flowing sands, strong winds and scattering of the
sand similar to the intertwined circles.
The nature on earth seems stationary unlike the other
realm; you might think as to how all these creatures can
be located in a closed space.
This is food for thought and discoverable.
Perfection of each human being is equal to leaving that
universe for good.
Every place that God has created by his own will has a
ruler chosen by him.
For learning, there is no time limit.
You must prepare yourself for this battle and do your best
to improve the situation.
“Science is not sophisticated, every door has a key.”
Science and its survival have been proven in you; may
speed, motion and bounty enhance your evolution.
“Breaking of the mirror is also necessary.”
Farewell
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Leave him be
Ani: why are you laughing? I’m lost with all these
information; I’m just trying to grasp as to what’s
happening?
Guardian: that’s why I’m laughing! I also remembered a
humorous story which I’ll share with you.
This story is about a famous scholar and philosopher
named Mirdamadi. The materials that he produced,
lectured and discussed were very sophisticated and not
many could understand his language.
Anyways, he passes away and goes to the next world.
Angles who came to confiscate asked him the regular
question, who is your Lord?
He replied ‘mumbo jumbo’. I mean literally some absurd,
abstract philosophical terms which I summarized as
mumbo jumbo.
Obviously the angles didn’t understand what he’s saying
and asked him again. After getting the same reply, they
went around and asked other angles if they knew what
those words meant.
Since no one knew the meaning they went to God and
asked God about the man.
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After their explanations, God asked for the man’s name
and they replied ‘Mirdamadi’.
God laughed and said ‘I know him; during his life I never
understood a thing he said so just leave him be’.
So that’s kind of like our story and the things master Silver
is telling us; what can I say?
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The ego
The creator of the form
Ani: I think you should explain some of the things that
were said.
Guardian: tell me your question and I’ll share with you my
own take on the information.
Ani: what’s the meaning of ‘from a point we arrive at the
ocean and vice versa and then we’re not visible’?
Guardian: the geometrical definition of a point is
something that has no height, no width and no length.
The ego or self is defined as something that determines
the existence in the exterior and the interior.
In other words, prior to a tree wanting to create its
structure some other external factor enters the seed of
the plant which is not from this material world. This thing
is from the beyond and if its information and awareness is
in the level of a plant, it creates a plant; if it’s in the level
of animal, it creates an animal. Eventually a human comes
into existence; this thing is generally called a spirit or a
soul; however we think that ego or self is different from
spirit.
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This ego in the physical world has no height, width and
length and it’s similar to a point. The ego enters a cell
which could also be compared to a point.
Thus, a cell is a point and when the human structure is
complete, this point has turned into billions of cells. This is
the comparison of the point to the ocean and its
continuation is our evolution; upon death the ocean of the
physical body perishes and the ego or self gets separated
and no one is able to see it in the physical realm.
So we’re not in the physical body anymore and invisible.
However, as an independent creature we continue our
existence in another circle of creation.
Every creature that steps into this world is seen as a point
by us; because we cannot see the ego without a form or a
body. Thus it’s nothing; when it dies and the physical form
perishes, it’s also nothing. However, this nothing and that
original nothing in the beginning are not the same even
though they are both nothing. The second nothing has
received numerous trainings and education, some positive
and some negative and he is the owner of this
information. The realization of the trainings and
awareness remain in the point and could be of use to
creation.
Ani: what do you mean by internal and external attribute?
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Guardian: when anything exists in this physical realm,
whether plant or animal or human being, everyone can
see it. This is called determining of existence externally.
However, the ego does not perish with the death of the
form and continues on living except its invisibility to us.
This is called determining of existence internally.
When we’re sleeping, the ego or self leaves our physical
body and experiences things in another way and their
influence remain in our unconscious; that’s why we don’t
remember them at all.
Of course, this external factor called self existed in all
creatures in the very beginning, but has changed in the
course of evolution and it differs for every creature
depending on the level of their awareness.
Now, once again read what the great Rumi has to say
about this.
Poem
THE PROGRESS OF MAN
First he appeared in the realm inanimate;
Thence came into the world of plants and lived
The plant-life many a year, nor called to mind
What he had been; then took the onward way
To
animal
existence,
and
once
more
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Remembers
naught
of
what
life
vegetive,
Save when he feels himself moved with desire
Towards it in the season of sweet flowers,
As babes that seek the breast and know not why.

Again the wise Creator whom thou knowest
Uplifted
him
from
animality
To Man's estate; and so from realm to realm
Advancing,
he
became
intelligent,
Cunning and keen of wit, as he is now.

No memory of his past abides with him,
And from his present soul he shall be changes.
Though he is fallen asleep, God will not leave him
In
this
forgetfulness.
Awakened,
he
Will laugh to think what troublous dreams he had.

And wonder how his happy state of being
He could forget, and not perceive that all
Those pains and sorrows were the effect of sleep
And guile and vain illusion. So this world
Seems lasting, though 'tis but the sleepers' dream;

Who, when the appointed Day shall dawn, escapes
From
dark
imaginings
that
haunted
him,
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And turns with laughter on his phantom
When he beholds his everlasting home.

griefs

R. A. Nicholson
'Persian Poems', an Anthology of verse translations
edited by A.J.Arberry, Everyman's Library, 1972

Ani: I have to think more about the poem; can you explain
the ego or self more thoroughly?
Guardian: the ego or self that makes up a plant is different
from the self that makes up an animal or a human being.
Ani: can they progress? I mean can the ego that makes up
a bush or a tree proceed to be an eagle or a human being?
Guardian: to answer you short, yes. Of course, there are
special conditions which I need to explain in detail later.
Ani: then what about genes and laws of genetic? What
about all the information that is in the seed of a plant?
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Guardian: genes concern the physical body only; yes, all
the information about the structure of a plant is in its seed
and they are related only to the physical aspects.
The ego or self of an eagle which is the driving force
behind this creature is definitely different from farm
chicken. Obviously, the eagle has had more training and
experience than the farm chicken. Thus laws of genetic
refer to the physical body only and the rest is determined
by the past files or records.
Ani: what is the past files or records?
Guardian: it’s the report card of previous trainings of other
lives prior to this cycle of life which according to the
command and desire returns to existence while
maintaining the acquired information and awareness. You
must think deeply about this.
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Non-existence or existence
Ani: how about this sentence ‘knowledge always goes
from non-existence to existence and vice versa’.
Guardian: what about it?
Ani: how could there be knowledge in non-existence?
Guardian: what are you criteria for existence or nonexistence of something?
Ani: obviously my five external senses.
Guardian: are you saying everything that exists in creation
is visible and able to be perceived by our senses?
Ani: no, a lot of things are not seen.
Guardian: like what?
Ani: for example, colors. I think we’re able to see from red
to purple.
Guardian: you’re right. We’re no able to see lower than
red which is called infrared and higher than purple, ultra
violet.
However, if you wear the glasses equipped with ultra
visions you can see those colors. Thus, other criteria can
also determine existence or non-existence.
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Ani: I guess you are right.
Guardian: in a dark room where nothing is visible you can
say that there’s nothing; but if you turn on the light
suddenly everything in the room becomes visible.
Thus the famous saying of Shakespeare ‘to be or not to be’
depends on our senses and tools that can enhance our
abilities further.
Ani: could you bring an example for the hearing sense?
Guardian: sure, bring me a radio.
Ani: here you are. Let me turn it on.
Guardian: thanks. Can you hear an Arabic singing?
Ani: no, I can’t hear anything.
Guardian: alright, I’m going to bring a sound from noexistence into existence. Wait until I tune to the Arabic
station; right, here you go. Can you hear the song now?
Ani: yes, but you are forgetting the radio waves which are
scattered in the air.
Guardian: you’re right; this is because you are aware of
their existence and it’s normal to you. However, without a
receiver or radio these waves were not detectible.
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Ani: fine, you made your point.
Guardian: I’m just trying to say that what we think of as
non-existence is actually a kind of existence itself; it’s only
unknown to us. Basically, anything that we don’t see, hear,
understand or touch is defined as non-existence by us.
Ani: you ignored the transmitting station of the radio
waves which is in existence.
Guardian: you’re right, but I mentioned it as an example
and I agree; anything like that must have a transmitter.
Sometimes we know the transmitter and sometimes we
don’t; we can only receive the waves.
Therefore, when Rumi says:
Slowly and gradually, the gathering of the intoxicated is
arriving
The present ones are gone and the non-present ones are
coming.
In the above poem, who are the non-present ones and
where are they?
Maybe they are not here and are coming.
It’s also possible that they are not in the physical realm
and are about to come.
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Let’s have a look at the holy book of Quran and see what it
has to say about this matter.

Divine planning does everything from the heavens till the
earth and then everything goes up to him on the
determined day which measures up to a thousand years
of your counting.
Therefore, it’s saying that the planning takes place
somewhere not visible by our physical eyes; the results
take place on earth and then, the conclusions return to
that place which we call non-existence. It’s the same as
what was said:
‘Knowledge always goes from non-existence to existence
and vice versa’.
Or in the bible, Mathew chapter 18:
At every occasion we tell you that whatever you do on
earth has been planned in the heavens.
Where is this heaven? Isn’t it non-existence from our point
of view?
Or in the bible, John chapter one:
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Thus when he meaning the spirit of righteousness arrives,
you all will be guided as he is not speaking on his own
behalf.
Where is this spirit coming from?
Ani, there are thousands of signs in the holy books and
words of the prophets and sages about the non-existence
or a nowhere land. We must contemplate deeply about it
and unravel the secrets and discover the inner core; then
we can find answers to our many questions and
superstition and ignorance will be immensely decreased.
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Our thoughts, dreams and desires are
not always the things that we want;
in fact, they are the things that we
don’t see and don’t want. This is
because the present seems real to us
whereas the truth is somewhere else.
Raad
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A summary of what took place
Ani: it’s been some time since the story of Arti and Antine
and the queen of sun was discussed; don’t you want to
talk about their stories?
Guardian: alright, as you know the setting of the story is
1400 years ago in ancient Persia during the reign of the
Sassanid dynasty; it is night and certain parts of the city
are under fire. It is a rebellion and three individuals have
been hired to kill a 13 year old boy named Arti and a 9
year old girl named Antine. They use the chaos in the city
and under the cover of darkness they carry out their brutal
attacks and murder them both.
They threw their half dead bodies into a river and they
both drown in a horrible manner and are transported to
another circle of existence. This was the scene that was
described to us by Sardar in the time net room.
Now if you remember the night when a lady came down
from the sky into the time net room and claimed to be the
mother of Antine. She said that her daughter has returned
to earth once again and her current name is Ani.
Thereafter, a man entered the time net room claiming to
be the father of Arti and said that his son also has returned
to earth and his current name is Hossein. From then
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onwards a series of discussions and interactions took place
between the parents of Arti, Pane and Pakrobad and
Antine’s mother, Antina with us Ani and Hossein in
another world.
Now, the queen of the sun and her story;

The scene
A young, beautiful girl is combing her hair in a palace. In
another place someone is talking to a black magician. In
the next scene, the young girl is beheaded.
Guardian: who does this scene belong to?
White eagle: the headless body belongs to a beautiful
Aryan lady who was the victim of a conspiracy. With the
work you did in the garden, her spirit which was
wandering between Egypt and India returned to the place
where it belonged. Her ancestor was Cyrus, the great and
her name was the queen of sun.
As you know my beloved Ani, events happen at a sudden,
quick pace and in a very short time we witness many
important scenes from history. The queen was a beautiful
young princess and a descendant of Cyrus, the great.
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In a conspiracy, she was kidnapped and beheaded; her
head was sent to Egypt and mummified, her body to India.
It is obvious the people who did this to her believed in life
after death as the spells which they cast on her in addition
to separating her headless body made her stranded in
between two worlds for a very long time.
It definitely seems an expert job by a black magician and
whole bunch of strong spells to finish off the queen for
good.
This is about all that we know for now. While on one of my
out of the body trips and encounters I dug out several
epigraphs and destroyed them alongside destroying a spell
on earth. Following this the queen was finally freed and
able to marry her beloved in another realm.
Hopefully we can find out more about the queen and
those ruthless individuals who committed these horrible
acts. It might take some time but one day, somewhere in
this world any inhumane atrocities shall be revealed and
perpetrators punished.
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Stable pillars
Ani: when you started to write this book, White Eagle; you
said that it would be just one volume; the same as your
other book ‘Crossing the zone 60 degrees below zero’.
Up to now, there’s been so much and you say things are
just starting; could you tell me how much more are you
going to go?
Guardian: when the pen calls me I obey and it’s the pen
that leads me on; by the time I come to my senses I realize
that that the damage has been done and the intoxicated
pen has spread his ink all over the place.
Ani: how could you be joking when the situation is so
serious?
Guardian: life is filled with laughter and sadness; the story
of the queen is so tragic that sorrow is not enough for me.
You see animals don’t laugh or cry and that’s the
difference with us humans.
It’s also necessary to establish the words of the masters on
stable pillars; phrases such as spirit, ego, self, sense, love,
reason, faith, destiny, heaven, hell, life after death, nonexistence, freewill, angel, ghost…maybe there should be
thousands of pages written for everyone of these words
and still, there would be doubts and confusions.
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Why are they difficult to understand? That’s because we
don’t know the alphabets of understanding and yet we
want to read and write immediately.
I’m trying to learn the alphabets of understanding first and
then try to go deep into the core.
For example when I hear the word hell, I imagine it to be a
place where sinners are burned eternally or just deny it
ever exists. However, burning of human beings in hell is a
comparison or an example.
Ani: believing this story is really difficult for me.
Guardian: this story is gradually making sense to me and
I’m starting to believe it, but I don’t expect everyone to
believe everything they read here.
Let’s not put any pressure on each other as to whether
this story is real or not and just focus on the valuable
lessons it has for us. It would be very important if we just
re-examine many of our beliefs and views towards
creation, God and existence. This would be the beginning
of a logical and reasonable change rather than denying
everything.
Ani: your argument sounds quite reasonable.
Guardian: why quite?
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Ani: because we’re dealing with an issue which is
undetectable by our five senses. That’s why I say quite.
Guardian: good, you are thinking more these days before
talking; wise people always think before speaking.
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Incantation and magic
Ani: can you talk about magic, spell and incantation
briefly?
Guardian: magic and super natural has a special place in
every culture in this world. We should focus our discussion
more on facts than superstition. If you travel to any city in
our country or even in the world, you can definitely find a
magician, an exorcist or a fortuneteller. This has gone to
the extent that kings and high officials of some countries
solve their issues and political crisis through these
methods.
Bestselling books and movies are usually about these
themes and almost everyone is impressed when a
fortuneteller says something nice about them.
The origin of magic and incantation goes back to a long
time ago. It started when two angles who were very close
to God asked him ‘why do you value good human beings
more than us? We never commit any sins or vices and still
get less attention from you.
God replies ‘I know something which you don’t know;
human being is a creature with freewill that rotates
between positive and negative forces. Negative forces are
very attractive and have a strong pull; if you angles had
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humane attributes which include freewill, it would be very
hard to predict if you might make better choices; which
way would you choose? Would you choose the way of
virtue or vice?’
Thereafter, these two angles requested to be transported
unto earth in a human form in order to prove that they
can do better; they thought they’re so good and honest
and would not do any sins or vices.
They got their wish and got sent down to earth; since they
were very knowledgeable they became wise and found a
way inside the palace of the king of Babylonia. After some
time, they became the king’s special advisors.
The king had many wives and one of them was
exceptionally beautiful; her name was Venus and our
angle turned human advisors fell madly in love with her.
This insane obsession went to the extent of accepting all
her conditions in order to spend one night with her.
They had to choose one of these choices she gave them:
drink wine or leave religion and God or murder one of her
enemies.
The angles spent some time thinking and talked among
themselves; they figured they couldn’t forsake God and
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couldn’t commit murder, so they decided to drink wine
since it seemed the easiest.
And so they drank lots and lots of wine and Venus gave
them the satisfaction they were looking for. While they
were in bed they were seen by a servant. They feared the
king’s rage if he was told of their affair with his wife. They
felt they had no choice but to kill the servant.
So they committed murder and when they became sober
they realized they had drunk, committed adultery and
murder. They realized they had failed in their mission and
could never return to heaven.
Thus they turned their back to God and abused their
knowledge in the wrong way. They used the epigraphs
brought to earth by previous guardians and misused the
scientific laws in the negative direction. This is how magic
started its work on earth.
Ani: was the story real or fiction?
Guardian: the part about these two angles being
responsible for the spreading of black magic and spells was
true. Of course, evil doers were always around to teach
black magic to the right candidates. There’s an important
point here and that is, no spell or magic can work without
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God’s permission and many people spend their livelihoods
on it without any benefits whatsoever.
Ani: why would God give permission to these evildoers for
their harmful intentions?
Guardian: I think you are emotional again; we did speak
about the negative forces before.
Sardar says ‘this is life and continuation of numbers; evil
forces and humans who always were and will be. It is
thought that the world would be a paradise if these evil
creatures didn’t exist. However, God chose them as
necessary factors for world’s purification and refinement
so that the value of good and bad is determined.’
So it’s either the experience of darkness or retribution
from the past. Who knows, I might have done some magic
on other people myself and now I’m paying the price.
Life is a bittersweet game; a very calculated game where
the scale of justice is trying to adjust fairly at all times;
you can say karma is a justice dispensing machine.
Ani: how could they misuse epigraphs which contained
useful information? Is it doable?
Guardian: of course it is; a kitchen knife is used in cooking
and it could also be used in hurting or even killing
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somebody. Nuclear science has two sides to it,
construction and development or destruction and
annihilation.
Thus, the epigraphs could be used for negative purposes
and indeed were. In fact, God’s words in holy books have
been misrepresented for selfish gains; many innocent lives
have been taken by ruthless individuals by reference to
holy books and prophets. Prophets who had nothing but
compassion, love and generosity for the people and yet in
their name and God’s command, many atrocities were
committed throughout history.
My beloved Ani, Satan’s disciples disguised all their killings,
murders, destructions…as holy and divine and spoke the
words of the devil dressed as the truth.
Even Satan is disgusted by them and cannot stand their
brutalities. I swear to God that they have no place or
comfort in this world or the next; there will be justice.
They live in a hell which they have brought onto
themselves; the wood for its fire is their own flesh and
blood, their poisonous mind is their prison.
You think there is no rule of law in this world and every
deed goes unpunished. Do you think creation is governed
by hypocrisy, deception and conspiracy?
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No, never; there will be a day for them to fear and shiver.
Law of creation is law of justice although at times it might
appear otherwise. If we can pierce through the core and if
the veil is lifted, we could see justice shining on us all
equally and it’s been this way forever.
Ani: tell me more about the magic.
Guardian: we’re getting sidetracked from the main theme.
Let’s get back the story of Arti, Antine and the queen of
the sun.
Ani: how do you want to unravel the truth of their story?
Guardian: I think the best way is to go back to the time net
room and re-examine the interactions that took place
between us. We should study the events based on that
specific time period.
Ani: which part of their story is interesting for you?
Guardian: all of it; my dad and mum, your mum and the
special dimension or real that they are living in. They know
about the past and our mission in the future whereas we
don’t know anything. They share the information gradually
with us so that we don’t lose our directions and become
lost.
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Imagine they lost their young children in a tragic manner
and after 1400 years they have found them again.
Unfortunately, their son is drowning in drug addiction and
constant failures and yet, they love him unconditionally.
This is because the connection of love is the strongest
connection in creation and nothing is able to break this
chain.
When these children were young their parents wanted
them to be married when they grew up. However, their
wish didn’t come true and they were brutally murdered.
Since their desire was very strong, it became a reality
many years later, in a different place at a different time.
Now I can truly understand the attributes of God; his
compassion and mercy and love for his creation.
I’m not sure if this marriage was our intention back then or
our parents only; we should continue this story and
gradually find out the answers.
I must say that my love for my parents is increasing
everyday and I want to do something to alleviate their
worries about my addiction, but I don’t know how.
Ani: me too.
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Kamand
Time net room

7.30pm

21/01/1994

Pakrobad: our greetings upon you.
Your mum is worried for you.
Guardian: I must come out of the darkness very soon. I
have created a crisis out of ignorance and it has brought
me down.
I think there is no one in this world that doesn’t have a
problem and without difficult challenges there could be no
awakening and evolution.
I’ve been asleep for many years and ignorance has taken
over many aspects of my life. Now I have awakened and
this is a positive move; I shall try my best to come out of
this crisis and I’m so happy to have found you both after
these years.
Pakrobad: it’s very beautiful my son; may God bless you
and hope all your efforts pay off.
You have a horse named Kamand and your son like him as
well. Your son is very calm and yet full of energy; take care
of him.
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Heavenly light and passing of the time on earth will
reveal to everyone that greatness does not befit
everyone.
Your mum has recently come out of isolation due to your
contacts.
Description of the scene
A tall lady, slender and beautiful with large eyes and black
hair and about 30 years of age; she sat on a set of stairs
and looked very sad. Others tried to comfort her and she
walked towards us and tried to hug Arti, but every time
she did that her hands passed right through him.
Eventually her husband, Pakrobad stopped her.
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The end of night
Time net room

11.20pm

23/03/1994

Pakrobad: I wish you and your family the best and hope
with the arrival of the New Year and blossoms; you can
overcome your crisis and win this ongoing battle.
Your wife, Antine is a true companion and we’re grateful
she is with you. While in the palace we had many thoughts
about these returns in addition to the king’s command.
Now all over this land, we’re serving his command; I will
read you the king’s command:
Destiny is like this, upon the command of the ruler of the
world, earth and sky which you have been the guardian of;
move forward with all your might and strength and warn
Satan’s friend of the upcoming challenges.
Command of the king of Persia and righteous words
The end
Be strong and victorious; we’re always with you.
Farewell
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Ani: this is very confusing; the king of Persia? Just tell me
something.
Guardian: I swear I don’t understand anything myself; as
things develop further the unknowns increase and I have
no clue as to the nature of these revelations. All I know is
that I’m stuck in darkness and I have so many problems on
my hand and I don’t know what to do.
I have borrowed so much money to buy drugs and alcohol
that no one is willing to lend me anymore and creditors
are after me for all the mistakes I made in the business; I
have all these miseries going on in my life and they tell me
to warn Satan’s followers of the upcoming challenges; they
call me the guardian of heaven and earth.
I’m shocked and I have nothing to say; maybe with time
and patience some clarity follows.
What kind of a game is this? Why is my destiny like this?
I’m nothing, lower than nothing. I’m dismayed and
stranded even though I trust the masters completely.
Ani: calm down dear; I think you must be more patient as
well and try to concentrate.
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The bird
Time net room

14.30pm

31/04/1994

Pakrobad: you have not been in contact with us.
Your mum is well and thinking of you. We know that you
must have the right key to open the door.
The dark forces who separated us from each other are
working hard to prevent your progress. We must gather all
of our strengths to stop them.
Guardian: why don’t these negative forces leave us alone?
Pakrobad: they have deep roots, don’t forget us. We’ll
assist you and become a bird on God’s command and
show the power of love to your enemy.
We four have two children who we must protect, the king
and the queen and us. We’re grateful to white eagle and
Raad also.
You can tap into your hidden force and courage.
Guardian: can we know the name of Antine’s father?
Pakrobad: it is better that he tells you himself.
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We think of you always.
Goodbye
Ani: there was the talk of the king of Persia again.
Guardian: I guess the queen is Antina, your mother and
the king is your father.
Ani: the ancient king of Persia is my father?
Guardian: yes, things are becoming very interesting.
Ani: let’s go to the time net room and get some answers,
please.
Guardian: prepare yourself for some unexpected news.
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Antine’s father
Time net room

15/07/1994

Antine’s father: what do you want with us?
Guardian: how are you doing?
Antine’s father: why is my daughter sad? What do you
want to know?
Guardian: can you talk about yourself and your family to
us.
Antine’s father: we didn’t have a worthy son for the crown
of the kingdom; that’s why it was ruined.
If we had the support of everyone, Antine would not have
become the victim of that conspiracy.
We don’t have any worries right now besides you two;
may God be with you.
Guardian: who are you?
Antine’s father: I kept my identity hidden for your own
sake; I shall reveal my identity now. I am Khosrow Parviz.
Antine’s mother is my last wife. We didn’t get to be with
each other then; now we have that chance.
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Your father, Pakrobad is my relative; he’s strong and
courageous warrior.
Your mother is a great artist, a very kind woman.
I’m worried for my daughter and her well being.
Farewell
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Actor
Guardian: greetings upon Antine, the great Sassanid
princess, daughter of the great king of Persia, Khosrow
Parviz; the owner of the most valuable treasures and
powerful army.
Ani: greetings upon Arti, son of the bravest general in my
father’s army; come on, are we kidding ourselves?
Although this story seems real, it makes no difference for
us.
Guardian: you are right, it makes no difference to us;
however, it does display movement between circles of
creation, the comings and the goings. It clarifies the true
meaning of justice and proves that truth unveils itself in
continuation.
Everything is recorded and nothing goes unnoticed; every
good deed and bad deed has its consequence and all the
records are kept eternally in the archive.
My beloved Ani, life and all its adventures is like a movie
directed, produced and paid for by God and angles are his
assistants alongside evolved human beings.
The director determines the role of the actors with their
own agreements beforehand. In this movie, it doesn’t
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matter if we play the role of a king or a beggar; it matters
how we play the role and what we have received as far as
knowledge, awareness and wisdom in the end.
It doesn’t matter who we are and where we are; it’s not
important what language we speak and what nationality
or religion we have. The only thing that is important is our
journey; from which point to which point?
Which direction are we moving in the path of evolution?
Are we in the right path and eventually, what have we
received from this life of ours?
This life that we are the owner of and that we can carry
with us on earth and in the heavens.
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Hunter
Time net room

10pm

30/08/1994

Pakrobad: greetings, we’re doing well and hope that you
are also well and healthy.
Your mum is with me here and she’s always thinking of
you. You have come across difficulties here but you must
continue with your efforts and not give up.
I will go at war with your enemies and like hunter will
make heaven and earth filled with flames of fire.
I have a command; you were on your horse for a ride in
the valley. A stranger stopped you and the horse
recognized the man; before the man attacked you my
friend killed him.
The people who murdered you got what they deserved
and we will never let anything upset you.
Guardian: who was that man?
Pakrobad: our enemy.
Guardian: was he punished?
Pakrobad: yes and the others as well.
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Always be very careful of your enemies and proceed with
caution; may God protect you and our daughter.
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Evildoers
Time net room

10pm

30/12/1994

Pakrobad: we were awaiting your contact; we are
preparing ourselves for the spring celebrations.
Evildoers are constantly trying to harm you and your
family and that is the reason why we had to behead that
man in the valley for your protection. The enemy is also
hurting you in every other way they can, mentally and
physically.
These days are the beginning of new start and happiness
and we shouldn’t be talking about death and revenge. Our
celebrations will take place in a magnificent palace and the
best singers and dancers will be performing.
Your mum wants you to take of your children and specially
your son, Amin who is a gifted boy.
Do not fear the darkness and we shall work together to
destroy our enemies.
Guardian: where are these evildoers? in which realm?
Pakrobad: they don’t remain in place but they are
stationed in both worlds.
Farewell
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Ani: your father said that those evildoers were our
companions and we know who they are. What does this
mean?
Guardian: I guess our companions mean our family or
relatives.
Ani: do you really think that?
Guardian: why not? They could be the closest people to
us; a brother or an uncle. This is not very uncommon and
harmful intentions can come from anybody even our
family members.
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The message of the king, Khosrow Parviz
Time net room

10/07/1995

Greetings upon Ahuramazda and Prophet Mohammad and
all divine messengers; they call me the wind but now I’ve
become the storm which shall destroy the wicked
enemies.
My son, your mum is well and she’s always thinking of you.
Antine’s parents always love you and they have a message
for their daughter. The message of the king is as follows:
By God’s command and in our name, you must obey
every command and order and reconstruct what you
have destroyed. This is the command and must be carried
out.
Khosrow Parviz
Pakrobad: we had talked about this previously.
Time is alive and bodies dead and mind is free to rule
rightly.
Guardian: I will carry out the command after I find out
what they are; after finding out about the things that I
have destroyed.
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Pakrobad: you can fix everything but time; pay attention
to these scenes.
Farewell

Description of the scene
A great army with sophisticated equipment and warriors
riding on horses; they are riding at dawn with flags waving
in air.
They left an old castle and spread across the valley. On
hilltop three riders were standing; two women and a man
wearing warm clothes. The weather was extremely cold
and very windy. One of the women was the wife of the
man who was the chief commander of the army and the
moment of goodbye was very difficult for her.
The scene suddenly changes into another event; a warrior
is riding very fast on his horse up a mountain where a
castle is located. He is looking for an enemy and he
appears very angry.
The end
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Message to the king
12/07/1995
Guardian: my beloved Ani, I want to send a message to the
king tonight.
Ani: alright, let’s hear it.
Guardian: message to the king
In the name of Ahuramazda and myself
Your commands and orders will be carried out as you
wish; the only problem is money, so kindly show us the
place of a few hidden treasures and we’ll go from there.
Guardian
Ani: are you finished?
Guardian: let’s go to the time net room and give the
message to my father.
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Time net room

10pm

12/07/1995

In the name of God; I’m Khosrow Parviz.
Guardian: it’s good to hear from you.
Khosrow Parviz: because of our command you have been
thinking of hidden treasures. You must pass through the
storm which the evil forces have brought upon you and
free yourself from their bondage that is meant for your
destruction; it’s the inner treasures which you must tap
into.
The individual that was seen is your brave father who has
always been loyal to me. Your father is the son of this
beautiful land and has fought hard to protect it.
You must rely on your willpower and tear apart the
remaining chains which have imprisoned you.
We will assist you in your battle and overcome the
fearful enemy; do not fear anything.

Farewell
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New Year’s Eve
11/04/1996
Tonight is very quiet even though we’re very close to the
Persian New Year. We wanted to meet White eagle in the
time net room when to our surprise, Pakrobad came in. we
all became very happy as it had been a very tough period
in our lives.
Things took a turn for worst when the city closed down my
office and I had to pay a huge amount of money to reopen
it. I had a few employees and they lost their jobs. We
couldn’t do anything and there was income; so many
cheques bounced back and all the creditors were looking
for me.
An arrest warrant was issued for me and I was on the run. I
went to my hometown, Kerman and hid there. I tried to
sell a store that I owned but it was of no use.
So after hiding out for some time I came back to Tehran
defeated and my drug and alcohol addiction soared. I was
in a terrible state and there was no news from the King
about the hidden treasures, no money.
I was told to concentrate on the inner treasures and that
was very difficult for me.
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The land of darkness
Time net room

10pm

11/04/1996

Pakrobad: I’m here with your mother, son have your
forgotten us?
Guardian: please forgive me; as you know my life has been
very hectic lately.
Pakrobad: we can see all your difficulties and we feel your
pain, we cannot help you though; we do not have the
permission to do so. Your mother wonders why you have
to go through all this. We tell her that this is only a journey
and that it would end soon. We want your prosperity in
both worlds.
Hard effort and divine splendor must be a part of your
willpower so that you can be with us.
Guardian: the power of love has connected us after
centuries and love is the only thing that matters.
Not many people truly understand the meaning of true
love; people who lack love in their lives are like empty
containers.
Do not be sad for me as I’m being tested and if I come
through this test victorious, many complex matters would
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be solved. I have accepted to battle the darkness and the
road ahead is very difficult.
This battle is the mother of all battles, a battle with
ignorance and addiction and it is all within me.
As the great sage Sohrevardy says ‘I have to raise my
sword in the land of darkness and put aside David’s
armor; I must bring the sword down on myself in a way
that my body and self are not harmed so as to free
myself’.
Pray for me as I need it and I shall come through with the
sweet taste of victory.
Pakrobad: do not hesitate; move forward and we can see a
bright future ahead of you. The king says ‘treasure is
within and its understanding is outside, the inner treasure
is endless’.
We love you very much; take the keys available to you
and open all the closed doors.
Farwell
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Family connections
It has been four months since my last session in the time
net room. After returning from Kerman I realized that I
should rely only on myself; finding some treasure
somewhere is an illusion and I should have never
considered such solutions.
I had been waiting for a miracle without putting in any
effort. I had to learn from life and its hard lessons.
I went back to my office one day and entered the office
from a window and with the help of an employee I started
to work on a few projects. When I finished them and got
the money, I used the money to pay some creditors and a
few bank loans.
I’m working undercover for some time now and I’ve been
able to pay some of the big debts. Things have improved a
little now that I’m going to the time net room.
I believe that connection between the members of a
family is futile if there’s no love between the members;
when there’s love, there is no end to that bond.
Otherwise, there are merely titles and family names and
the relationships are non-existent, nothing more than
bunch of strangers.
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The last cage
Time net room

10pm

11/04/1996

Pakrobad: greetings to our children, Arti and Antine.
We’re very sad for your loss. With a desire for the mind
and body you will be complete; think positive in life.
You must look inside yourself and remember the end of
this challenge. You were a young branch that resided in
another cage due to completion; in this last cage, you
suffered so as to reach divine light.
You have tasted much hardship in this body; stay on
course so that you can redeem yourself from this bondage.
Try to keep in touch as seeing you make us very happy.
We are always happy to see both of you.
Stay calm and contemplate about the events; we’re all
here and we wish you the best.
Everyone is here, your mother, Antine’s dad, our maid
who took care of you when you were a child and the
servant who took care of your horse; they are all here.
Be victorious and happy

Farewell
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Perception
Guardian: I think we have spoken enough about Arti and
Antine and it’s good to change the topic.
Do you have anything in mind?
Ani: yes, I would like to talk about sense or perception.
Guardian: perception is the beginning of reason or use of
intellect, like a book; the name is sense or perception and
the content is reason or intellect.
Ani: I don’t understand, can you explain?
Guardian: for example, you are walking down the street
and you suddenly smell roses; this smell is received by
your sense of smell and immediately processed by the
brain which is intertwined with reason. Then you receive
lots of information about the source of the smell without
actually observing it; you are reminded of its shape and
color and other characteristics.
Another example is if we take reason as the engine of a
car, it needs starter and once it is started, the engine
ignites and it is turned on. The act of starting the engine is
perception or sense and together they complete the
process.
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Sensing is the beginning, it is a force or energy and without
it nothing happens. This force could either be strong and
powerful so that it’s perceivable or very weak so that not
everyone is able to receive it; like a wave or transmitter
that could influence a receiver.
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Our goal
12/10/1994

Time net room

White eagle: greetings.
Guardian: our greetings upon you as well.
White eagle: we act on our perception or senses at all
times, presence of mind. Our perceptions differ; you work
with limited senses and operate in a confined space.
Guardian: do you mean the physical body when you say
limited?
White eagle: yes, it is the out of the body sense or
perception that leads to a larger understanding like a vast
ocean; this is where you and me connect and
communicate.
If these senses become powerful the ordinary man can
withstand divine union and an extraterrestrial explosion
would take place. However, this differs person by person;
we have a common thread, you and me.
If you want to go higher you must try to activate the
beyond senses and take your mind into flight; in our realm
imagination is beyond any explanations and achieving that
state is very farfetched.
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It is hoped that the key is attained by everyone and it is
your duty to pursue this matter.
Our gathering is happy about your careful attention to the
matters on hand. We have consulted our friends and
advisors on this matter; individual interests are not the
major concern here. We think about the collective good of
everyone where the action of an individual can affect the
outcome of many circles.
Previously we talked about the cellular explosion; this
explosion is not limited to human being’s only and solids
are not spared here.
You cannot cover many realms in a short time as it is
impossible; thus patience is recommended.
Your realm or dimension has a point of beginning and an
end.
It cannot however, attain that with limited mind and
narrow perception and so the reliving keeps happening
and the cycle goes on.
Our goal is to create awareness in one of these creatures
(human being) about the centrifugal force so that he
returns to his impounded past and prepares the way for
evolution and absorption. This is done through
redemption from physical domination which means
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relinquishing the appearance; the wise ones are capable
of this gift.
If an object or a human being lacks these characteristics,
then an internal explosion happens.
In the past, those who had discovered the spirit (mystics)
did not reveal these secrets so as to prevent such
eruptions.
These matters might seem complex in your realm but not
in ours; your world is filled with mysteries which requires
many lifetimes to be discovered if one has the thirst and
the will.
Things need much more research and rummage in the
other dimensions so as to arrive at other circles and
realms which exist within them. Our goals here are:
1-production of united rings
2-perfection in learning while training
3-development of power and mental ability
4-creation of real love
5-elimination of self-made fears
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These items are crucial in achieving the high summits; we
would be really happy if you pay attention to both realms
of existence.
The white cloud says ‘priority is always with the rain’.
Do you have any question?
Guardian: please talk more about sense or perception and
explain the different forms.
White eagle: alright, we started the discussion on this
topic and took some advice from Sardar; now we shall
explain the rest.
If a sense of wanting is a moment before an action then it
should be counted. This is the second dimension of
perception which travels to other realms; if this thing is
bolstered it will guide you to other universes. Images that
you see in your dreams (sleep) are real; if they are familiar
they belong to your past lives and if they are unfamiliar,
you should search for them in your archive (unconscious).
Farewell
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Cellular explosion
01/11/1994

Time net room

Guardian: you spoke about senses or sensing last session
and said that if the sensory powers of an individual
become powerful and he doesn’t have the tolerance for it,
there would be an explosion. I think that you mean a
mental breakdown as he would not be able to
comprehend and analyze the events; thus he would go
insane or hysteric. This explosion is mental or spiritual and
not physical; so how does such an explosion happen to
objects?
White eagle: your first question relates to the out of the
body sense and the bodily senses are not included in our
discussion.
Our focus is on the out of the body sense which becomes
independent of the physical body after death; this is the
feeling when you seek us and we come to visit you. You
feel our presence but you are unable to see us visually.
However, if this out of the body sense of yours is
strengthened which is also called the second sight then
you can also see us while feeling our presence at the same
time.
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Of course, this sensory power belongs to your other body
or the second half of the evolving phenomena which
traverses numerous universes and realms.
Your second question is about objects or solids which
appear stagnant but they have movement. This explosion
means a promotion and complete transformation to the
next level.
Now about the human dimension, this explosion could
cause damage and destruction in an individual if the
circumstances are not optimum. Our aim is to absorb and
attract more human beings towards the higher dimension,
but we must do this with caution. If we are impatient and
hasty in this process, we would waste precious talents who
have to return again and again.
The out of the body sense which preserves the valuable
savings of the body acts like a reporter for the brain and
supplies information. Sense creates all the scenes and
with its own display in the structure of intellect leaves an
everlasting impression.
The sense could carry both negative and positive
impression to the brain.
We say goodbye to sense and start another topic through
light and sound; everything from beginning till end is made
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up of the same material with clear limitations. Seeing
them is not very easy as their reality is different from the
physical reality.
It would be very complicated if other universes did not
exist and there was only the earth.
Farewell
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Pillar
Guardian: I hope you have learned a lot from the
explanation of the master.
Ani: yes, there were many new information which are very
useful, but I still don’t understand a lot of the things.
Guardian: what do you suggest I should do?
Ani: explain sense or perception more.
Guardian: maybe I should call my brother Amir and since
he is an actor and they work a lot with feelings, he could
explain more.
Ani: maybe you should.
Guardian: fine, I’m calling him right now; hello Amir.
Amir: hello there, long time no hear.
Guardian: I have a question for you Amir; what’s your
understanding of sensing or sensory powers or
perception?
Amir: from which point of view do you want to know?
from an artistic point of view or scientific or in general?
Guardian: you can tell us everything you know.
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Amir: when there is an image or thought of something in
the mind, a feeling is produced; this is called sense or
perception.
Our body shows reactions to external events and these
reactions are initiated by sensory messages.
Feeling is the source of emotions, affection and movement
and the great miracle here is that imagination is also the
source of emotions and movements.
Guardian: thank you very much for these useful
information; we’ll talk soon.
Amir: you’re welcome; see you soon.
Ani: it was a great idea to call Amir.
Guardian: Amir mentioned great points which can point us
to the right direction. It’s been sometime that I’m thinking
about sense and I want to gather all the materials so that I
can sense, sense much better.
That’s why I want to get back to our pillar or foundation.
Ani: what is that?
Guardian: self or ego.
Ani: since when ego has become the pillar?
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Guardian: since it was given a clear definition; because ego
or self has been described as either the spirit or the body.
However, it must be known that ego or self is not the
same as spirit or the physical body; in fact, it is very
different from them.
Thus, now that we have a clear definition for ego or self,
we can designate it as the pillar or the foundation and
build our building on top of it. Do you remember the
definition of the ego or self?
Ani: the thing that determines the existence of a creation,
physically and spiritually.
For example, the self of a hen determines the kind of
creature it is; its characteristics and attributes and its
meaning at the core.
Same goes for the self of a date tree or a human being;
this self has desires, needs and wants.
Guardian: how do you categorize these wants in a human
being?
Ani: they include all his logical or illogical needs and wants
and they are divided into three groups:
First is the commanding or demanding ego which has
mostly unreasonable and illogical wants and needs. Any
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sort of immoral or hurtful behavior is done or thought of
without any kind of remorse or regrets; in fact, the ego
considers itself smart and cunning since it is able to get
away with everything. For example, theft, crime, drug and
abuse are all done on a daily basis with no remorse or
thoughtful contemplation. This is the lowest form of ego
and its down on the evolution path.
Second is the blaming or remorseful ego which does all
the mentioned above vices and sins only to have regrets
and second thoughts after the act. This ego is situated in
the middle of the evolution path and we can say that most
human beings are placed on the stronger or weaker side of
this ego. For instance, for someone to talk to a love one in
a harsh tone brings remorse and regret and for another,
committing murder; basically the conscience is in a
constant conflict at this stage!
Eventually, the ego will redeem itself from the chains of
these unreasonable demands.
Third and last is the reassuring or confident self or ego. All
wants and desires are logical and reasonable at this stage
and it is high on the evolution path. We all hope to arrive
at this stage one day.
Guardian: so up to this point we can place everything on
the foundation which is called ego, materially or
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spiritually, visible or invisible; whether at present or past,
before birth or after death.
Let’s not forget that at the time of death, divine agents
confiscate or impound the self or the ego and cut off the
connection and ties it has with that physical body forever
and guide it to the next realm of existence.
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The central sense
Guardian: now that the body or the structure of this
creature is ready, it needs a tool so that it can receive and
transmit information to and from its environment; this
tool is called sense or receptor and its responsibility is to
establish communication with surrounding environment.
Ani: then what does the intellect or brain do here?
Guardian: this tool needs many types of equipment which
we have yet to discuss such as brain, archive,
memory…we’re moving ahead step by step. This tool
which we call the sensing machine needs five external
channels or receptors and they are:
Vision, hearing, smell, taste and touch.

Sense

Ego or self
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For these five physical channels there exist five internal or
hidden channels or receptors that do the exact same job
and they are:
1-vision: observing without the help of the physical eye
2-hearing: without the help of the physical ear
3-smell: without the help of the physical nose
4-taste: tasting without the help of the physical tongue
5-touch: touching without the help of the physical body
Of course, these hidden channels or receptors are located
in our second body and are used in sleep and after death.
So up to here we have ten sensory receptors, five internal
senses or visible and five external senses or invisible. Do
you think this much is enough?
Ani: white eagle said ‘we act upon our senses meaning
presence or an external sense which is outside the physical
body.’ Can you explain?
Guardian: theses ten senses that I mentioned above are
channels only which are connected to a center. This center
is called the central sense and is not considered part of the
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physical body; meaning is not located in the body.
Actually, I cannot think of any specific location for it in the
body as it is not made up of any kind of matter recognized
by us; I assume its quality should be similar to the ego or
the intellect.
Ani: how do you mean out of the body? Don’t we see with
our eyes and then the information is passed to our brain?
Guardian: I said that these five limited channels are tools
for sensing and not the entity itself; for instance, medical
glasses are a tool for vision, not the vision itself.
You cannot see microbes without a microscope which is a
tool for seeing and not the vision itself; the original seeing
and hearing are done by sense.
Since sense is something other than matter and in order to
be capable of recognizing matter, it needs certain changes
and alterations. I will bring a few examples to make my
point.
Do you know how the process of a conversation over the
phone happens?
Ani: yes, two phones on each end and a wire or just signals
or waves.
Guardian: how does sound travel through the wire?
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Ani: I don’t know.
Guardian: alright pay attention to the drawing below.

A -----------------------------------------------B
Speaker

Listener

Person A speaks and sound waves are transformed by A’s
phone to electric signals and then get transported by the
wire; thereafter, these electric signals are transformed by
B’s telephone and B hears the sound.
Let’s explain this in a more technical way.
When somebody speaks through microphone A, his voice
collides with the surface of the device where there are
coal particles. The sound waves exert pressure on these
particles and move them from each other. Thus, the
electricity that is passing through the wire is affected by
the increase or decrease of the sound waves and which in
turn influences the magnetic force of telephone B; it then
cause the surface of the phone to vibrate and it results in
the broadcast of A’s voice.
In here, microphone A receives sound waves first and then
transforms them into electric signals.
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Microphone A
Electrical signals

Sound waves
Thereafter, handset B receives the electric signals and
transforms them into sound waves.
Handset B

Electric signals
waves

sound
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As you can see the microphone, handset, phone, wire and
electricity are tools for transmitting; their characteristics
are different from the speakers who make the
conversation and you observed how the act of
transformation to transmit the sound was done.
Now let me illustrate the point with another example.
Someone wants to speak to me in Spanish and I don’t
know that language; I only speak Persian. What should I
do?
Ani: you need an interpreter.
Guardian: what will the interpreter do?
Ani: very simple, he listens to the Spanish speaker and
then translates the content to Persian for you and vice
versa.
Guardian: the quality of ego and sense which are related
to each other is still unknown to us, but we know that it is
something beyond matter.
Therefore, direct recognition of matter is difficult for sense
and ego and they need an interpreter and the main duties
fall on the shoulders of brain. This is the act of translation
which translates the language of matter to ego or sense
and vice versa.
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The internal senses, their channels and the brain
Ani: why is sense unable to realize material issues? Can
you explain this more clearly?
Guardian: imagine two individuals who are on the beach
and can communicate easily with each other and smell the
scents from their surroundings. Now if they go scuba
diving under the water, could they still talk to each other
and smell the scents around them?
Ani: I think a special tool should be made for this purpose.
Guardian: so as we can see some of our senses fail to
operate under water and we must use another medium.
Ani: alright, go on.
Guardian: I’m trying to say that sense and ego are from
another universe and when they decided to continue their
existence in the material world, they needed special tools
which the creator provided for them.
Ani: what are these special tools?
Guardian: channels of the internal senses and the brain.
Ani: so as you said the brain is only an interpreter.
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Guardian: one of the functions of the brain is translation
and this task is done only for the central sense.
Ani: can you tell me how we smell the scent of a rose?

Guardian: pay attention to the illustration below.

Sense

Brain

Ego or self

In the above illustration, the scent of the redo rose is
spread in the atmosphere and then enters the human
nose; the particles affect the cellular receptors in the nose
and are transported by nerves to the brain. The brain
receives them and transforms into waves recognizable by
the central sense.
Ani: are you saying that brain is not in direct contact with
the central sense?
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Guardian: their connection is similar to the interpreter
who translates Spanish into Persian; in other words, there
are no wires or nerves connecting brain and central sense,
they have wireless connection.
Ani: can you tell me about the relationships of sense, ego,
tongue, ears and brain of two people while in a
conversation?

James
Sense

Ego

David
Sense

Ego

As you can see in the above illustration James and David
are talking; James is speaking and David is listening. Here,
James’s ego wants to say red rose; let’s see what happens.
His ego which is connected to his sense receives the
message; sense translates the message to a code
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recognizable by brain and brain orders the tongue to speak
of the red rose. Sound waves pierce through air and start
moving.
Now, these waves reach David’s ear and collide with the
surface which in turn vibrates; there are sophisticated
systems placed in the ear that receives the signals as red
rose and are transferred to his brain. David’s brain
receives the message and translates it to the language of
the central sense and he understands the message of the
red rose and feels it as well.
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Two and a half bite
Guardian: I think it’s enough for now.
Ani: fine, how much more is left?
Guardian: I think two and a half bite.
Ani: what do you mean by that?
Guardian: haven’t you heard the story?
Ani: what is the story and where is the connection to our
story?
Guardian: this is how the story goes:
One day Solomon decides to invite all creatures including
humans, ghosts and animals for a lavish lunch party.
He informed the media of the news and ordered everyone
to spread it. He also arranged for a press conference and
certain individuals tried to ask irrelevant questions.
Anyways, the day of the feast arrived and the guests
started arriving. It was 10 in the morning when a huge fish
arrived at the party; he lifted his head out of the water and
said to Solomon’s servant ‘please serve me my lunch as
I’m in a hurry’.
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The servant informed Solomon and he gave the permission
and told them not to disturb him with such minor things.

So the servant brought the fish barbecued beef; the fish
ate the cow voraciously and demanded another cow. They
brought the second one and he ate it and said he was still
not full. They brought five more cows and yet the fish
wanted some more.
The servants informed Solomon and he said ‘it doesn’t
look good if someone leaves our feast hungry, feed him till
he’s full.’
The servants fed him all the food they had gathered in one
year and the fish still demanded some more. Because they
had nothing left they went to Solomon and asked his
advice.
Solomon thought deeply to himself and wondered ‘I can’t
even feed one fish, how did I even think I could feed this
whole party.’
He then went to see the fish and asked about his daily diet
and that how much he eats every day.
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The fish answered humbly ‘I appreciate your hospitality;
my daily meal consists of three bites and every day the
Lord provides me just that.’
Solomon asked ‘how much of this three bites have you had
here?’
The fish replied ‘I’m very sorry sir, I’ve only eaten half a bit
and there’s still two and a half bite left.’
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The leap
12/11/1994

Time net room

Master: about the out of the body experience and a
comfortable flight, this really depends on your internal
state and how calm you are.
If you attend to your affairs and responsibilities at all
times, you can achieve internal bliss; just like many other
individuals, you have found the secret of past lives and you
can exit your body comfortably. Due to constant practice,
your body is prepared to accept guests.
Now, about a new topic of discussion which I meant to talk
to you in this session; everything begins from a recession,
like someone who is behind bars and suddenly the bars
are gone. I mean the ethereal body which is always ready
to leap into flight in every human being.
In this case he is an energy which needs to transformed;
similar to a coal that is extracted from the coal mine and
could be used to produce energy.
The produced energy here has more powers and could
continue life in other dimensions if the command is issued.
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In the non-physical dimension there must be certain
planning and considerations so that individuals at this
phase could carry out their missions.
Therefore, the wavelength of each person is under the
authority of commanders or the transferred energy is
given to them according to a divine command.
Before every circle of creation, there is a distinguished
sound and light and as we change the dimension of time.
The sound and light are boosted.
Let’s talk about the sound and light of circles; light has
many sources and it is used to find paths. You need light
on earth much more than us since you have physical
movements. However, other creatures don’t need light as
much because their ways of living are different. Light plays
a different role in every circle of creation.
We are not that advanced so as to know or see the next
universe ahead of us; this is why we don’t venture far.
Sometimes everywhere is bright and sometimes it’s dark,
similar to a cloudy weather. What we know is that light is
strongest element in all the universes before us and the
universe after us; also its speed is not measurable.
The thing that encourages us to research within the circles
is the attraction of light which acts like a suction force.
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Some people worshipped the sun in ancient cultures
because of its light.
We have so much to talk about that it can last for
centuries; time passes very slowly for you since everything
around you appears lifeless and slow. Your duty is to
inform human beings about this journey and prepare them
for other destinations.
Pay careful attention to your environment and value the
little things such as sounds and lights.
We’re satisfied with your progress and admire your
interests; white eagle, the judge and fifty other
distinguished members are all here with you.
It’s not important how many people believe you on
earth; it’ important that they are familiar with out of the
body experiences.
Some people think of existence as nothing and from this
nothing starts a thinking process which triggers conflicts
within them. That’s why they go after such issues.
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Perfect intellect
12/12/1994

Time net room

There are people here from every nation; due to the plan
that we have we cannot always be present here.
We are aware of your conditions and you must keep your
efforts going as success is looming.
We are constantly thinking about the issues in your
universe and other universes and we have a goal to
achieve; that is to cooperate with individuals like you who
have an open mind to progress the path of evolution.
What did we talk about the last time?
Guardian: light and sound.
White eagle: they are useful elements if used wisely.
The wavelengths of light and sound are different in our
universe and are not as limited as they are in your world.
We use our own special frequency when we come to visit
you.
One day humanity should arrive at the center of our
teachings by research and action in the field of science.
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As we said there are differences in light and sound in
different dimensions; the closer one gets to purification
the speed at which one achieves perfection is increased.
We analyze sound and light, specially the light that guides
and does not destroy. It is similar to the natural selection
in nature where good and bad are separated.
The other part of light is related to a society which we
cannot enter and you are familiar with that.
Guardian: yes, you mean the high universes.
White eagle: yes, we must also receive training to get
promotion as it is very difficult to arrive at that stage.
We are determined to choose the best from lower
dimension and assist their evolution by awakening their
inner strengths.
Guardian: it is very sad; some people have achieved high
status in education but are indifferent to certain
knowledge.
White eagle: we have experienced your universe and
have left it and we say that we are in another realm; yet,
they deny our existence. They see us in their dreams and
sometimes while awake, dressed very differently.
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What caused our different appearance? Isn’t it the same
intellect which is perfected and complete and enables us
to visit our loved ones?
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Message
Close the open eyes and open the
gates of the heart.
Then you shall see your feet walking
the same path which they had
walked one day on their way to
earth.
Thus, listen well; so that you can
hear the sounds and find the path to
the beyond from the depths of your
existence.
The ruler of righteousness
Sardar
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You were informed of the upcoming events; sometimes
the chosen ones are not in the circle. However, most
people become aware of this life through contacts. The
second book opens the path to the supreme force; the
third book will be a guideline which has to be
implemented in life so that fear leaves our world and life is
lived the right way.
When you are searching for the truth, you can find it with
eyes closed, in your life’s challenges.
When you don’t understand it, you can never find it.
The ruler of righteousness says ‘Close the open eyes and
open the gates of the heart.
Then you shall see your feet walking the same path which
they had walked one day on their way to earth.
Thus, listen well; so that you can hear the sounds and
find the path to the beyond from the depths of your
existence.

We’re very happy that your efforts are leading you
towards success; you will arrive at a stage where people’s
happiness for life reveals their creator. The further you go
more signs become visible to you.
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The commanders, perfected human beings
Ani: who are these commanders?
Guardian: what about them?
Ani: well, they are obviously invisible to us; also they give
the commands for energy transfer and wavelengths. Who
are they and where are they?
Guardian: I see, I’ll answer you by telling you a story.
Once upon a time an ascetic lived in a mountain; he spent
his time praying to the Lord and ate plants for food; he
thought of himself as the chosen men of God.
One day there was a heavy storm and lots of rain made
the possibility of flood very strong. People of the nearby
town who knew the sage warned him of the dangers of
flooding.
He told them that he has worshipped God for many years
and have gone through all kinds of austerities for the Lord.
Thus he believed that God would save him from any
danger.
The flooding started and conditions were getting worse.
Some people returned and warned the sage of the
immediate dangers.
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He replied ‘I have prayed all these years to God; he is my
savior and would rescue me from any dangers. You people
just worry about yourselves.’
The water level began rising rapidly and the sage climbed
to the top of the mountain; the water rose high, almost as
high as the mountain top.
A rescue helicopter flew to the top and dropped a rope for
the sage, but he refuse. Once again he told to leave as God
would watch his back.
So the flood went into full force and eventually our man of
God drowned and died, finished.
Once in the other world and during judgment day the sage
complained to God for neglecting him.
God responded ‘I sent people to warn you, you refused. I
sent a boat to pick you up, you refuse. Hell, I even sent a
helicopter to save your life, yet you refused. What did you
want me to do? Come to your rescue personally?
End of the story
So you see Ani, creation is a sophisticated organization
where everything is planned precisely, similar to an army
with a commanding headquarters.
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Every level has its own commanders and officers in charge
and they have different names in different religions and
cultures. For instance, in Zoroastrianism they are called
Amshaspandan and Izadan or in other faiths they are
called the guardian angels.
God does not do everything himself and assigns different
tasks to different angels. Of course, it is highly possible
that perfected individuals could be used for certain tasks
just like angels such as Gabriel.
When prior to death, the ego is confiscated by the angle of
death and his companions, the spirit or ego is handed over
to another commander and they will decide where that
entity would live and how he or she would spend their
time.
That is how the place or the standing of an individual is
decided; it is like having a status or an ID. It is very similar
to when you want to use a computer; you need a user ID
and a password to be able to enter into different websites.
After death, we need such things to be able to enter other
circles of creation and the commanders are in charge of
providing such IDs and passwords.
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Standing
Ani: can you explain the standing which the commanders
determine by giving the wavelength to each individual?
Guardian: yes, the commanders determine the standing of
each individual after death; but let me ask you a question.
How many universes are there on planet earth?
Ani: I think only one.
Guardian: what about the invisible ones?
Ani: God knows, because I don’t.
Guardian: how many places are there on earth for
creatures to continue their existence?
Ani: I don’t understand.
Guardian: when I say invisible, I mean hidden. We cannot
observe the hidden standings of other creatures. It could
be the state of ideas and thinking pattern of the being like
mental state, while asleep and the archive. The visible
state is the time and the place where the entity is living on
planet earth.
Now with this definition, can you tell me about the
number of locations or standings on planet earth?
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Ani: I think as many as there are creatures on earth.

Guardian: exactly, they also have public and private
attributes.
For example, planet earth in general is the living location
of all its creatures and it is also divided into sub-categories.
Ani: like what?
Guardian: like the oceans, seas, rivers, forests, valleys,
deserts, continents, countries, cities, homes and…
Even all the above locations could be divided into smaller
categories.
For instance, the forest is a location and under the ground
of the forest there is a world with variety of creatures.
On the ground, there are many other creatures and on the
trees as well.
The same applies to the sky and the oceans where there
are the designated living creatures.
Now, to get back to our discussion on human beings we
can see that every human being has his own standing or
location on planet earth.
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Someone is in America, another one is in Asia and another
is in Africa.
Ani: someone is born into rich family; another one is born
into poverty while another is born into a loving family.

Guardian: yes, whatever that befalls a human is the result
of his own actions and intentions.
This means that we have planned the miseries and
blessings that come our way. We must look deep within
ourselves and find the answers; as the ruler of
righteousness says
‘Close the open eyes and open the gates of the heart.
Then you shall see your feet walking the same path which
they had walked one day on their way to earth.
Thus, listen well; so that you can hear the sounds and
find the path to the beyond from the depths of your
existence.’
In other words, the physical and spiritual attributes of
every human being is the result of his own doing, whether
he is married or single, wealthy or poor and miserable or
happy; today is the result of yesterday’s efforts and
tomorrow is the fruit of today’s planting.
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Ani: please clarify the standing of the other universe rather
than our world.
Guardian: once we determine the standing of this
universe, it is as if we have determined the standing of the
next universe.
Life in this realm is the manifestation of life in the next.
There are only minor differences such as time, place,
speed and the quality of the materials which form the
universes.
Now we can understand the purpose behind the standing
of each individual; someone is born in the Netherlands
into a wealthy, educated family with all luxuries of life
compared to another person who is born into poverty and
misery in Africa, why?
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Justice
All in all, when we are born into this world we think that
we just accidentally fell from the sky into a family, either
royal or servant. However, it is not like this; as Einstein
says ‘God does not throw dice for the affairs of his
creation.’
God’s creation is an advanced, sophisticated organization
larger than anything we could ever imagine; every little
detail is planned precisely and wherever anyone is, is
perfect justice.
Ani: this statement is very upsetting; what are you saying?
Guardian: I’m saying my own understanding and
knowledge which I’ve gained through experience. No one
is forced to believe me; I’ve never said that my findings are
absolute and I’m not trying to prove it.
When you plant a seed under the soil, it is in the dark and
it struggles to come out of its shell; with intense sufferings
it pierces through the dirt and rocks to come out as a
young branch and after many years of sunlight and
irrigation, turns out to be a strong, beautiful tree. Isn’t this
justice?
The poor seed in the dark, under layers of dirt and years of
suffering from winds, storms and human destruction.
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The great architect has designed the universe on the
basis of opposites; darkness and light, good and evil,
beautiful and ugly, anger and love, fear and bravery, faith
and chance, cruelty and justice are all the complementing
factors for life, to gain knowledge and power.
As a wise one once said ‘the mother of all comforts is
suffering and behind every misery, a fortune.’
Yes, the statement that everything that happens is just
might seem upsetting and unfair, but every human being
has to find his rightful place through knowledge; if he is
not happy with that standing, then he should start a
journey of positive transformation which is both easy and
difficult.
This is justice.
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Emplacement
Anyways, our discussion was about the standing of
everything in the universe and mainly, human beings after
death.
Ponder on this assumption for a while; imagine that
humans who are about to be born from their mothers are
already living somewhere, not planet earth or the physical
world.
These individuals want to live on earth again for certain
reasons and so, they have to get accepted or be given the
permission.
Ani: why do they want to come back to earth?
Guardian: first and foremost, planet earth is a training
ground, a school. Furthermore, they want an opportunity
to better their lives; same reason why people immigrate to
a different country, to have access to higher pleasures and
understandings in life.
Every immigration or journey contains two main points; a
desire and acceptance.
Once the want for change and a new life is at its zenith,
the individual makes the move. However, he has to be
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accepted to that country, he must obtain the permission
to enter.
So in our world, the embassies are in charge of such affairs
and the ambassador is the one who signs or authorizes the
visa, at least in most cases.
Therefore, the ambassador plays the role of a commander,
in charge of admission; he is the one who authorizes
immigrants to enter the new land.
I guess your next question would be the criteria for
acceptance as an immigrant.
Ani: I think they would be things like education, age,
money and skills.
Guardian: fine, if an individual is well educated his place or
standing would be a professional workplace or an
academic environment. If he is a refugee, he would be
placed in a refugee camp. If he is a gangster, he would find
his mob connections and the underworld. If he is unskilled,
he would have to wash dishes or labor and if he’s a drug
addict he would to sleep under the bridges and be a
junkie.
Of course, money and connection can play an important
role in our world as far as life and immigration. However,
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they mean nothing when one is travelling in between
universes.
The only that thing that matters is attaining awareness
and knowledge.
Now, imagine individuals who want to immigrate to earth
for certain reasons and they want to this through birth, by
being born. Every person has their own reason for this
journey, love, fame, science, revenge, correcting one’s
mistakes, redeeming one’s obligations and so on.
The important factor which is also considered by the
commanders is the amount of education, learning,
knowledge and awareness one has gained in one life on
earth; the unfinished businesses and connections that an
individual still has to return to and of course, settling
scores which would be done in due time, good or bad,
sooner or later.
Therefore, the place of each individual is determined
before they even arrive on earth and there reasons for this
pre-determination. Although we do not know the reasons;
one is born blind at birth, one is born in the prison, and
another is wealthy, beautiful, famous, and miserable and
so on and so forth.
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Thus, there are reasons for going to the designated place
in the next world as well, whether to suffer or enjoy.
We’re constantly experiencing hell and heaven at every
breath; when we are at peace with ourselves, we are in
paradise and you can guess the opposite.
The interesting point here is that all of us must pass
through hell in order to arrive at heaven.
Ignorance must be transformed to knowledge for the
transformation to take place and the responsibility lies on
the shoulder of every person.
That is why I said that we are nothing but our own
efforts.
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Screening life in the other realm
09/12/1994

Time net room

White eagle: we’re glad about your progress in flying; by
harmonizing your intellect and insight you can achieve a
lot and improve your life’s conditions.
About the observation of images in your realm, every color
has a name and other colors are obtained from their
combinations. We will familiarize you with the color green
in this session.
You can see a circle as large as the sunset and we enter
this circle with our companion.
There are different buildings here in various geometrical
shapes and green; very small plants in an organized
landscape.
A lady with very white complexion and red hair; some
people are having fun over there.
A couple of roosters next to a small cottage with children
playing outside; the clothes they are wearing are colorful
with green as the main color.
This is a display from your realm; a young man dressed in a
six century style writing something down.
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Alright, where did we get to in our last discussion?
Guardian: light and sound.
White eagle: you have equipments in your world to
preserve sound; we keep and use sound by determining
the particular wavelength.
Nothing is destroyed under any conditions; it is
transformed into another form similar to rain being
evaporated and turning into clouds.
I have already mentioned the archive to you; all sounds
are preserved in there. The past is available in the archive
as well.
We shall focus on the matters in the present; with every
flight you are able to solve your issues better each time
and shorten your path to victory.
The point of seeing the green circle is screening life in the
next realm which is called paradise. Life in another form is
considered both existence and its opposite; colors are
available and each has a meaning accordingly.
Are you ready to pass through the time dimension
together with Ani?
Guardian: we are ready to be transported.
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White eagle: the images will remain in her mind and she
will explain them to you afterwards.
Guardian: yes.
Ani: in a split second I saw a place burn down to the
grounds and heavy smokes rise up to the air.
Then in another place an intense explosion took place, like
an atomic explosion.
Afterwards the sky lit up, lots of stars appeared and
moved across the earth; there wasn’t a lot of distance
between them and the ground. It seemed I’m seeing
everything from a hole where a light was shining
outwards.
Once again the scene changed; on a large piece of rock
there were creatures similar to human beings with bodies
like apes and uneven faces. They looked pretty bad and
there were many of them.
In another spot, some people were sitting by graves and
were crying; there was another scene of war and lots of
dead bodies lying around. Some of them were wearing
white clothes; gradually the hole closed up and the skyline
disappeared.
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Existence
22/12/1994

Time net room

White eagle: we showed you different images which
represented growth of life, water which is essential for
living creatures; the color green is the beginning of life and
everything is found in it.
There is a complex system in the physical body which lives
on to be perfected. Existence is multiplied and increased
and varieties are brought into the world.
The reason that humanity is advancing so rapidly is
because of its need; the diversity of creatures exist due to
complementing factors in water, earth and in the air.
Diversity was the intention in creation and God did not
intend everything for human being.
God wanted to study human behavior and express the
inner and outer content of his and familiarize the human
spices with its high and excellent status. Thus, the
knowledge of the external world involves a different
process than the internal one.
The journey of experience and discovery involves
alteration, transformation, motion and redemption.
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A substance that is obtained from a source contains the
same characteristics; transformation takes place in their
own chains of structure.
We wanted to reveal some secrets to you about the
nature of elements and used colors as a symbol; the point
is that every transformation requires a period of time to
be perfected and complete.
Are there any questions?
Guardian: this discussion is very complex and I have to
read the content many times to understand.
White eagle: we can inform you of things to the extent
that we have been allowed; these are shared with you to
inspire the positive potentials within you.
Farewell
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Cellular multiplication does not interfere with
the essence
21/03/1994

Time net room

White eagle: our intention has been to create awareness
in you about existence and creation; we concluded with
our friends here that it is not as easy as humans are
making it to be. We have famous scientists here who
approve of our views, we have researchers and
anthropologists like Miss Jones who is currently active in
this field.
Our fiends Darwin and a few other geologists, who are
interested in nature and life, are working diligently.
Alterations and change does not reduce the essence of
humanity. The entity might increase in production, but
the forming elements do not vary in quantity.
Guardian: why?
White eagle: if an element should change its form or
shape, it must be separable like the separation of the spirit
from the physical body and its transmission to the other
realm.
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If we were a stone, upon transmission we must have
movement like a tree; of course, this does not include all
the plants and animals.

The destructive forces act as a deterrent; our duty is to
assist human beings in having a productive journey and
designate specific goals for them according to the
command; similar to those who initially did not know
their purpose.
It is possible that some individuals become interested in
things that they had never thought of.
Due to these reasons, we have a mission to motivate
people to find their rightful place.
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Change and transformation of creatures
01/02/1994

Time net room

White eagle: previously we spoke about the material
formation of an entity; these are the visible cases and each
has its own attribute and generally inseparable unless
they are transported to another dimension and change
into another entity; this chain of evolution continue in all
creatures.
If there is a design in creation, it is sometimes altered in
certain objects or creatures. Since this creation is moving
towards perfection, there may be a leap in certain
creatures within a few cycles and this manner of evolving
opens a new door to scientific discovery from time to time.
This is of course, related only to the physical realm and it is
different in the other dimensions and causes advancement
in the science of our world.
Our essence or core does not change in the path of
evolution regardless of the quality we’re made of unless
we are turned into nothing and then upon a divine
command, become something else. We shall be tested as
long as the creator deems necessary until we’re guided to
our intended destination.
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Guardian: what do the scientists who enter your
dimension do?
White eagle: they maintain their activities based on their
work in the physical world until they are told to return to
earth. They act as connective bridge between themselves,
the universe and all objects.
As you know, every dimension has its own specific
information and knowledge and continues the research for
more understanding. The circles of creation are like stages
that follow one another and the end of one phase leads to
the beginning of another.
The discussion on creation and existence is taking place
in all dimensions and realms.
The creator of all these magnificent phenomena has a
purpose in everything and no creature is created without a
reason. Even in our dimension we are amazed by his work.
From the smallest electron to the vastness of knowledge,
humanity is kept busy to discover and explore. We’re
always receiving his support for this cause, in our universe
and yours.
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Choosing the new shape
07/02/1994

Time net room

As we mentioned before human being has traversed many
paths in order to arrive at the humane level; similar to a
painting where there is nothing visible in the beginning
and gradually, an expert painter draws a wonderful image
decorated with beautiful colors.
Maybe this would be a little difficult to understand in the
beginning, but as time goes by and with deep
contemplation the unknowns become simple.
I don’t intend on discussing all the aspects of creation in
this session, but I need to explain some issues to arrive at
an understanding.
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I said that everyone is on the path towards perfection,
becoming better and getting to higher stages. However,
some will get there and some will be left behind;
generally, it is a two way road which creates a cycle.

The beyond universe

Birth

Physical world

Death

During refinement, individuals come and go thousands of
time and the only thing that remains with them is the
trainings for the body and the soul.
Upon returning, each person is rewarded according to
their actions, more refinement better performance; thus,
previous mistakes would not be repeated. Once the
mission is complete, new form and goals would be given
by divine commands given the individual knows what he
wants to achieve.
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Among the human beings there are some individuals who
are non-transferable which means their level of ignorance
is higher than the rest and require more training.
Some people remain in their position constantly and do
not upgrade their knowledge; they are busy indulging in
the lower pleasures of life.
We hope that you have absorbed this information.
Farewell
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Creation is complementing itself
25/01/1994

Time net room

White eagle: all the members are here and send their
regards to you; the permanent members such as Lady
Jones, Mr. Louie and Judge Edmond are here.
I hope that you have thought about our last discussion and
have reached certain conclusions.
Basically, we wanted to impart this knowledge on you that
any creature having any form in any level of existence and
during any kind of transformation, will retain its essence.
This is similar to a DNA when needing to identify someone;
sometimes they identify dead people by their teeth.
However, if a creature wants to completely change the
physical body must be destroyed and reborn again. If it is
an animal, there is the possibility of being promoted to a
human being in the next cycle.
In the case of humans, they have to move up through the
levels similar to a child in the elementary school; some
people pass the grades and move up to high school and
some fail and have to repeat the same class.
The important point is absorbing and understanding the
knowledge.
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The existence must complete and complement itself;
attention should be given to the core of being, its essence
and the materials it is consisted of.
We are still evolving and every realm has its own agendas.
If you look closely at every creature you can see endless
beauty and greatness; each has a unique structure and can
change shape and form when commanded.
Being human does mean physical promotion and progress,
but that’s not everything. Earth offers an opportunity for
perfection but some do get stuck in the middle of the way
for a very long time.
Guardian: so you’re saying that even if a creature wants to
cease existing, it is not possible!
White eagle: yes, in order to change there has to be
another birth in addition to the divine command. In other
words, a buffalo cannot suddenly turn into a human being
within one cycle and the evolution process must take
place.
Not all the creatures that we see around ourselves are
here to evolve into a human being; pay attention.
To sustain life, we need many things such as food, shelter
and love. Some of these creatures are here for our benefit
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and evolution; sometimes we use them as food and
sometimes as clothing. This is a point to contemplate on.

We elaborated on some creatures; there are others that
experience life several times.
By the way and since you asked, Judge Edmond Share was
one of the most distinguished judges opposed to the
monarchy in England who later went to United States.
Farewell
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The annihilation of Dinosaurs
27/02/1994

Time net room

White eagle: our main work is related to existence and we
continue our research in our realm. The differences
between the sound and light in each dimension make each
very unique.
The reason for the annihilation of Dinosaurs is lack of
optimum conditions for its survival. Such large animals no
longer exist in our universe; they were a symbol for the
negative forces. One of our friends is still conducting an
investigation and his results would be of use to your
dimension.
Guardian: we have spoken about sense, light and sound
prior to discussing evolution. I was wondering if we could
expand our discussion on light and sound.
White eagle: sound and light are very effective in
producing vibrations and they are great sources of energy
active in guiding humanity.
We will elaborate more on these two elements in our next
session.
Farewell
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The display of creation’s ability
14/03/1994

Time net room

We, the members of congress are all doing well and we
heard your talk. We can continue our discussion from last
time.
Guardian: I would like you to continue the talk on
evolution and the Dinosaurs.
White eagle: we briefly described a creature to you which
is from the same family. As you know in your dimension,
objects occupy a space and have an area and a
circumference. However, there are no such things in our
realm and everything is situated like rings next to one
another; no space is occupied.
Dinosaurs are divided into two categories according to
their good and bad characteristics; some of them were in
charge of destruction.
That is why they became extinct by the divine command
and ceased to exist in the physical world. However, they
still exist in the other realm and we do not know the path
of their evolution yet.
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There seemed to be some dangers caused by them for
humans living on earth and this could have decided their
fate.
In every dimension that you travel in you can see creatures
that have yet to step on earth; this means they have not
received their acceptance yet.
Sometimes we come across certain creatures that are not
very intelligent; you might ask what the point in creation
of these creatures is?
First, the very existence of such creation is the point; in
addition to the display of power and ability of creator. It
starts with the smallest living thing and moves up to the
largest creatures.
All creatures in creation are the same kind, but have been
transformed to different forms in various evolution cycles.
Amazing worlds that are parallel or interwoven exist and
one could hardly believe their level of complexity.
And so the quest goes on, to know where we’ve come
from and where we’re headed; how is this process
planned and many more questions such as these.
However, not everyone thinks about these questions and
don’t want to know where they have come from.
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Creation has an answer for the unwise such as natural
disasters, diseases and annoying creatures which are on
the rise.
Guardian: do you mean microbes?
White eagle: yes, the microbes are acting according to
their nature.
Guardian: are the microbes constantly
themselves and become harder to battle with?
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White eagle: yes, this is the cycle of evolution and it
happens in all creatures. We assist conscious humans in
their battle with these annoying creatures.
Guardian: I have a question about my out of the body
experiences.
White eagle: alright.
Guardian: I know that everything in these trips is related to
me and I play the main role in them; I feel that if I’m not
ready mentally and spiritually for these trips, I will have
lots and lots of delusions and mental problems.
White eagle: serenity of thought and mind can create a
higher power in you.
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You can meet anyone that you like as long as you attain
that state of mind which we mentioned before.
There is also the fear which is still inside of you and you
have not been able to get rid of it completely; prior to
these out of the body trips, you must contain your fears
and achieve internal peace. This will also help your daily
challenges as well; you must work hard to review the
archive and understand your old files.
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Intellectual requirements
27/03/1994

Time net room

White eagle: happy New Year to you from all the members
of the congress.
We had a meeting today with some scientists who are
working on Dinosaurs; their extinction was due to their
destructive habits and failure in having the minimum
intellectual requirements.
Guardian: you mean to say that their intellect or reason
was lower than the minimum requirements?
In other words, to be an animal there is a minimum
requirement as far as the intelligence and intellect are
concerned; the same applies to human beings and in
general, all creatures obey this requirement.
Do these Dinosaurs live in other circles of creation?
White eagle: yes, they are allowed to live only in the
ethereal world and only their vegetarian kind; our
scientists are conducting a research on their nervous
system.
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Lady Jones who is a biologist has worked in this field
intensively.
Our research team is working hard so as to assist your
world in their current challenges; the discussion on light
and sound is a in-depth topic and we shall continue in our
next session.
Try to strengthen your senses so that you can receive the
notes from heaven; this is your gift.
Guardian: how is this done?
White eagle: by wanting, practice and determination.
Guardian: I have a question about my ring; in one of my
trips someone wanted to take my ring away from me.
After a long struggle I returned to my body and a few days
later I lost my ring.
What is the connection of that trip to losing my ring?
White eagle: you were warned about your ring and you
were told to protect it, but as usual you didn’t pay
attention.
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Three issues
04/04/1994

Time net room

White eagle: when we say our realm or dimension we
mean invisible from your eyes. When we arrive at certain
definite conclusions we will inform you of them.
Now, about the three issues which connect the
interwoven universes; sound, light and sense. There is also
the out of the body sense which becomes stronger after
death and one can move like a cloud using that.

Sound

Light

Sense

The inside of the body sense is limited and confined in a
fixed area, unable to do anything. Sense does two
functions, first is sensing and second, is starting a motion.
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You must prepare your sense for after death
transportation and this really depends on your mental
state.

You can travel with this tool to the beyond state. The
process of strengthening your sense involves constant
practice.
Farewell
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The method of writing
Ani: could we talk some more about the queen of the sun?
Guardian: in fact I was thinking about the same thing
myself because our discussions are based according to the
dates and every part of these events became clear for us
at a specific point in time.
They are like the ingredients we need for cooking a meal
and some need to go in the pot earlier than others; thus
I’m not following a timeline when writing these materials
and also won’t interfere with their originality.
Some of these stories like the queen of the sun can
actually become a novel with several volumes. However,
I’m not really concerned with storytelling and I record the
events of the time net room in a documented fashion.
Each time we refer to these documents irrespective of
their chronological order and open up a topic of
discussion. The first writing is from my friend Raad.
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The rings of congress
Time net room
Raad: how are you Hossein, my dear friend?
Guardian: I’m fine.
Raad: we’re glad that you are recording the materials with
utmost determination. With the arrival of Ramadan we
wish the best for you in all the affairs.
You asked me about the epigraphs; they exist in every
dimension. The closer we get to the rings of congress or
purification process, the more we become familiar with
divine forces. The key to the events that happened to you
on earth was given to you in another universe.
With their discovery the evil forces left the scene and you
were left alone with the epigraphs and the new
commandments. If you look closer to the past and the
present communications, you will understand the situation
better.
The queen of the sun was also one of these rings that
accidentally became involved with you; once you
destroyed those evil spells, she was redeemed from years
of suffering.
I wish you the best.

Farewell
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Knowledge
16/11/2003

Sardar

Time net room

I hope you are doing well and everything is good.
We’re glad that you are continuing with the writing and
that you seem to state the unknown very well.
Truth is always available for reflection and understanding.
The whole creation is a veil to hide the real creator.
Your oldest daughter is deep in her thoughts; could we
offer any assistance?
My daughter (Kamandar): I want to know which field in
sciences is more important for studying.
Sardar: imagine a tree that has a strong root, numerous
branches and great quality fruit; which is more important?
Kamandar: all of them.
Sardar: good answer.
Sciences as a whole are important and every branch of it
has significant value. None of them is superior to others
and it is on you to choose the one that really appeals to
your interest.
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All knowledge begins from the same source and then
branches out. I hope you got your answer.

Now, let’s get back to the epigraphs you dug out a while
back; those were a bunch of spells which had sealed the
fate of a few individuals. The executors of these spells do
not care for the evil or good intentions behind them.
Guardian: you mean the ghosts or evil forces that carry out
the spells only do what they’re asked of; they don’t care
for the good or evil intentions of the spells?
Sardar: yes, for special people. The epigraphs that we
showed you contain chants which are later brought to
earth by divine command.
Guardian: were these special epigraphs for advancement
of human beings?
White eagle: yes, but those that you dug out were
produced by evil humans forging divine commandments;
they are the original documents that are still available as
they were. They are misused to mislead other human
beings just like God’s words in the holy books. Farewell
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Images of the witnessed epigraphs
My dear Ani, it is November of 2003 and I have to go back
6 years to write the revelations of that day; I hope you
don’t object because of the irregularity in dates.
Ani: no, that’s fine. I have realized that the pieces of puzzle
have been sent by each mater accordingly.
Guardian: thanks, in this section my mother banishes her
black dress for another color as she is happy; this is due to
redemption of the queen of the sun and destruction of the
spells. Let’s take a look at the writings of the time net
room.
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Gift
14/08/2003

Pakrobad

Time net room

Pakrobad: greetings my son.
Your mum is celebrating and has taken off her mourning
dress. The hills will lead to valleys and it will lead to
unbreakable chains and in its continuation, a larger
frontier will be under your command.
We congratulate you and Antine in the new season; we
are ready for thanksgiving celebration. We have decided
to present you a gift and that is, our ancestral sword which
carries their iron will and power; to you our only son, so
that you finish the rest of the way faster.
Guardian: I’m honored to accept and I hope I deserve it.
Pakrobad: your guardian says that he had predicted your
victory and freedom from imprisonment.
Everything is preserved in this place which we call home.
Farewell
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The image has been observed
1-a large handcrafted vase with a height of 60 centimeters;
a man wearing a long robe was seen stealing the vase.
(Remember this scene)
2-a lady wearing a blue dress, full make up and black hair
is shouting obscenities in the palace of king Khosrow. Two
guards take her out on king’s order.
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The ultimate goal of Satan
26/12/2003

White Eagle

Time net room

White eagle: greetings upon you; we, the members of
congress are doing well and have heard your words. We
have reached great results in our research on automation
systems and their production which would be very useful
for countries that have invested in this industry.
If you remember, a unique flying saucer that had a design
similar to an insect was inspired. These new discoveries
would influence other areas of science as well.
Now, let’s talk about your question about the queen of the
sun; if you remember well, you were held hostage by evil
forces.
Guardian: I have not forgotten.
White eagle: the queen was a close acquaintance of yours
and she was killed, beheaded and put under a curse for a
long time. Once the spell was destroyed and her head and
her body were reunited, she could find her way to the next
world.
Which part is still confusing to you?
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Guardian: the scene about the three headless bodies and
the pigeons is very confusing for me; please explain the
scenario.
White eagle: the three heads are related to your present
life and two of the heads were destroyed due to a spell;
the third head is related to a person who is still alive
today. She is the fifth daughter of the family (named
Mehrban); she was saved from death because the spell
was destroyed.
The other two heads are related to two individuals (Sohrab
and Shahed) whom are transformed into these forms
because of the spell.
The queen was close to your father in another lifetime and
this chapter is continuing. Should I continue?
Guardian: yes, it’s been a long time that I’m looking for the
pieces of the puzzle.
White eagle: her story is a love affair; an evil person plans
the murder of your father and the queen who loved a
commander in the army. So this evil doer and the lady
wearing the blue dress were each other’s accomplice and
carried out the murders.
However, with the passing of time and destruction of the
spells, the situation was resolved and God forgave you.
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Guardian: you mean to say that those two evil doers
murdered my father and the queen?
White eagle: yes, this is a tragic tail and some of the pieces
have improved a little. The only unchangeable thing is the
ultimate goal of Satan.
It makes no difference to him which dimension of life it
is; he is a heartless animal that does his evil job in a cool,
calm manner.
Guardian: you mean to say that the worst sinners can one
day move in the good direction by doing a good deed and
it’s only Satan who has to deceit and deceive humans
eternally? He’s the one who continues to make problems
for us in life?
White eagle: yes.
Lady Jones, Louie, Judge and Holy Father all send their
regards. They say ‘if the human being does not progress,
he will shatter into pieces’.
They are happy that everything is improving in congress;
the beginning of everything is love.
The queen and her beloved have definitely started their
life together somewhere in creation, because love is
always alive and flowing. You and your family along with
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the congress have opened the best place for love where
everybody can benefit.
Our dear colleague, Mr. Hossein Dezhakam
You have been a great coworker for us from the beginning
of ignorance to the present stage of awareness; the results
of this cooperation have been positive and acceptable.
You have been a colleague and a friend for us from one
realm to another. In fact, in completion of our projects we
shall always remain as workmates since there are no
retirements here; this thing is always continuing and our
connection speaks of a deep friendship.
Farewell
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Dark houses that have hidden the
word of God,
God, had
had and have residents
who carry stilettos
stilettos underneath their
robes;
robes; now, the reflection of these
daggers make the sun ashamed.
They must know that the time for
them to receive divine punishment is
near and there is no escaping the
divine fury.
The recorded words of divinity must
be implemented for the betterment of
mankind, not for burying the truth.
Sardar (20/07/2003)
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Lady in blue
30/11/2002

Pakrobad

Time net room

Greetings upon our son; we send you our warmest
congrats for your fifth drug free year. How are you my
child?
Guardian: I’m doing great; I feel joyous every moment in
life and I’m grateful for this.
Pakrobad: our happiness cannot be compared with the
whole world; can you bear to hear the story of the past?
Guardian: yes dad, I think I’m ready now.
Pakrobad: the queen was very close to me, she was my
sister.
Guardian: she was your sister? The queen was your sister?
Pakrobad: yes.
Guardian: this means when I and Antine were murdered
14 hundred years ago, the queen being a family member
was also killed? Why didn’t you tell me this earlier? I
couldn’t figure this out, all these spells and conspiracies.
Pakrobad: it was not the right time to tell you son.
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Guardian: you are right; I still have not understood that for
specific matters the timing must be right. Please continue.
Pakrobad: the individual who eliminated me was ruthless
man with evil ideas in his head. He was the one who
kidnapped you two and then committed the murders. I
didn’t give my sister to him as she had a lover, a great
commander who wanted to marry her. The killer’s
vengeance continued to the present and he was the one
who wanted to drown your child in the sea.
However, the Lord came to his rescue and the situation
ended to your advantage.
Guardian: my child?
Pakrobad: your eldest child.
We were in the darkness alongside you and now, the sun
is shining. The queen is with us now.
Guardian: right here?
Pakrobad: yes, on your right hand side.
Guardian: I send my salutes to the queen of sun and
welcome her entrance to the time net room. Of course,
when she was released from the spell we had a brief
encounter, but I didn’t see her lovely face. I’ve always felt
a deep love for her and I’m happy to meet her today.
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Pakrobad: she’s also glad to have met you.
She says ‘I’ve always loved Arti and Antine’.
Guardian: thank you.
Pakrobad: she received her title from king Khosrow; she
has rejoined her lover and they have not returned to earth
because of that individual who might still want to hurt
them. It’s been a short time that they have come to us.
Guardian: those three heads, what is the connection
between them and the queen?
Pakrobad: it was to raise awareness about your present
mother; the lady in blue who conspired to our murders is
your mother in this lifetime.
Guardian: that lady is my mother now (Pandora)? Did I
hear correctly?
Pakrobad: yes, she was a co-conspirer in your, Antine’s
and my murder. It is really painful.
Guardian: and the actual murderer? Who is he?
Pakrobad: he is your brother in this life (Tamas)…
Guardian: oh my God…
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Due to extreme excitement and spasm of commander
Pakrobad and while he was crying, our connection was cut.
It was a very sad and depressing meeting; I was astonished
and speechless and couldn’t continue writing.

Oh my God! The lady in blue is my mother and the ruthless
killer is my brother. How could one receive such shocking
revelations in a meeting? I was still absorbed in my
excitement about the queen being my aunt when these
shocking details were given to me.
The lady in blue who was part of the plot to destroy my
family in another lifetime is my mother in this life! This
discovery was made when my hatred for her role was
reaching its peak and I was faced with an individual who
had both served and betrayed me.
When I realized that she is my mother, the rage and
hatred turned into compassion and forgiveness; instantly, I
forgave her for the miseries she had caused us since she
did not cause me much suffering in this lifetime.
On the other hand, I couldn’t say the same thing about my
brother who had murdered my previous family in cold
blood; I was drowned in a sea of rage and hatred. Things
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became still, silence prevailed and in this silence, I thought
why?
Why is it that an evil doer who killed my loved ones many
centuries ago would come back as a family member? Even
better, become my brother.
It was as if he has carried his past in his conscience all this
time and has tried to pursue the vengeance of the past.
All in all, it was very difficult for me to forgive him unlike
my mother; as hard as I tried I could never forgave him for
the terrible atrocities he committed, although I have
turned the hatred into pity. I have not been completely
successful in this mission but my feelings towards him are
a mixture of indifference and pity now.
I hope that one day he settles his score with himself so
that God would forgive him.

Silence
Ani: why are you silent?
Guardian: nothing besides silence can comfort me now;
now I can understand what the master has said.
Ani: what did he say?
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Guardian: he said that if one’s instincts and senses become
strong and he does not have the capacity for it, there
could be an internal explosion. If all the things that have
been revealed to us, had been shared when we didn’t
have the capacity we might have gone insane.
Even I, who have been doing research on these matters,
am left astonished. You can imagine the state of our
readers; they are free to decide about the true nature of
these events, whether they are figments of my
imagination, lies or even nonsense. Now I know why God
does not allow humans to know about their past lives; it’s
because most people do not have the tolerance for it and
might go crazy.
This is why it is necessary to raise one’s awareness through
refinement and purification; through purification, the
individual can achieve serenity and this in turn attracts
divine knowledge. The great ones have said ‘to know God,
one must know one’s self’ and this is very difficult.
Sometimes behind the curtain of truth lie the most
frightening details of our lives and our loved ones and
other times, we realize the beauty and preciseness of
God’s work. How great is the Lord’s patience, I still have no
idea about his true identity; I cannot imagine who he is
and have no clue about his essence and manifestations.
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Who am I to want to know him and judge his actions?
Every time I’m going through a difficult time in my life I
remember that he exists and I ask for his help; even when I
ask him for something is like doing a transaction, you do
this for me and I’ll do that for you. God, I have some
financial problem and if you fix it for me, I’ll help the poor
and the destitute. What kind of a relationship is this?
How ignorant I am and how little I know about the Lord.
No one can truly introduce him to me, the way he truly is.
Even when God defines his attributes to me I’m unable to
fathom it.
The Lord says ‘I’m one and unique’ which means there is
no other like him.
The Lord says ‘I’ve not been born and I do not give birth’.
Someone once asked me ‘aren’t we all his creation?’
I replied ‘the one who gives birth, gives birth to her own
kind; deer gives birth to deer, tree to tree and human to
human. This is very different from creating something.’
The Lord says ‘I’m self-subsistence and need no one; I’m
omnipotent, omniscient and omnipresent.’
All these attributes are there to define God and yet, I have
no idea about him.
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All these said I know for certain that he is closer to us than
our own heart and soul; I know today that god is the best
confidant and keeps all of our shameful secrets to himself.
Nothing is hidden from him and he sees everything and I’m
not sure how he does it, where is the place to keep all
these recordings.
Wherever this system is in place or even if it is nowhere,
all events from the beginning of creation, if there is
actually such a thing called beginning, has been kept and
recorded in the archives and every member of this
creation is a small part of this archive. However, no one is
able to access and view this archive without the Lord’s
authorization.
And when this authorization is given only minor details are
accessible and this permission is given very rarely. It is
given under special set of circumstances and it usually
serves a purpose of teaching and educating so that we
know the things that we don’t know.
There are great forces under the Lord’s commandership
and they are in charge of carrying his commands and
assisting in the affairs of creation.
Eventually, all I know is that God is great and his greatness
is so vast, that I’m unable to know and realize it.
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I cannot take a single step unless he desires it; without his
support the evil forces would not leave me alone for a
second.
Without his forgiveness I would crash deep into darkness
and remain there. I know that the closest individuals to
God are the virtuous and color of skin, religion, faith,
nationality and wealth are not the criteria here.
I understand now that the kind of religion is not important,
it is important how you implement the commandments in
your daily life, the true spirit of these precepts.
I know that all the prophets have come from the same God
and they all had love for humanity.
I now understand that God said ‘I created man from love
and kindness’.
I’m so glad that I’ve been able to see very little behind the
curtain; this was neither for revenge nor for settling
scores. This was for knowing and understanding minor
details of the game of life.
The archive is in God’s hand, if he wishes for someone to
gain access to this archive he will do so and this
permission is given very rarely under special set of
circumstances. This is done so for the purpose of
education so that we know what we don’t know.
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Secrets of eternity

Ani: I’m going crazy; I can’t handle all this information. The
killers were the lady in blue and the ruthless man.
I knew Sohrab and Shahed very well; they were good kids
and I really liked them. Unfortunately, they passed away at
a young age. However, Mehrban recovered from his illness
and is living a healthy life presently. I don’t understand any
of these things, why?
Guardian: don’t cry my beloved Ani, I loved them too and I
was very sad for their deaths. I’m also thankful for
Mehrban’s recovery and I’m very happy for him, but
remember that we don’t know the beginning or the end of
this story. This is only a slice of our lives and as Khayam,
the famous Persian mathematician says
‘The secrets of eternity are not known by you and me
This astonishing puzzle cannot be solved by you and me
There is lots of commotion behind the curtain
Once the curtain falls, there won’t be you and me’.
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I think that we only know parts of the truth and exploring
the unknown is a very rewarding act. The more knowledge
and acceptance we develop in ourselves, the more secrets
will be revealed to us.
If the process of revelation takes place prematurely,
without the necessary tolerance and acceptance, the
whole population of earth would become entangled in a
web of revenge and vengeance.
Do you know why?
Ani: no.
Guardian: because we are not familiar with the process of
training, education and evolution of life. It would be
similar to a situation when actors in a movie get involved
in their roles personally and continue settling scores even
when the filming has ended.
However, the scenario in life is very real and the story is
continuing; the ending and the beginning have no limits
and every person is responsible for his or her role.
It is interesting to know that even magic, curse, spell and
death would not make any player disappear from scenes
of life and all these roles are there so that we can realize
and feel every moment of life, to live in the present. We
are free to choose between the sweet moments of love
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and kindness or the bitter moments of rage and hatred.
We will not understand the true meaning of love and
compassion unless we attain wisdom and knowledge.
Then only can we truly understand that God is love and
kindness.
We must also remember that knowledge or wisdom is
different from degrees or literacy. The path to knowledge
has three parameters and they are: training,
contemplation and experience.
Training involves the process of knowing; thinking is to
map the way of living and experience is the
implementation of our trainings. Then we can recognize
the decent action and justice and act upon them.

Contemplation

Wisdom

Training

Experience
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This story unveils many truths about the mysteries of our
world and creation; it eventually displays love and justice
in a beautiful manner, as well as the reasons of our pains
and sufferings.
I’m not trying to accuse anyone or take revenge; I have to
write and record these events so as to clarify the reason of
our sufferings which we might think as accidental or
unfortunate. Even the sudden deaths of our loved ones
have a reason and purpose; most of the sudden events of
our lives happen for a reason. Every little deed is counted,
good or bad and each brings a reaction.
Human being is nothing but his own efforts.
Anyways, let’s go to the time net room to follow up the
rest of the story; it might be actually more frightening and
shocking than what we can imagine. Let’s go and find out.
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Divine justice
Ani: I know that since the masters revealed the details of
the queen’s story you have become restless and you are
always thinking; you are always quiet and in deep
thoughts.
Guardian: you have always understood me and I have no
complaints. Do you have a question?
Ani: yes, how could someone be a killer in one lifetime and
a mother of the person she has murdered in another?
Guardian: I’m not sure exactly, maybe it is similar to the
case of two rival families who agree to the marriage of
their children so as to make peace. I don’t know, maybe
God gives a second chance to sinners to make things right.
If they decided to stay on the good side, they are spared
and if not, they are sent into the dark for a very long time.
We have witnessed this in our family story; the lady in
blue, who murdered me and my family in the past, is my
mother in this lifetime and she made use of her
opportunity and showed the right path. This is why she
was spared the death of her daughter Mehrban, but still
lost two of her sons who were very young; in this way she
felt what it’s like to lose a child and a loved one and this
pain will remain with her till the end of her days.
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I’m going crazy seeing God’s justice in work and I’m able to
touch his heaven and hell in a real way. When he says ‘my
hell and heaven equals the earth and the sky’ I understand
that anywhere in this universe could be a heaven or hell.
Now I know that when we receive the tragic news about
the death of our loved ones, it feels like hell; when a
murderer is prosecuted in court and all the details of his
ruthless act is revealed to everyone, hell has opened up a
space for him.
This is the first taste of hell and the rest would follow suit
after death.
How magnificent and beautiful is God’s justice; every
action has a result, good or bad.
Ani: I’m also surprised by his justice and I’m trying to
comprehend all the events.
How did the lady in blue prevent her daughter’s death?
Guardian: if the individual stops her immoral actions and
move towards virtues, God gives the person a second
chance to make up for the all the wrongdoings. Maybe
even the death of the individual is delayed to give him
more time.
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Obey God’s commandments and refrain from vices so
that your sins are forgiven and you are given a specific
deadline to do so.
It is very simple; don’t think that by just regretting a
wrongdoing and not ever doing it again, it is over and you
are immediately forgiven. No, not at all; gradually and little
by little, we have to answer for all of our wrongdoings.
Ani: so, what happens to God’s grace here?
Guardian: his grace has a system and order about it and it
is not as easy as you think. Let me give you an example.
First of all know that the next life is very similar to this life
and it is not something strange and out of the ordinary. I
constantly hear people say that no one has ever come
back from death to share information; well, I’ve come
from there and I’ve been constantly in communication
with that world.
Now, the example; Imagine you have a cheque book and
without the necessary financial back up you are buying
expensive items and paying for them with the cheques.
However, you have no money and after sometime lots of
people including the law are looking for you.
Then at that very moment you regret all your wrongdoings
and decide from the bottom of your heart not to ever do
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such things again. Does this mean that everything would
be over? Of course, God’s grace is there and so are the
creditors who want their money.
All those bad cheques you gave out will definitely haunt
you and they won’t disappear magically. Who has to
answer for the bad cheques, you or God?
If the judge and God forgive you and let you get away,
should the people who lost their money do the same?
I have used drugs for many years and have become a
junkie, would I get everything back as soon as I quit drugs?
I don’t think so; I can give many more such examples.
Ani: what happens to God’s grace then?
Guardian: I don’t think there is such a thing as grace
without hard work and suffering.
Let me illustrate my point differently; suppose that you are
driving your car in a straight road towards your intended
destination. For some reasons such as jealousy,
vengeance, lust, wealth, fame, power…you deviate from
the main road and continue on a dirt road.
After some driving and while having fun and enjoying
yourself, you realize you are going downhill and the speed
of your car is increasing gradually. At first you enjoy the
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speed and you are unaware that there is a deep, high
canyon ahead of you and with the high speed you are
gaining, you will surely fall into a fatal crash.
You are also unaware that you have no brakes and your
idea of being in control is an illusion. Hence, you and your
passengers are heading for a disaster unknowingly. Let’s
think that you have suddenly realized the magnitude of
the disaster and deep down you become remorseful and
decide to change your ways, move away from vices and
towards virtues.
How does God’s grace interfere in this situation? Does it
command the brakes to work or miraculously stop your
car?
Ani: let’s assume that his grace falls upon the passengers
of the car and it is stopped; what about the dysfunctional
car in middle of nowhere with no brakes?
Guardian: if the driver realizes the grace of God and be
grateful for his help and wants to mend his ways, he has a
tough road ahead of him. He has to climb up the hill and
find the main road.
Ani: that shouldn’t be hard at all.
Guardian: the problem is getting back to the right path;
there are many obstacles as a result of ignorance and
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indifference. They must be solved one by one before
anything else.
If I want to draw a conclusion here I can say that my
mother’s car was travelling at a very high speed towards
disaster; unfortunately, due to high speed and sharp turns,
two of her sons were thrown out of the car and died.
However, since she decided to change her ways at some
point God’s grace befell her and her car was stopped and
thus, the life of her other child was spared.
Now, her car is damaged and far from the actual road;
anyone that halts their destructive habits and decides to
change their ways and have God’s grace on their side, will
face two roads ahead of them. One appears to be difficult
and impossible and the other, easy and comfortable.
Ani: why do you say it appears to be easy or difficult?
Guardian: I think God the great architect has so delicately,
left a magical touch on our path.
Ani: can you explain?
Guardian: he puts the individual before two roads, one is
fire and the other is comfort. The magic lies here; if the
person chooses fire, he comes through the easy and
comfortable road and if he decides to go through the easy
road, he will face fire and hardship.
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In other words, the wrong road is the apparently easy road
which will eventually lead one into flames of destruction.
The right road however, appears difficult but will lead the
person into a green oasis. Thus with every hardship comes
joy and comfort.
Now, let’s get back to our own car which is left in the
middle of a downhill and it looks like it has had an
accident. To come out of this situation safely, there are
two options. First is the way of vices and immorality which
apparently is the easy one; we just need to put the car into
neutral and it will slide downhill effortlessly and crash
deep into death and eventually, hell.
The second option is moving away from vices and
immorality towards virtues and integrity; this road appears
difficult impassable and it leads to the right path.
Thus, with every hardship comes comfort.
My beloved Ani, the conclusion of our discussion is this;
acceptance of the righteous path and refraining from vices
is not only limited to words, ceremonies or presence in a
special place. Actions or acting upon the commandments
is the thing that really matters; to make amends and repay
our debts to those whom we have hurt the most. That is
why in our holy book it says ‘if at the moment of death,
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you regret your wrongdoings, it is useless and your
remorse is not accepted’.
Do you know why?
Ani: why?
Guardian: because you do not have any more time to do
the right things and have made that decision based on
fear. So remorse without decent action is useless. There is
the story of a man who passed away in Prophet
Mohammad’s time and they gave the news of his death to
him.
The Prophet said ‘God’s grace be upon him.’ They
informed the Prophet that the dead man had wished to
distribute his wealth among the poor after his death.
The Prophet replied ‘I wish he had given a little of his
wealth when he was alive; its result would have been
hundred times more than giving it away after death.’
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Treasure
06/12/2002

Pakrobad

Time net room

Pakrobad: my warm greetings upon my son Arti.
We’re doing well and everyone is here. Where should I
start?
Guardian: start from the part that I need the most.
Pakrobad: at first things were not as difficult; I didn’t agree
to the man in the palace for my sister’s hand for the
marriage. This in turn caused him to murder you and
Antine. The priest had told me about the place, but we got
there late. We searched for the body and the head for a
while and we couldn’t find them.
We didn’t know a lot about black magic; sometimes
physical beauty could be troublesome. My mother just like
my sister was very beautiful and this brought certain
difficulties in our families.
The ruthless man who murdered me was an evildoer and a
womanizer who was after many women in the palace. He
tricked and deceived them into friendship and then sold
them for money. He didn’t care who he conned and he
was very good at deception.
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With some asking around I found out more about him and
his evil desires. He paid money to watch the women in
their private residence and since we refused him my sister,
he sought revenge. Now, finding you both and putting all
the pieces of this puzzle, many things have become clear.
God gives his grace equally to everyone so that every
individual treats himself and his loved ones the right way
and raise his children to have integrity. I and my clan got
shattered; I know that it is God who writes our destiny
and we come into this by his command. I realize this
truth very well.
My dear, since me and your mother attained serenity we
have tried to understand all these events as they are very
perplexing. All of them have roots in the past and this
might be upsetting to you; we want to help you and this is
the reason why I’m telling you this. Time is needed for
someone to attain divine power and knowledge.
Can you understand this?
Guardian: yes.
Pakrobad: this divine rope is very thin, but strong and
durable and it is love; unconditional love which is kept
aflame among his lovers. If it is not there, in this
continuation we fall victim to heartless evildoers.
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We want to see you and your small family happy and
proud; we will try to unveil more truths. The queen
suffered much cruelty and she was rescued by you.
She lived many terrible lives and me as her brother love
her and cannot bear to see that ruthless man.
You know my son; with the perfection of spirit the
human being becomes so beautifully radiant, like the
stars shining in the sky. We are witnessing this about
you. The commands come from the direction of the body
and if it is a decent command, we understand the person
has divine splendor. He is higher than all the other
human beings in front of God, like that star.
In the process, we find out about everyone’s flaws and
weaknesses; we stay the course to be perfected such as
staying away from intoxicants, visiting good friends and
places and many other things that you already know.
King Khosrow says that if you tell him stories until
morning, he would listen to you; everyone whishes you
the best.
Guardian: one day I asked the king to show me the place
of an underground treasure; what does he think about it
now?
Pakrobad: he is wondering if you still want it today.
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Guardian: I have found my treasure, my treasure is mine
and his treasure belongs to him.
Pakrobad: he says ‘I was the guardian of a treasure that
perished away; you are the guardian of something
imperishable. Wind is your treasure and it travels
everywhere.’
Farwell my son
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Our friends who fast
26/10/2002

Raad

Time net room

Raad: how are you Hossein?
Guardian: I’m fine; I’m writing my second book which has
taken about five years.
Raad: well, it’s great that you are putting ample time for
this book; maybe we should say the things that we have
not been saying. This is the truth; you do realize this
Hossein.
Guardian: yes my dear friend and mentor.
Raad: implementing the commands is the difficult part and
we act according to the command. Every word must be
applied at its own place.
Guardian: anything other than this and both parties, the
listener and the speaker will be harmed.
Raad: that’s right; when words start to turn into action it is
similar to blossoms turning into fruit.
Then, it becomes obvious that everything is beautiful in its
own place.
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You did great in the month of Ramadan even though you
were busy; you continued the rotation and we all enjoyed
the delicious meals.
Of course, I and other friends who were fasting had been
invited to the special ceremony.
Guardian: I’m grateful to all of you; I think with the
elaborations that the wise ones gave, truths were
expressed openly. But we don’t understand all of them
fully.
Raad: everything has been said and mankind is always
searching for the new. Nothing gets old; it only changes its
appearance. Look at the different season, spring, summer,
fall and winter. Do you know what I’m saying?
Guardian: completely.
Raad: you started from an unknown place and you lost
your way. Although you did not know that you were, are
and will be you did not see a beginning or an end.
It is required of you to continue so that you are
transferred into a dimension where you can be a guide for
us.
Guardian: I know that I’m nothing by myself and under
your leadership I can progress.
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Raad: you are constantly flying and it does not show a
beginning or an end to you; you are being and always on
the move.
Farewell
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The diamonds of congress60
20/11/2002

Raad

Time net room

Raad: we observe all of life on the move; birth is the
continuation of growth and transformation from the
whole into small components. Thus there is no demotion
and the past, present and future are changing.
We are learning about the unknown and don’t remember
yesterday’s lessons and tomorrow brings new lessons.
How are you doing?
Guardian: I’m good.
Raad: friends tell me that I do strange things; sometimes
I’m awake and sometimes in flight. I say to them that I’m
with my twin; they don’t know, they are not aware of the
details.
Guardian: they are surprised and confused; it is quiet
funny.
Raad: this calls for a celebration; are you going to talk or
should I?
Guardian: it’s more fun when you talk.
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Raad: when it rains we see clouds in the sky and if sunny,
we see blue sky. None of them ever change, sometimes
together and sometimes separate. When we look at the
archive we can see that we have been every single one of
them at one point in time but we have forgotten them.
This is due to the divine command, for every promotion
and every demotion. For someone who has felt love deep
inside, this is very sensible. Do you believe in this?
Guardian: yes.
Raad: you have a good family Hossein; this is the cause of
your evolution, all of you. We are happy to have met a
group of people who appreciate and understand love; this
is our message to your traveler whom you accompanied
for the past year:
We are headed to a destination that has no beginning or
end; but you have a different route than others.
Understand that this journey has no end as you are a
pioneer in this path. We congratulate you on your
achievement, always be grateful to your creator.
Guardian: tell me more.
Raad: we couldn’t establish the sound of one instrument,
we are glad that you have done so with several
instruments.
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Guardian: I don’t know how to play any of them; when you
fly take me under wings.
Raad: you are very kind my friend. Observe how the songs
lead humanity; you can realize the greatness of sounds
and waves which unite in divine structures.

Look at the sky and observe the strengths which
reflection is similar to divine diamonds that are sleeping
at the bottom of the oceans; every time they appear you
can witness the power of God in their design. The
diamonds of congress60 transmit the shining to other
invisible circles of creation in existence and nonexistence. This love is endless as it circulates more and
more beyond our understanding. This is gradual but
eventually the drops make up the ocean.
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Zhinova by Raad
Raad: do you have any questions?
Guardian: talk to me about the queen of sun.
Raad: being in love makes the heart burn; there is an old
tale of a lover named Zhinova, a sad story indeed.
Zhinova’s father was killed in the war and her brother took
care of her. After sometime, her cousin came to ask for
her hand in marriage and he was one of the many who
were rejected by her brother.
Finally some people who had come to propose kidnapped
her after being rejected. Zhinova was taken against her
will and was sold as slave. Eventually she ended up in
Rome where she was locked up in a room.
She tries to escape and after breaking the window, she
jumps down and falls into a carriage carrying a dead body.
She keeps quiet fearing she would be found which she was
when they reached the cemetery. Once again she escaped
and ran from place to place.
On the other hand, her cousin who was madly in love with
her had been searching for her city by city and along the
way he was also taken as a slave.
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In another place while Zhinova was trying to escape from
her captors she fell into a river, drowned and died.
When the merchant’s caravan that had Zhinova’s cousin as
a slave passed by the river, he saw the lifeless body of his
beloved Zhinova in water. This was so tragic for him that
he also jumped into the river and drowned himself.
This was one lifetime of the queen of sun as Zhinova; the
third time was another repeat.

Goodbye
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Zhinova
Ani: what is the lesson in Zhinova’s story?
Guardian: there are some interesting points in it; for
example, it shows that life is a continuing game and
human’s physical body is just a garment. Human being
constantly changes this garment in the evolution process.
Zhinova is the queen in another chapter of her life; we saw
the queen’s life form the time that she was released of the
spells and curses. Her head was separated from her body
and each was sent to a different place. This is only one
page of her life and we had no idea about the previous
pages; her life as Zhinova is one of those previous pages.
Zhinova and Aton loved each other very much; these two
lovers always wanted to be with each other and every
time a conspiracy prevented them from union and death
did them apart. Now I will tell the story in more details.
The story began with the birth of Zhinova and her lover.
This time around they were cousins and when they were
growing up they felt a strong attraction towards each
other. This was because of the hidden knowledge they
each had in their archive and sub-conscious.
Since they were young their families told to wait until they
reach the legal age. After a few years and right before they
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get married, Zhinova’s father is killed in the war and their
marriage is postponed for a year to mourn her father’s
death.
After one year as it was time for their wedding, her older
brother who was the head of the family then, rejected the
cousin as he thought they were poor. He thought that if he
found a wealthier husband for his sister, he wouldn’t have
to work hard anymore.
Anyway, because of her amazing beauty other proposals
were given for her and one was from another country. Her
brother did some research and found out they practiced
another religion. At that time Neynava was the capital of
Assyria and this story took place before the dynasty of the
Mad’s.
In those times Iran was not a federal state and didn’t have
a strong army, so every now and then, the Assyrian solders
attacked and looted the cities and took young girls and
boys as slaves. They sold them in slave markets and many
families were separated from each other.
During this time, a brave warrior and a fearless general
named Hokhashtar ordered this statement to be written
above the clay boards of every student.
Neynava must be destroyed.
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This caused a deep-rooted hatred among every young
child in the country, an inborn desire for revenge and
when these young boys became strong men, a huge army
was formed and they attacked Neynava and wiped it off
from the face of earth.
Anyways, after the refusal of Zhinova’s brother and the
chaos surrounding the city, some looters kidnap the
beautiful Zhinova and take her to a slave market in
Neynava.
The conditions were very difficult for Zhinova, far from her
family and city and away from her beloved. She was doing
very bad mentally and attempted to commit suicide many
times. However, every time she stayed alive just to see her
beloved’s face once more.
Few months pass by and she gets to know a decent
Persian merchant who out of compassion plans to rescue
her. Because they spoke the same language they form a
strong bond and amidst tight security he hides her in his
goods on the back of a camel and takes her out of the city.
After a few stops in a couple of cities, once again Zhinova’s
beauty gets her into trouble and she is kidnapped for the
second time. This time she was sold to a Roman and she
was held hostage on the second floor of a house.
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During all this time she felt her beloved’s presence in her
heart and knew he was looking for her everywhere. So she
decided to escape on her own. Using bed sheets she made
herself a rope and she climbed down early one morning.
She hid in a carriage carrying a dead body and left the city.
When the carriage arrived at the cemetery and people
came for the body, they saw the beautiful Zhinova. She
started to run as fast as she could and found herself in the
middle of a desert.
Hungry, thirsty and exhausted she fainted; a caravan from
her country found her and gave her water and food. She
regained her consciousness and told them her story. Some
people who were from her town recognized her and told
her of her beloved’s search for her.
Meanwhile, Aton had been searching everywhere for
Zhinova and wherever he found clue for her he would go.
Finally, he was also taken as a slave and sold to an
opportunist merchant; this caused a delay in his search for
his lover.
However, things seemed a little brighter for Zhinova and
the people of the caravan promised her safe journey back
to her city. Night falls and everyone goes to sleep. Zhinova
was thinking about Aton and the fact that they would be
united soon and all these nightmares would end.
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As fate has it she would not be reunited with her lover in
this lifetime. In the cover of darkness, thieves and bandits
attack the caravan and kill everybody; Zhinova tries to
escape and while she was running and she come across a
cliff and not knowing the height, she jumps off the cliff and
falls to a tragic death.
Zhinova’s body is carried by the current to the side of the
river where Aton’s caravan was staying. When Aton goes
to get water from the river he sits down and thinks about
all the painful memories of separation from his beloved,
about the sweet memories when she was in his arms and
they were together.
He was lost in thought when he suddenly saw a body
floating lifelessly in the river. At first he though it’s man,
but looking closer he realized it’s a woman. He goes into
the water and pulls her head out of the water; his heart is
pounding and there is a sense of familiarity. He lifts her
hair up from her face and sadly, sees her beloved’s lifeless
face in front of him.
‘Oh God, Zhinova what happened to you my love? What
are you doing here like this?’
Aton freezes and can’t believe his eyes. ‘No, no, you can’t
be dead, I just found you my love; don’t die on me,
please.’
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There was a deafening silence everywhere and it was as if
everything and everyone was mourning for Zhinova and
Aton. Aton stood up and raised his hands towards the
heavens and screamed ‘why, why? ‘
He kissed and hugged her beautiful face and cried and
cried. His shivers made Venus and other angels come
down and watch this scene in tears.
Although Venus and other angles were aware of the divine
knowledge behind this tragedy, they couldn’t stop feeling
sad for this couple and did not permission to interfere.
Aton began stroking her hair, looked up to the sky and said
‘Night is black just like Zhinova’s hair, the valley, the
river, the mountain, the sun and the moon are all black
for me. It is as if everything is wearing black and my life
from now on is dark and black.’
He looked into her eyes which were covered with her long
eye lashes and said out loud ‘Zhinova’s beautiful eyes are
closed and she sees nothing; my eyes shall join her eyes as
well and can’t bear not seeing her.’
He touched her lips with his fingers and said ‘her lips are
closed and cannot speak again; my lips shall also be sealed
soon and I will never speak again.’
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When he looked at her broken neck he couldn’t control his
rage, he looked up towards the heavens and said ‘every
night and every moment, I asked you and prayed to you to
unite me with Zhinova. I never thought that you would
unite us in this manner.’
He turned back to his beloved and gently stroked her hair,
face and hands. He was no longer crying, his face was
raging with anger. He began talking to his beloved ‘it has
been a few years that I have been searching for you
everywhere; I endured all kinds of hardship for your love
and nothing made me give up on you. I will finish my
search for your union even in death.’
After a brief silence, he bids farewell to Zhinova’s body
and then screams ‘my Zhinova, I will join you soon,
wherever you are.’
He suddenly began running to the shock of Venus and
other angels who were watching. They warned him not to
commit suicide ‘don’t do this Aton, this will separate you
from Zhinova; it will put a distance between you two.’
But Aton did not hear them and ran as fast as he could up
the same cliff and jumped down and died the same tragic
death like his lover.
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Due to screams of Aton, the merchant goes looking for
him and comes across the lifeless body of Zhinova. He
thinks to himself she must have disobeyed her master and
remembers of his own slave. He gets worried after a while
and looks up to the sky and says ‘what kind of a life is this
when our assets and investments can suddenly
disappear, just like that.’
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The second eagle
21/11/2002

Sardar

Time net room

Guardian: peace and blessings upon all the virtuous men
and women. Thank you for attending the third anniversary
of congress60.
Sardar: in the name of God. My salutes upon you all; we
are all very delighted to see your celebration and strong
cooperation of the family of congress60. Dindastur feels
very happy as he can sense a union between him and
members of C60. He remembers the union that we all
shared in space.
Guardian: I was so busy during the celebration that I forgot
to thank my masters.
Sardar: the ruler of righteousness says ‘it is best that you
keep it in you because human beings judge according to
their knowledge and awareness and it is not yet time for
some to know the story. It must go on until the time for its
discovery arrives.’
Our friends also share the common prayer in the placeless
space where hearts race in the eagerness of redemption;
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we are all grateful that the path has been opened for the
lost and the forsaken.
And now the queen’ story, shall I continue?
Guardian: yes, tell me more about the queen even though,
it saddens me. I must know the secret.
Sardar: I shall disclose details of her last lifetime as the
queen had many chapters on earth. She was a special
being and a rare one indeed.
Since Dindastur was searching for his family in other lands,
dark forces destroyed the queen in a very ruthless
manner. Dindastur wasn’t an ordinary man; he was trained
academically and had travelled to many destinations.
However, those who did not realize his amazing potentials
sold him as a slave and he lived close to us and continued
his studies.
The queen was an example of a good breed at her times,
but satanic forces wanted to own her through marriage
which she rejected. As you know she paid a heavy price for
this and she realized it was the hardest divine test ever.
Although she was scared deeply and almost beyond
recognition and after finding her mate, she was forgiven
by God.
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When it is time, the face of this good human being will be
shown to you; her name is second eagle and she has
joined the research team. Do you know White eagle? He is
her sponsor.
Guardian: yes.
Sardar: the second eagle is the queen of sun and she has
married white eagle; in fact they finally found each other
although her face was deeply scared and she was beyond
recognition.
Goodbye
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Love’s tragedy
Ani: what is going on here? White eagle marries the
queen? So her lover was white eagle? How did they find
each other? How come she has a deep scar on her face? I
thought when they found each other the queen was a
manifestation of astonishing beauty.
Guardian: the scar is due to the torture the queen went
through by her captors; before she was beheaded she was
beaten very badly. That is why she had the deep scar on
her face and for some reasons that God only knows, she
was transferred to the next world with that scar.
My beloved Ani, where is this amazing and at the same
time, tragic love story going? It reminds me of saying from
Raad; he said ‘love knows no beginning or an end.’
Everyday a small piece of this tragic puzzle is found which
resembles millions of other such tragedies and we are so
incapable of understanding them.
How little we know about evolution, numerous lifetimes
and other mysterious realms; the mystery of love, truth
and the creator is an ongoing dilemma.
I cannot describe queen’s love for white eagle and vice
versa; words will not be enough to express its vastness.
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Writing about such love needs a Shakespearean touch; I
cannot do justice to the story.
The pain and suffering of these loved ones make me
restless constantly and I ask why; the answer is have
patience, we know what we’re doing and you don’t. So I
say I ‘m going to be patient and patience is a divine
quality.
The queen of sun was a name that king Khosrow gave her
because of her astonishing beauty and the second eagle
was the name that Sardar has given her. I’m not sure of
her real name in that time but I think Zhinova was a real
name in that other lifetime of hers and white eagle was
her cousin Aton.
Since he was faced with the lifeless body of Zhinova and
due to extreme sadness and pain, he committed suicide.
He thought it would reunite him with his beloved, but we
know that suicide does not connect souls in the other
world. In fact, it creates a huge distance between them
and makes it very difficult them for them to be together.
In reality, Zhinova’s lover definitely experienced long years
of loneliness on earth and other dimensions which
involved hot climate of Africa and India to freezing climate
of Alaska until he received God’s grace and was reunited
with his beloved.
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As we earlier read in Rumi’s poetry, an individual can be an
Indian or an African in certain lifetimes and come back as
Asian or European in other lifetimes. The self does not
change; it is the different physical bodies that vary when
the individual sets foot on earth.
Therefore, white eagle was an Indian in one life and an
Iranian war commander in another who wanted to marry
the queen. Of course, these are a few chapters in their
lives and we will definitely hear more of the other lives
they lead in future.
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Desire for beauty, the beginning of catastrophe
28/11/2002

Sardar

Time net room

Greetings upon my children, I hope you’re all well and
happiness is more within your reach. The effort of
everyone is observed very well and Dindastur is the most
excited among all of us.
We are all amazed by the thing that connects us all and
leads us into the right path.
Do you have any question?
Guardian: the queen of sun?
Sardar: you know that universe is based on the opposites
and there is no doubt in God’s justice and fairness of his
creation. What we are witnessing is the journey of the
spirit that has no ending.
Do you agree?
Guardian: yes.
Sardar: the spirit comes into the body for the purpose of
experience and refinement along with carrying God’s
command. Otherwise, some people on this journey only
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appear to be human beings when in truth, they are
satanic forces; this has been proven to you. Am I right?
Guardian: yes, that’s right.
Sardar: the forbidden documents and protected scriptures
that have been tampered with are used to mislead human
beings. The queen had fallen victim to such black magic
and witchcraft and was rescued by you. She was tortured
and imprisoned heavily by satanic forces and her face was
badly damaged.
We shall now describe the story of her decapitation once
more for your book.
The queen had several names and her title was the last
one of them. She was a decent person but became
drowned in catastrophe because of her marvelous beauty.
Her first desire was to be beautiful and this was a formula
for disaster. Dindastur says ‘she was kidnapped from our
land at that time. Although there were many guards there,
they managed to take her away without anyone noticing
and then they burned her’.
Guardian: if they wanted her, why did they burn her?
Sardar: they wanted to own her and she was very strong
and stubborn and would not surrender. She was in
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captivity for many years and became mad and they
ordered her burning.
Guardian: in these stories, somehow the parties involved
become relatives to each other, why?
Sardar: when we are all heading towards one direction we
become relatives. The ruler of righteousness says ‘you
have forsaken the things on earth, what are looking for in
the sky?’
Guardian: tell him that we’re looking for that which can’t
be found.
Sardar: excellent.
Goodbye
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Shiva
30/11/2002

White eagle

Time net room

Guardian: I’m feeling nostalgic and astonished at how love
is so eternal.
White eagle: this love is continuous in life and other circles
of creation and it shows that we are all one in existence;
this existence is the manifestation of divine love and
compassion.
You should not be nostalgic because you are living with
those who have been around you constantly and it will go
on eternally. You must remain happy and cheerful always.
You have started the second book already and we want to
have your writings in the archive.
Guardian: the queen?
White eagle: you know that in life, the physical body can
travel many places; with modernity the means of
transportation have advanced even further. However, for
other bodies of the human being and spirit this is even
much easier.
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In one lifetime of judge Share the queen had the name of
Shiva. The individuals who were after the queen followed
her into her next life and the story went on for a long time.
This time around when the queen was reincarnated, she
fell in love with the commander and all those things
happened to her.
We are saying that love is eternal and does not perish with
death although it might take several lifetimes to achieve
union. The queen did not ask for beauty after those
terrible experiences and only requested union with her
lover. Let me tell you about some unbelievable events in
continuation of the previous story.
Guardian: please continue.
White eagle: this part is about me; at that time my name
was Petro’s. When the spell was lifted, continuation of
research became easier. I love the queen exactly the way
she is.
If God wants it, I will reveal her face to you.
Guardian: what is the role of judge Share in these events?
White eagle: the evil ones imprisoned the judge because
he opposed them; in next life they even burned him alive.
He quit his profession in his following lives.
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You know about the next phase already; the person who
burned the judge was the kidnapper together with the
lady in blue. Because she was a witch she was supposed to
be burned, but they burned Shiva by mistake instead of
her.
Farewell
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The others
14/11/2002

White eagle

Time net room

We were glad to participate in your celebration and
observed how in a special place and without words, a
matter is presented in a well deserved manner.
To continue the story, please present you questions.
Guardian: throughout all phases, Petro’s was searching for
the queen in different bodies. Is that right?
White eagle: yes, Petro’s was looking for her, but the
directions always changed and different events drove
them further apart.
Guardian: you said that presently the queen’s face has a
deep scar and Sardar had said that her beauty would
return. Has it?
White eagle: partly.
Guardian: how were the evildoers punished in these
reincarnations, for their deeds?
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White eagle: if someone losses his real self and becomes
a tool for evil and his intentions, then it becomes very
difficult for him to change his ways.
God wants to open his eyes, but if he continues to sleep
then the weight of his mistakes is reduced by suffering in
each lifetime. Individuals who become addicted to money
and power, in most cases loose the gift of love and
compassion and their selfish desires overcome their
selfless spirit.
The queen suffered so much because of a selfish desire
she had; she wanted beauty and fame more than anything
in the world.
This is was her inner wish and I was caught up in the game
as well; it caused me a few lifetimes of being forsaken and
I even lost the ability to speak.
These chapters in our lives can sometimes appear
unbelievable and take us to impossible places and back.
Take me for example; I went from the coldest regions of
American continent to the hottest, most dangerous
jungles of Africa and India. I was after sometime,
reminded of the reason behind my journeys back and
forth and made to see the unbreakable chains of lives
which are forgotten mostly but continue to exist. It is as if
they are busy gathering energy in nature; it is not the
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repetitions but love that connects us. For those who seek
to find the conclusion of these lives and are aware of the
dangers lying ahead, they might get to stops many times
where they have left some things behind.
The queen showed me that through our connection I can
always find her again and again.
Guardian: now that you have found the queen, do you feel
content?
White eagle: this record is kept in the archive; when
someone finds his or her beloved, the feeling is beyond
explanation. In fact, you realize that this was what you
were searching for all your lives.
Farewell
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Triangle
19/11/2002

Sardar

Time net room

Greetings upon my children, I hope you are doing well.
How is the writing of your book going?
Guardian: I’m doing my best to write everything; I’ve
drawn certain conclusions from the queen’s story, but I
have no information about her enemies.
Sardar: in other words, you mean the dark side.
Guardian: yes.
Sardar: the event where the lady in blue was spared being
burned because Shiva was mistakenly burned is a real fact.
This is life and continuation of its numbers; God deemed
it necessary for the dark forces to exist in the world for
the purpose of refinement and purification.
The witch went on to gain power and influence in the
palace using various dirty tricks.
She used her influence to commit many murders in the
palace together with the ruthless man and for each
murder they committed, various retributions took place.
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Dindastur says that the reason for leaving his town was to
find the murderers of his family. The ruler of righteousness
disagrees though; he believes it was because of a divine
command. The queen’s soul was lost and we couldn’t
locate her anywhere, but due to my efforts in gathering a
large group of friends we were able to carry out the divine
command again and once again, defeat Satan.
Dindastur says ‘I was searching for the queen, but I found
a master whose teachings changed me forever. I lost
someone dear to me but then found two invaluable
treasures namely Sardar and ruler of righteousness.’
Anyways after a thorough search and inquiry we formed
the triangle that we needed in order to battle the dark
forces.
They on the other hand, continued their vengeance and
evil intentions lifetime after lifetime and would not budge.
In fact, it was Dindastur who recommended that we
conduct our search for you.
Years went by without anything happening and once your
ship was exploded amidst a great victory. This was because
they tried to destroy the same people over and over again
as you know very well.
Goodbye
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Earth is mother’s arms
21/11/2002

Raad

Time net room

Raad: how are you my friends? Where are you in your
work and research?
Guardian: the dark side in queen’s tale.
Raad: darkness operates in two ways; first is the
individual’s own ignorance acting out independently and
second is with collaboration of Satan and his evildoers
which is what happened to your clan.
If an ignorant person moves towards wisdom by
contemplation and decency, there is a chance for
liberation. However, if the person desires darkness and
goes into it willingly then many, many lifetimes are needed
for contribution and payback.
There are three stages in such evil works; ignorance,
revenge and retribution. In your case, divine forces helped
to alleviate each factor to an extent; this is the reason why
the lady in blue had to payback for some of her misdeeds
and the rest is left aside for another lifetime.
As for the ruthless killer and womanizer who abused and
mistreated the woman in the palace, he has led and will
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lead many lifetimes of suffering, misery and agony. No one
really knows when the divine grace shall befall him and
what the future holds for him.
As far as the queen is concerned, she did not wish to
return to earth immediately and sought her lover instead.
She realized that be remaining in that realm the spell
would not work on her anymore and thus, regained her
old beauty again.
Do you have any more questions?
Guardian: not really.
Raad: earth is like mother’s arms where we are raised
and trained. If we learn our lessons we do not need to
return; otherwise, the comings and goings have to take
place. We will have to repeat every move over and over
until we recognize the right from wrong. Once we are
transferred to the other realm, we truly realize the value
of our deeds; we learn that decency and integrity is the
core of being human. Hopefully, we can all abide by
divine values.
Farewell
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Julia
05/12/2002

Pakrobad

Time net room

Pakrobad: we are very happy with your writings and also
glad that queen has found her husband and sister.
Guardian: sister?
Pakrobad: Julia whom you know as Lady Jones was also my
sister; they were separated for a few lifetimes and once
again found each other. We know that if God wills,
everything in universe can be united. Julia and Zhinova
were also sisters in that life and in another time, they were
twin sisters.
This might seem like a fairytale or a play, but all these
things have happened to us and there are bitter memories
from then. However, we praise the lord as the suffering
has ended and we are all united to share the story with
you so that you can write and record the truth to create
awareness in others. Hopefully, it might awaken those
who are still sleeping.
My dear son, we are delighted to see you healthy and free
from bonds of addiction and we truly enjoyed the birthday
celebration in congress.
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We are like children holding hands and giving thanks for
our salvation and we wish the same for all of you.
Farewell
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Numbers
22/12/2002

White eagle

Time net room

White eagle: we are glad that everyone is progressing
according to the plans and that everything and everyone is
connected by love.
Some things are available in the archive of everyone, but it
is not recommended that they find out about it.
Guardian: yes, the issue is whether they can handle that
information; sometimes too much information could lead
to certain damages.
White eagle: yes, in that situation living life becomes very
difficult for the individual. Do you have any questions?
Guardian: could you talk about numbers or differently put,
the journeys to earth and back.
White eagle: the numbers represent lives, numbers
continue one after each other and so do lives. The self or
ego is the essence which remains the same as each life is
started; the only difference is the level of knowledge,
awareness and training that varies every time.
Guardian: could you explain more about the relationship
of numbers with each other after their journeys are over.
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White eagle: if someone kills another for money, the story
will continue in the next realm. The same goes for love and
close connections; we are connected like chains to each
other and our relationships are influenced by them.
If someone’s prophet is Jesus or Mohammad or Buddha, it
makes no difference. It is the garment that differs and that
is perished in evolution, only the root remains.
Similar to the stories that happened to us; we were from
different cultures, faiths and backgrounds. However, at
some point in time we merged with each other.
Guardian: what do you by merge?
White eagle: similar to how numbers are added to each
other, one plus two and three and so on.
Guardian: so, we have followed one another because we
are related in a way.
White eagle: yes, these relations are like contracts
between us and it keeps us connected.
Guardian: so marriage, brother, sister, parent and spouse
are all contracts we have on earth?
White eagle: yes.

Farewell
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The Academy
02/04/2002

White eagle

Time net room

Guardian: we welcome the birth of nature to you, the
queen, Lady Jones, Judge, Louie, father and the rest of the
lovely members of congress.
The pure ones leave darkness because their master is
God; they ascend towards light unlike the wicked who
burn in their own fire of greed and deception. Their
deeds become the wood for the fire burning in depths of
hell.
An interesting incident happened; one of my students
gave me a gift along with a letter to pass on to you. Some
people believe that you are all located somewhere on
planet earth; also, another student has given a letter for
you which I hope you would answer.
White eagle: my warm greetings to all members of this
universal congress who are always kind to us. We are busy
carrying out our duties in another circle of creation.
We also send our warmest regards to everyone including
those who imagine us in the physical realm. In truth, we
look at them in the same manner that they see us.
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Writings that have described the unknown worlds from
the past still impress us even though we are in another
realm.
Certain ideas have been expressed articulately in your
writings which I thought could only progress in a native
Indian culture. You have illustrated how humans can
remain connected throughout universe by love and
knowledge.
My message to those who have written to me is ‘I thank
you all greatly; to symbolize a healthy balance in life, just
remember the eagle when searching for the prey.’
Do you understand my feelings?
Guardian: words cannot express my current state; I love
you from the bottom of my heart. I’m dismayed by divine
forces and how they have connected us even though we
are from different backgrounds, cultures and time. Today,
we have dressed our words with the garment of action;
human beings who have uplifted themselves from the dark
world of destructive drugs and harmful habits to a new era
of light, positivity and love.
White eagle: we are glad that this journey has started its
beginning and is heading for eternity; the journey of self –
awakening and enlightenment. You have to transform the
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congress into an academic institution where research,
awareness and knowledge are pursued.
Farewell
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The messengers
27/05/2002

Pakrobad

Time net room

Pakrobad: we are very happy with your writings and also
glad that queen has found her husband and sister.
Pakrobad: Julia whom you know as Lady Jones was also my
sister; they were separated for a few lifetimes and once
again found each other. We know that if God wills,
everything in universe can be united. Julia and Zhinova
were also sisters in that life and in another time, they were
twin sisters.
This might seem like a fairytale or a play, but all these
things have happened to us and there are bitter memories
from then. However, we praise the lord as the suffering
has ended and we are all united to share the story with
you so that you can write and record the truth to create
awareness in others. Hopefully, it might awaken those
who are still sleeping.
My dear son, we are delighted to see you healthy and free
from bonds of addiction and we truly enjoyed the birthday
celebration in congress.
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We are like children holding hands and giving thanks for
our salvation and we wish the same for all of you.
Farewell
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Message
The city suddenly enters into chaos, but
God’s light breeze rules the state after
sometime and majesty,
majesty, magnificence and
health have returned; you shall benefit
the most.
Friends send their regards
regards and are
grateful to God and the guardians so
that everything is immersed in divine
grace.
In your quarters, friends feel this
perfection with love; those who are
drowned in his grace will be promoted.
However, those who only seek greed and
power will have
have no gain.
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You do know what I’m talking about;
greed and gluttony are never ending
desires that can turn day into night.
Our friends are celebrating with music
and dance and give their thanks for
divine glory.
Raad

11/11/2002
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God, master and mentor
11/04/1994

Time net room

White eagle: let’s talk about sense or perception which is a
very significant topic. The physical senses need caring and
training and are guided by a unique mechanism; each cell
is playing a role in receiving and transmitting.
Guardian: I would like you to continue the talk on right and
wrong choices.
White eagle: we briefly described a creature to you which
is from the same family. As you know in your dimension,
objects occupy a space and have an area and a
circumference. However, there are no such things in our
realm and everything is situated like rings next to one
another; no space is occupied.
Dinosaurs are divided into two categories according to
their good and bad characteristics; some of them were in
charge of destruction.
That is why they became extinct by the divine command
and ceased to exist in the physical world. However, they
still exist in the other realm and we do not know the path
of their evolution yet.
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There seemed to be some dangers caused by them for
humans living on earth and this could have decided their
fate.
In every dimension that you travel in you can see creatures
that have yet to step on earth; this means they have not
received their acceptance yet.
Sometimes we come across certain creatures that are not
very intelligent; you might ask what the point in creation
of these creatures is?
First, the very existence of such creation is the point; in
addition to the display of power and ability of creator. It
starts with the smallest living thing and moves up to the
largest creatures.
All creatures in creation are the same kind, but have been
transformed to different forms in various evolution cycles.
Amazing worlds that are parallel or interwoven exist and
one could hardly believe their level of complexity.
And so the quest goes on, to know where we’ve come
from and where we’re headed; how is the process
planned and many more questions such as these.
However, not everyone thinks about these questions and
don’t want to know where they have come from.
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Creation has an answer for the unwise such as natural
disasters, diseases and annoying creatures which are on
the rise.
Guardian: do you mean microbes?
White eagle: yes, the microbes are acting according to
their nature.
Guardian: are the microbes constantly
themselves and become harder to battle with?
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White eagle: yes, this is the cycle of evolution and it
happens in all creatures. We assist conscious humans in
their battle with these annoying creatures.
Guardian: I have a question about my out of the body
experiences.
White eagle: alright.
Guardian: I know that everything in these trips is related to
me and I play the main role in them; I feel that if I’m not
ready mentally and spiritually for these trips, I will have
lots and lots of delusions and mental problems.
White eagle: serenity of thought and mind can create a
higher power in you.
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You can meet anyone that you like as long as you attain
that state of mind which we mentioned before.
There is also the fear which is still inside of you and you
have not been able to get rid of it completely; prior to
these out of the body trips, you must contain your fears
and achieve internal peace. This will also help your daily
challenges as well; you must work hard to review the
archive and understand your old files.
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Time
Ani: so far I have not understood a whole lot from white
eagle’s explanations.
Guardian: which part don’t you understand?
Ani: there were many new information which are very
useful, but I still don’t understand a lot of the things.
Guardian: what do you suggest I should do?
Ani: explain sense or perception more.
Guardian: maybe I should call my brother Amir and since
he is an actor and they work a lot with feelings, he could
explain more.
Ani: maybe you should.
Guardian: fine, I’m calling him right now; hello Amir.
Amir: hello there, long time no hear.
Guardian: I have a question for you Amir; what’s your
understanding of sensing or sensory powers or
perception?
Amir: from which point of view do you want to know?
from an artistic point of view or scientific or in general?
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Guardian: you can tell us everything you know.
Amir: when there is an image or thought of something in
the mind, a feeling is produced; this is called sense or
perception.
Our body shows reactions to external events and these
reactions are initiated by sensory messages.
Feeling is the source of emotions, affection and movement
and the great miracle here is that imagination is also the
source of emotions and movements.
Guardian: thank you very much for these useful
information; we’ll talk soon.
Amir: you’re welcome; see you soon.
Ani: it was a great idea to call Amir.
Guardian: Amir mentioned great points which can point us
to the right direction. It’s been sometime that I’m thinking
about sense and I want to gather all the materials so that I
can sense, sense much better.
That’s why I want to get back to our pillar or foundation.
Ani: what is that?
Guardian: self or ego.
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Ani: since when ego has become the pillar?
Guardian: since it was given a clear definition; because ego
or self has been described as either the spirit or the body.
However, it must be known that ego or self is not the
same as spirit or the physical body; in fact, it is very
different from them.
Thus, now that we have a clear definition for ego or self,
we can designate it as the pillar or the foundation and
build our building on top of it. Do you remember the
definition of the ego or self?
Ani: the thing that determines the existence of a creation,
physically and spiritually.
For example, the self of a hen determines the kind of
creature it is; its characteristics and attributes and its
meaning at the core.
Same goes for the self of a date tree or a human being;
this self has desires, needs and wants.
Guardian: how do you categorize these wants in a human
being?
Ani: they include all his logical or illogical needs and wants
and they are divided into three groups:
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First is the demanding ego which has mostly unreasonable
and illogical wants and needs. Any sort of immoral or
hurtful behavior is done or thought of without any kind of
remorse or regrets; in fact, the ego considers itself smart
and cunning since it is able to get away with everything.
For example, theft, crime, drug and abuse are all done on
a daily basis with no remorse or thoughtful contemplation.
This is the lowest form of ego and its down on the
evolution path.
Second is the blaming or remorseful ego which does all
the mentioned above vices and sins only to have regrets
and second thoughts after the act. This ego is situated in
the middle of the evolution path and we can say that most
human beings are placed on the stronger or weaker side of
this ego. For instance, for someone to talk to a love one in
a harsh tone brings remorse and regret and for another,
committing murder; basically the conscience is in a
constant conflict at this stage!
Eventually, the ego will redeem itself from the chains of
these unreasonable demands.
Third and last is the reassuring or confident self or ego. All
wants and desires are logical and reasonable at this stage
and it is high on the evolution path. We all hope to arrive
at this stage one day.
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Guardian: so up to this point we can place everything on
the foundation which is called ego, materially or
spiritually, visible or invisible; whether at present or past,
before birth or after death.
Let’s not forget that at the time of death, divine agents
confiscate or impound the self or the ego and cut off the
connection and ties it has with that physical body forever
and guide it to the next realm of existence.
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Reason’s command
Ani: I know that since the masters revealed the details of
the queen’s story you have become restless and you are
always thinking; you are always quiet and in deep
thoughts.
Guardian: you have always understood me and I have no
complaints. Do you have a question?
Ani: yes, how could someone be a killer in one lifetime and
a mother of the person she has murdered in another?
Guardian: I’m not sure exactly, maybe it is similar to the
case of two rival families who agree to the marriage of
their children so as to make peace. I don’t know, maybe
God gives a second chance to sinners to make things right.
If they decided to stay on the good side, they are spared
and if not, they are sent into the dark for a very long time.
We have witnessed this in our family story; the lady in
blue, who murdered me and my family in the past, is my
mother in this lifetime and she made use of her
opportunity and showed the right path. This is why she
was spared the death of her daughter, but still lost two of
her sons who were very young; in this way she felt what
it’s like to lose a child and a loved one and this pain will
remain with her till the end of her days.
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I’m going crazy seeing God’s justice in work and I’m able to
touch his heaven and hell in a real way. When he says ‘my
hell and heaven equals the earth and the sky’ I understand
that anywhere in this universe could be a heaven or hell.
Now I know that when we receive the tragic news about
the death of our loved ones, it feels like hell; when a
murderer is prosecuted in court and all the details of his
ruthless act is revealed to everyone, hell has opened up a
space for him.
This is the first taste of hell and the rest would follow suit
after death.
How magnificent and beautiful is God’s justice; every
action has a result, good or bad.
Ani: I’m also surprised by his justice and I’m trying to
comprehend all the events.
How did the lady in blue prevent her daughter’s death?
Guardian: if the individual stops her immoral actions and
move towards virtues, God gives the person a second
chance to make up for the all the wrongdoings. Maybe
even the death of the individual is delayed to give him
more time.
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Obey God’s commandments and refrain from vices so
that your sins are forgiven and you are given a specific
deadline to do so.
It is very simple; don’t think that by just regretting a
wrongdoing and not ever doing it again, it is over and you
are immediately forgiven. No, not at all; gradually and little
by little, we have to answer for all of our wrongdoings.
Ani: so, what happens to God’s grace here?
Guardian: his grace has a system and order about it and it
is not as easy as you think. Let me give you an example.
First of all know that the next life is very similar to this life
and it is not something strange and out of the ordinary. I
constantly hear people say that no one has ever come
back from death to share information; well, I’ve come
from there and I’ve been constantly in communication
with that world.
Now, the example; Imagine you have a cheque book and
without the necessary financial back up you are buying
expensive items and paying for them with the cheques.
However, you have no money and after sometime lots of
people including the law are looking for you.
Then at that very moment you regret all your wrongdoings
and decide from the bottom of your heart not to ever do
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such things again. Does this mean that everything would
be over? Of course, God’s grace is there and so are the
creditors who want their money.
All those bad cheques you gave out will definitely haunt
you and they won’t disappear magically. Who has to
answer for the bad cheques, you or God?
If the judge and God forgive you and let you get away,
should the people who lost their money do the same?
I have used drugs for many years and have become a
junkie, would I get everything back as soon as I quit drugs?
I don’t think so; I can give many more such examples.
Ani: what happens to God’s grace then?
Guardian: I don’t think there is such a thing as grace
without hard work and suffering.
Let me illustrate my point differently; suppose that you are
driving your car in a straight road towards your intended
destination. For some reasons such as jealousy,
vengeance, lust, wealth, fame, power…you deviate from
the main road and continue on a dirt road.
After some driving and while having fun and enjoying
yourself, you realize you are going downhill and the speed
of your car is increasing gradually. At first you enjoy the
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speed and you are unaware that there is a deep, high
canyon ahead of you and with the high speed you are
gaining, you will surely fall into a fatal crash.
You are also unaware that you have no brakes and your
idea of being in control is an illusion. Hence, you and your
passengers are heading for a disaster unknowingly. Let’s
think that you have suddenly realized the magnitude of
the disaster and deep down you become remorseful and
decide to change your ways, move away from vices and
towards virtues.
How does God’s grace interfere in this situation? Does it
command the brakes to work or miraculously stop your
car?
Ani: let’s assume that his grace falls upon the passengers
of the car and it is stopped; what about the dysfunctional
car in middle of nowhere with no brakes?
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Mind
Ani: what is mind and where is it located?
Guardian: if the driver realizes the grace of God and be
grateful for his help and wants to mend his ways, he has a
tough road ahead of him. He has to climb up the hill and
find the main road.
Ani: that shouldn’t be hard at all.
Guardian: the problem is getting back to the right path;
there are many obstacles as a result of ignorance and
indifference. They must be solved one by one before
anything else.
If I want to draw a conclusion here I can say that my
mother’s car was travelling at a very high speed towards
disaster; unfortunately, due to high speed and sharp turns,
two of her sons were thrown out of the car and died.
However, since she decided to change her ways at some
point God’s grace befell her and her car was stopped and
thus, the life of her other child was spared.
Now, her car is damaged and far from the actual road;
anyone that halts their destructive habits and decides to
change their ways and have God’s grace on their side, will
face two roads ahead of them. One appears to be difficult
and impossible and the other, easy and comfortable.
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Ani: why do you say it appears to be easy or difficult?
Guardian: I think God the great architect has so delicately,
left a magical touch on our path.
Ani: can you explain?
Guardian: he puts the individual before two roads, one is
fire and the other is comfort. The magic lies here; if the
person chooses fire, he comes through the easy and
comfortable road and if he decides to go through the easy
road, he will face fire and hardship.
In other words, the wrong road is the apparently easy road
which will eventually lead one into flames of destruction.
The right road however, appears difficult but will lead the
person into a green oasis. Thus with every hardship comes
joy and comfort.
Now, let’s get back to our own car which is left in the
middle of a downhill and it looks like it has had an
accident. To come out of this situation safely, there are
two options. First is the way of vices and immorality which
apparently is the easy one; we just need to put the car into
neutral and it will slide downhill effortlessly and crash
deep into death and eventually, hell.
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The second option is moving away from vices and
immorality towards virtues and integrity; this road appears
difficult impassable and it leads to the right path.
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Judge
29/05/1994
Guardian: I have been taken to court due to my
indifference and I thought the judge can fix everything for
me.
White eagle: all members are here and send their regards
to you; judge share says ‘there has not been any flawless
book of law up to now; the problem lies in betrayal of
opportunists.’
I hope that you have thought about our last discussion and
have reached certain conclusions.
Basically, we wanted to impart this knowledge on you that
any creature having any form in any level of existence and
during any kind of transformation, will retain its essence.
This is similar to a DNA when needing to identify someone;
sometimes they identify dead people by their teeth.
However, if a creature wants to completely change the
physical body must be destroyed and reborn again. If it is
an animal, there is the possibility of being promoted to a
human being in the next cycle.
In the case of humans, they have to move up through the
levels similar to a child in the elementary school; some
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people pass the grades and move up to high school and
some fail and have to repeat the same class.
The important point is absorbing and understanding the
knowledge.
We are still evolving and every realm has its own agendas.
If you look closely at every creature you can see endless
beauty and greatness; each has a unique structure and can
change shape and form when commanded.
Being human does mean physical promotion and progress,
but that’s not everything. Earth offers an opportunity for
perfection but some do get stuck in the middle of the way
for a very long time.
Guardian: so you’re saying that even if a creature wants to
cease existing, it is not possible!
White eagle: yes, in order to change there has to be
another birth in addition to the divine command. In other
words, a buffalo cannot suddenly turn into a human being
within one cycle and the evolution process must take
place.
Not all the creatures that we see around ourselves are
here to evolve into a human being; pay attention.
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The existence must complete and complement itself;
attention should be given to the core of being, its essence
and the materials it is consisted of.
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The central core
03/06/1994
White eagle: we are currently researching and
investigating different issues. People constantly join us in
our realm and present new and innovative ideas to tackle
different issues. Sometimes we come across difficult
matters which pose a challenge to our progress; however,
with hard work and determination we overcome most of
them.
All in all, every problem has a solution and every door
has a key; sometimes the issues differ with each other
and require a different approach. It is possible to break
through the central core of every particle, only the right
path must be chosen. It needs thought, tools and
experiments and in this manner, the impossible becomes
possible.
This has been taken into consideration in categorization
of nature; complete your world according to these
values. Only then you will realize that issues which were
seemingly hard are in fact, very easy.
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The shining stars
26/08/1994
White eagle: at times it was said that every particle had a
universe within; this was according to the understanding
and intellect gained up to that time. Today with finding
the hidden universes we should say that the particles
were hidden from the physical eyes. They are still hidden,
but using which sight?
We had a meeting today with some scientists who are
working on Dinosaurs; their extinction was due to their
destructive habits and failure in having the minimum
intellectual requirements.
Guardian: you mean to say that their intellect or reason
was lower than the minimum requirements?
In other words, to be an animal there is a minimum
requirement as far as the intelligence and intellect are
concerned; the same applies to human beings and in
general, all creatures obey this requirement.
Do these Dinosaurs live in other circles of creation?
White eagle: yes, they are allowed to live only in the
ethereal world and only their vegetarian kind; our
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scientists are conducting a research on their nervous
system.
Lady Jones who is a biologist has worked in this field
intensively.
Our research team is working hard so as to assist your
world in their current challenges; the discussion on light
and sound is a in-depth topic and we shall continue in our
next session.
Try to strengthen your senses so that you can receive the
notes from heaven; this is your gift.
Guardian: how is this done?
White eagle: by wanting, practice and determination.
Guardian: I have a question about my ring; in one of my
trips someone wanted to take my ring away from me.
After a long struggle I returned to my body and a few days
later I lost my ring.
What is the connection of that trip to losing my ring?
White eagle: you were warned about your ring and you
were told to protect it, but as usual you didn’t pay
attention.
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Heavenly rotation
17/03/1995

Time net room

White eagle: all the members are here and send their
regards to you; the permanent members such as Lady
Jones, Mr. Louie and Judge Edmond are here.
I hope that you have thought about our last discussion and
have reached certain conclusions.
Basically, we wanted to impart this knowledge on you that
any creature having any form in any level of existence and
during any kind of transformation, will retain its essence.
This is similar to a DNA when needing to identify someone;
sometimes they identify dead people by their teeth.
However, if a creature wants to completely change the
physical body must be destroyed and reborn again. If it is
an animal, there is the possibility of being promoted to a
human being in the next cycle.
In the case of humans, they have to move up through the
levels similar to a child in the elementary school; some
people pass the grades and move up to high school and
some fail and have to repeat the same class.
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The important point is absorbing and understanding the
knowledge.
The existence must complete and complement itself;
attention should be given to the core of being, its essence
and the materials it is consisted of.
We are still evolving and every realm has its own agendas.
If you look closely at every creature you can see endless
beauty and greatness; each has a unique structure and can
change shape and form when commanded.
Being human does mean physical promotion and progress,
but that’s not everything. Earth offers an opportunity for
perfection but some do get stuck in the middle of the way
for a very long time.
Guardian: so you’re saying that even if a creature wants to
cease existing, it is not possible!
White eagle: yes, in order to change there has to be
another birth in addition to the divine command. In other
words, a buffalo cannot suddenly turn into a human being
within one cycle and the evolution process must take
place.
Not all the creatures that we see around ourselves are
here to evolve into a human being; pay attention.
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To sustain life, we need many things such as food, shelter
and love. Some of these creatures are here for our benefit
and evolution; sometimes we use them as food and
sometimes as clothing. This is a point to contemplate on.
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Financial abilities
19/03/1995

Time net room

I hope that you are all doing well and making the best of
your potentials and abilities. We don’t want anything more
than that. You must try to rebuild and restore your body
and health so that you can achieve the intended goal.
You have to strengthen your physique and will power and
we’ll assist you in other areas.
Guardian: Ani dreamt of the place you just described in
her sleep last night. She was sleeping in our home in
Tehran, though.
White eagle: yes, we transported you from the bus and
your wife from your home, simultaneously last night.
Tonight is for you to speak.
Guardian: I’m so glad to be in your company tonight.
However, I’m still very confused; I’ll try to clear my head.
White eagle: well, that’s a good idea. Think well about the
task ahead of you and focus on everything and everyone.
We’ll give you the necessary time and patience is needed.
Are there any questions?
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Guardian: why did you transport me to somewhere cold
last night? Why is this place called ’60 degrees below
zero’? Why does my wife still remember the place
whereas I don’t?
White eagle: we’ll leave the memory of the scene in the
mind of one of you only. The name has to do with the
difficulty of the task and it’s compared to a journey across
such a region.
We want you to know that you have two responsibilities to
accept, first is your physical body and the other, your
psyche.
Guardian: how is an image recorded on the mind?
White eagle: this depends on the person who becomes
close to the image so as to see it. We took you and Ani to a
place filled with snow, but Ani didn’t feel cold and
observed everything. Do you understand?
Guardian: I’m very agitated at times and my mind is always
working. I guess I still can’t analyze these recent events.
White eagle: why don’t you worry about your own
problems? We’ll do the planning for the future.
Guardian: I’m
responsibilities.

not

worried

about

my

work

or
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White eagle: then what?
Guardian: I have many questions about our connection.
White eagle: we showed you the beginning of the path;
you are in a hurry to get results. We rather you be patient
and give this enough time. We’re proposing a gradual
approach as there is a long way to go and time is needed
for your mind and body to find their strength and health
once again.
If we tell you to jump off a high altitude, you would ask
how. However, if we teach you how to fly, then there
would be no problem.
Guardian: you are right.
White eagle: so, take your time and think of becoming
capable. Do you know what that means?
Guardian: yes, physical, psychological and mental strength.
White eagle: don’t think thoughts that drain your energy.
In order to serve humanity, hard work and determination
is needed. We’ll help you get through the cold.
Guardian: where do you get the patience and interest to
help me?
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White eagle: we don’t have the problem of time which is
very valuable in your world. If you want to climb unto a
high summit, you must pace yourself and walk slowly. You
will be guided for future aims because of your previous
strength, your objective and mental state.
By using positive thoughts and energy, you can achieve
your goal. Concentration on positive thoughts and
reflecting them on your efforts, will pave the way forward.
Guardian: how do I strengthen my will power and
overcome the obstacles?
White eagle: the problem must be looked at as already
solved; that will diminish its size and it no longer creates
fear. When we know what we want in life we can pursue it
easier. Real desire is the key, and then comes other things.
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Researchers speaking the same language
31/03/1995

Time net room

Greetings and salutes upon you
Put in motion your chariots before termites damage its
foundation.
We are all gathered here together with a dear guest
named Rumi.
Guardian: I welcome his presence and am glad to be in his
company.
White eagle: we were referring to earthly chariots which
are the end of your chariot and the beginning of motion in
eternity. We are referring to Rumi who has fulfilled the
requirements.
It requires heart’s longing to realize
Inspiration gives it a form
When it attains an image, continuous refinements
strengthen the visions
That saying is the aim of our intention
Meaning, feeling, being; that is like God in existence and
non-existence, invisible
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Although, it can be seen
Similar to the diversity in beings, perception means
variety.
The most important kind is the out of the body sensation.
Guardian: do you mean outside of physicality?
White eagle: yes.
The fairy tales could become a reality one day. Seek and
you shall find is a famous chant by the champion of lovers,
Rumi.
Green steps are awaiting you; we are glad that you have
met researchers who speak the same language.
Keep the flag at raise
Farewell
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Rumi and Shams
Ani: since you spoke of two remarkable men who have
become bright stars in history, we should spend some time
talking about them.
Guardian: I shall introduce a new perspective about them
that is very different.
Ani: do you believe in this theory yourself?
Guardian: I do, but I will surely come under heavy criticism
from those who believe otherwise.
Ani: what is your theory?
Guardian: although Shams was Rumi’s master, he was not
there physically and no one but Rumi could see him. In
other words, Shams was someone from another realm or
circle of creation and definitely had lived in Tabriz at some
point in time. However, in Rumi’s time he was only
interacting with him in his visions.
Ani: so you’re saying that Rumi met Shams in the time net
room.
Guardian: that’s exactly what I’m saying.
Ani: do you have any proofs for this?
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Guardian: this refers to the five external senses and it is
not understood by our physical senses. We do not know
when and where Shams was born, we have no idea about
his life and his death and there are no historical recordings
about his family roots and upbringing.
With all these in mind, meeting Shams was such a
remarkable event in Rumi’s life that it changed his way of
living, thinking and even being. All the famous poetries
that are admired by many across the world were said in
praise of Shams and his teachings.
Ani: he didn’t say that they met beyond this physical
realm.
Guardian: he is a researcher and documents only the
evidences that are available; remember that I’m an
explorer of the unknown and I’m slightly familiar with the
hidden attributes of creation and human being.
Ani: so what about all these tails and stories about the
encounter of these two and their romantic interactions?
Guardian: when we read something in a book we
immediately believe the story without analyzing the
details logically.
I shall bring a few examples from these stories to illustrate
my point.
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Some people imagine that somebody must hit dead end in
order to quit drugs for good. This means being banished
from family, friends and the society, losing one’s job,
spouse or home and eventually becoming a junkie. At this
the addict either dies or quit drugs for ever. I beg to differ.
Yesterday, one of my friends told me that since I’ve hit
dead end I’ve decided to quit drugs. I told him that he has
been given the wrong information. I’ve neither reached
dead end nor do I hate drugs. I hate my addiction but not
drugs. I simply conducted an experiment without any
intention to quit drugs and gradually my drug use became
less. Less the drugs that I used the better I felt and finally I
woke up from a deep sleep.
Even in both of my previous attempts in quitting drugs I
hadn’t reached dead end; currently my life’s condition is
very difficult but not a dead end.
Ani: I don’t hate drugs because I took it as a medication
back then and right now I look at it as a natural substance.
Guardian: For example, alcohol is a very useful substance
in different areas; misuse of alcohol is the bad thing not
the substance itself. Consider a kitchen knife and its
different applications. The knife could either be used to kill
someone or to cut things in a kitchen; depends on the
intention of the user and not the object. If the intention is
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to kill, surely the killer can find other means to carry out
his or her intention.
The main problem is not the knife or the drugs, it is us,
ourselves. We must learn how to use everything at its right
place and purpose. Otherwise opium has many benefits
and uses in the medical field and acts as a healing agent.
As master Silver puts it: we don’t have to use everything
that God has created; he has given us a reasoning power
to use at our own discretion.
Anyways to get back to our previous discussion, I told my
friend that people who hit dead end have lost their brakes.
We want to help those who have brakes but it doesn’t
work very well.
Anyone can use their brakes of faith and intellect to stop
the vehicle of drug addiction. People who believe in
reasoning can use it as their brake and those who believe
in faith can use faith as their brake. For those who believe
in both it is much better and those who believe in neither,
for now I can’t say anymore.
Please go and bring the book of Shams for me.
Ani: alright, I hope that you have not lent the book to
anyone. I found it, here you are.
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Khorasani formalities
Guardian: in one of Rumi’s books called ‘Fihe mafih’ the
story goes on like this:
I think we’ve discussed enough on this matter; we should
get back to the time net room and find out more pieces of
the puzzle.
Ani: no, please stop; things are already very confusing as
they are. Let’s not add more to the unknown and try to
clarify the issues on hand.
Guardian: the pages before our birth are about our
previous lives and things we did in the distant past; this is
called destiny which determines our present situation to a
degree.
Of course, our life is determined by two factors, dour
destiny and our thoughts. Thus you can see that not
everything in life is fate or destiny. The pages after our
death will be written later on and are influenced by our
present actions.
Basically, all that happen to us are the result of our own
actions.
Ani: that’s very hard to accept.
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Guardian: knowing something is very different from
understanding it. Anyways, are you ready for time net
room?
Ani: yes I am, but before that can you explain to me how
you leave your body and the story of you destroying those
epigraphs.
Guardian: that’s something that I cannot reveal, it’s a
secret.
Ani: I think you’re exaggerating your case; what secret?
Are you kidding me? There are zillions of books out there
which talk about your so called secrets. Maybe they were
secrets a thousand years ago, not now.
Guardian: it’s not really like that; sometimes if you reveal
something you’re not supposed to, you can cause damage
and make the situation worse than it already is. Every
word has its own place and right timing makes a huge
difference.
When it comes to divine knowledge, there’s a battle
between light and darkness, good and evil and knowledge
against ignorance. Therefore, when certain discoveries
have been made in regards to divine knowledge, the
capacity of the people at that time determines if they can
have access to that knowledge.
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Otherwise, knowing this information can cause damage to
the individuals due to lack of capacity in understanding.
However, sometimes there are certain issues
understandable to majority of people which could harm
the balance of power in politicians and governments. In
other words, if people found out the truth, foundations of
power and tyrants could collapse and that’s why the
oppressors would do anything to hide truth and maintain
power.
Thus, they executed, murdered and prosecuted individuals
who had broke the code of silence and had started to
spread the truth; their revelations and knowledge were
like weapons which could shatter the dark forces and they
feared such people the most.
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The silence of non-beings
09/04/1998

Time net room

White eagle: what was the topic of our discussion?
Guardian: sense.
White eagle: Sense is the unit in the human being which
can transmit all the perceptions to the mind and
thereafter the decision is made upon reasoning. Since we
the human beings, are imprisoned by our five limited
senses, we can only feel and experience this universe. A
significant point is that we have a common sense which
we share with the whole creation and we call it external or
out of the body sense and it has a wide range of operation.
There are a lot of disagreements between people about
this sense since some have experienced it and others have
not and they don’t understand each other at all.
It’s like having vision and seeing colors as suppose to a
blind person. No matter how the first person explains
colors and feeling of vision to the blind person, he will
never experience feeling or sensing it.
Thus one of the main resources of information for the
intellect is sense. The weaker the sense the more limited is
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the range of intellect’s operation. We can learn more
about sense by providing information to the intellect
through our sense; this is a principal in creation of the
human being.
The human being can attain a place where he sees
nothing but God.
Therefore I want to conclude that the mind and intellect of
an addict is completely healthy; the problem lies in the ego
and the irrational desires and also his sense has changed
due to the disruption in his existential structures; both of
these flaws have to be corrected.
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The body of a shadow
16/04/1995
White eagle: greetings upon friends and seekers of
knowledge; we are all doing well and are continuing our
research for new discoveries.
We shall continue our discussions on shadows or parallel
bodies; just like how our physical appearance is made up
of different members, our shadows or parallel bodies also
contain the same. We mentioned as well that one cannot
observe a shadow within a shadow.
Initially a sense of attraction can cause you to see the
shadow within a shadow and it differs in every individual.
It is similar to a vision that needs glasses to be able to see
far or near.
Let’s look outside of the body, when you look closely into a
shadow you can see another world; circles within circles of
creation and parallel universes. Every time that we look
closer we can see a divers creation and unique to its own.
You had asked for a private chat with Lady Jones, she says
we are all in a close circle and we have the same intention.
Initially a sense of attraction can cause you to see the
shadow within a shadow and it differs in every individual.
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It is similar to a vision that needs glasses to be able to see
far or near.
If you close the triangle of love, then we would not be
able to claim that we have the highest form of love, love
for God.
Because we have imprisoned love; one must go o the
highest peaks and shout ‘we praise you and love you’.
Maybe then we can get a little closer to you.
By forming a triangle of shadow, sense and attraction we
can make a home for love.

Shadow

Attraction
Love
Sense

If you have no question, we should be going.
Guardian: tell me something.
White eagle: sense, light and sound are like wings for high
flying birds that arrive at the intended destination.
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Sound

Light
Flight
Sense
Farewell
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Love
Ani: don’t you want to talk about love? Please explain the
triangle of love that White eagle illustrated.
Guardian: love burns everything on its path; one who has
no love is empty within.
The stability and continuity of this phenomenon is like
pure and clean oceans and rivers being created which
serve as the food and strength of the righteous forces in
every part of the world. Then love, this beautiful word,
becomes meaningful and everyone will enjoy a positive
mentality, hatred and bloodshed become meaningless.
They no longer wage wars because of food and shelter and
when there is justice, everything is equally available for
everyone.
When there is suffering, most of it is healed or even there
are no sufferings and this seed that has been planted by
righteous training and has not fully grown yet, will multiply
into so many until eventually there are vast fields which
are self irrigated and their message is peace and this is
their sign.
Vital efforts and endeavors will become so powerful like a
gushing flood that gradually irrigate even the barren lands
and turn them into fertile valleys and at that time the
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earth will become the great territory of God and you’ll
witness that which you’ve observed in nothingness.
Love which is the fourteenth valley will rotate in a way
that all the spheres within the human being are a song
that makes the listener ecstatic.
When the Supreme Power was transmitting his words, he
dispatched all that he created or was creating, to be
orchestrated and these sounds are visible in his words, as
if he wants to introduce all of his creation through his
voice, therefore observe all that he’s done and is going to
do.
The existence is love and kindness, all creatures are love,
even those that appear rough, oceans and seas are love,
mountains and clouds carry love for the creatures and vital
rains which we need exudes from them, observe the
sounds of all the tuneful birds, green valleys, lakes and the
creatures in them, ice like crystals which reflect the divine
colors differently and even words aren’t able to express it,
the air that guarantees us being alive.
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Reason

Love

Faith
Love is not comparable to anything; love is crossing, going
and returning and once again going, returning and
evolving, love is joining the Supreme Power whom we are
all of him. Love is that Supreme Being, constantly with us
who has manifested in various forms during countless
rotations and we will reach him only when we have
become perfect which means becoming him.
Love is neither the body nor the soul.
Love is what we have with us when we come into
existence, the core of this existence.
How can we be all these things at some point; to be the
Supreme Power when in fact only a drop of his existence
has been placed in our being as safekeeping and this very
drop makes us a part of his eternal existence and if we
become that, then only we become a human being.
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To be human means to be grateful to life, creation,
creator, it’s the meaning of the 14th valley. Now tell me if
this path is easy, to forgive someone who has done you
wrong or leaving one’s self on the way to the universe
within or flying consciously to the infinite depths of
existence.
That’s right, it is very difficult indeed but it can be done.
Maybe some are surprised or others are astonished that
our universe and other universes distant themselves from
darkness, but the book of love can never be closed and
these circles while helping the infinite radiuses increase
are intertwined with the meaning that they commenced
with; its vastness is increased more and more and the
destructive forces decline due to love’s expansion and the
real essence of mankind will be revealed more and more.
Love’s chains are strengthened day by day, transmissions
in the form of small particles find each other so as to
become an army which deter the dark forces and carry out
the command.
The alphabets of the valleys which carry the righteous
message fly like butterflies on the waves of water and
from far distances they reach everyone and pass the torch
of love which is the source of light and guidance to every
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nation and tribe and this movement is the expression of
the event which has to take place.
How can anyone prevent light, sound and sense from
being expressed, this is his word which is deep-rooted in
love and will pass through different borders and unite with
those who yearn for it.
In truth, this word love is the foundation of existence and
when in love, with all the calamities, one can learn what
he was, is and will be in the future.
I’m truly sorry because I haven’t been able to teach the
real meaning of love to others, but I’m not sad as the
universe is on the move and chooses that which has to
remain in this circle of love.
This theme is so magnificent that for thousands of years
we come following each other and tolerate all the
hardships in order to pass a drop of this vast ocean to each
other.
How fortunate is he who gives and does not wait for the
return just like the Supreme Power who only observes, it is
indeed very valuable to give and not take back unless
there is ingratitude.
When the creature (human being) is on the right path, the
Supreme Power will make his every step into a bed of
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roses where with the smallest breeze, wonderful fragrance
fills the air, feels heaven with all his being and flies
together with the existence; his eyes observe even in sleep
and enjoy visiting the other divine phenomena.
Darkness and obscurity is meaningless to him, he bows
down to creation at every moment and is grateful to the
creator of love. These words might be laughable at the
moment.
The lover and what is within him, is the only investment in
the world where generosity increases the capital, at that
time you all can see that in depth of love means arriving at
the truth which is monotheism.
Ani: is there a higher level of love?
Guardian: yes there is, it is the love of the Supreme Power
for his creation. To get to this stage, one must have
experienced the first two stages and be prepared to
sacrifice everything. At this stage the person is so in love
with the Supreme Power that if he has one hundred lives
he would sacrifice them for his beloved to pay the price of
this love; he would be able to pass through the most
difficult situations or would be guided through. He would
uphold righteousness and truth and always stand by them.
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Shadow

Love

Attraction

Sense

Let’s describe the three parameters involved in love.
First: shadow
He loves the whole creation without even trying to, he is in
peace without even trying to be in peace, he loves all
human beings without even trying to love them, he helps
everyone without even trying to help, he shins like the
sun, equally on everything and everyone without even
trying to do so, for the sun it makes no difference where
she is shining on, flower or the thorn.
At this stage, the lover and the beloved become one and
united; you, who have been a lover up to now, are both
lover and the beloved, because here, the Supreme Power
loves you and his love within you, causes his creatures to
fall in love with you.
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Second: attraction
You see yourself in others and you want to assist them in
any ways you can, to help them get through difficult stages
in their lives and achieve peace and comfort; others see
signs of the Supreme Power in you, they want to benefit
from your path, your words and your ways to become
closer to the creator.
You’ll get to know a part of your invisible attributes
through your faith, intellect, love, the X system and the
knowledge and science that you have achieved, you will
continue your life naturally whether on earth or in the
heavens and you have your private life just like other
human beings, you are prepared to serve others under any
circumstances and you continue to do your best as a
teacher or a mentor, you are ready to carry out the
command, whatever and wherever it may be, in hell or
heaven makes no difference to you since you have
surrendered completely to the Supreme Power.
Ani: your descriptions of love show that love has a very
high status and importance and not everyone is able to
understand its significance. Then how could all the human
beings benefit from it? It seems unattainable.
Guardian: love is flowing through all creatures including
human beings in a variety of different forms and shapes
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and is constantly bringing them closer to each other; it is
the subsistence of existence and creation because all the
creatures are connected by the particles of love through
shadows, attraction and sense and the name of this
connection is love.

Third: sense
Even if this pull or loving is felt for a short period; I don’t
think we can say that since the connection has been for a
short time, it’s not love. I believe it is love but a short,
passing phase of love. In other words if you strike a match
in complete darkness we cannot say that there was no
light or that it was an illusion, there has been a little light
but it was very weak.
Therefore we cannot say that love is only exclusive to
certain people or special groups or myths, love doesn’t
belong to anyone exclusively because all creation is living
in love and practicing love to arrive at a higher love,
everything and everyone are immersed in love as
existence is immersed in love.
The rays of love are shining on all things equally, like the
sun and each being receives according to its capacity, the
rays of love shine on even the most violent and dangerous
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individuals and their hearts even though cruel, beat
restlessly for their loved ones. Love pierces through their
cold hearts and creates a small window and hides in there
till the day of manifestation when the sweet taste of its
beauty is experienced and they’ll know how salubrious
love is.

Artistic festival
Ani: let’s get back to the love triangle.
Guardian: before I start the discussion, let me illustrate the
triangle with a story.
There was a lion who was the king of a beautiful forest.
One night his advisors suggested having an arts festival to
promote a greater level of cultural standard in the forest.
The king accepted and soon after the announcement was
made and everyone gathered for a rehearsal.
It’s the rehearsal day; all the animals have gathered in the
main square, the pewit is leading a group of nightingales
who have formed a choir and are practicing; butterflies are
dancing in a group and displaying their colorful wings; the
peacock is showing off his magnificent colors; swallows are
playing the guitar, doves are playing the violin, frogs the
piano, grasshoppers the harmonica and the pigeons are
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playing the harp, the dorbeetle is improvising on the flute
and the dragonflies are skipping.
All the animals, birds and insects performed wonderfully in
the rehearsal and went back to their homes.
The clamor of excitement is heard among the spectators,
the performers are positioned near the square in an
organized manner, the king with an elegant cape and a
golden crown gets seated in the special podium along with
the other VIP guests. The king stands up and with his hand
gestures the start of the festival, the trumpets play the
opening song.
The performers come to the centre field and take their
place, the pewit as the leader of the choir raises his hand
to commence the symphony. Suddenly a loud noise from
another group in the corner of the field is heard. This
group had come uninvited and wasn’t involved in the
program!
In this group the elephants were supposed to play
trumpets with their trunks which they forgot due to their
anxiety, the hyenas bit them to remind them of this, the
elephants began to scream since they were in so much
pain which was combined with the howling of the hyenas,
it was a deafening roar.
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Bears began drumming with excitement, vultures riding on
the back of jackals started to play polo, using swords and
knives, gorillas began a deadly martial arts game which
caused a lot of injuries.
Donkeys, zebras and camels that were seated in the stands
calmly and were eating popcorn and chips, suddenly went
on a stampede because foxes threw some firecrackers
under their feet. They broke the barriers and ran into the
field and a full blown chaos began. There was so much
dust in the air that nothing could be seen and it was so
noisy that nothing could be heard, it was as if a huge
earthquake had taken place.

Ani: what does this story got to do with love?
Guardian: I was expecting this question, of course we
respect all creatures but for this play I had to categorize
them. The first group was the symbol of a group who
displayed the waves of love’s attraction and the second
group while creating chaos and disturbances, suffocated
these delicate waves in a way that sense was unable to
receive the sound of love.
In this play, the second group had created such confusion
that power of attraction and sense were greatly affected.
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Does the howling of hyenas, trumpets of elephant,
vultures playing polo and drumming of bears allow you to
receive love’s waves or hear doves and pigeons playing
violin and harp?
Do you think the army of ignorance, hatred, vengeance,
deception, arrogance, selfishness, material obsession and
fear will tolerate love’s triangle and permit it to send and
receive its messages?
Do you think they will allow love’s forces like compassion,
forgiveness, friendship, sacrifice, honesty, bravery and
integrity to operate freely?
How could a human being under the crushing influence of
alcoholism and drug addiction hear the beauty of love’s
waves or even send them?
Let’s show the love triangle once again.

Shadow

Attraction
Love
Sense

Ani: how could anyone stop these destructive waves so as
to hear the sound of love?
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Guardian: with knowledge, awareness and wisdom.
Imagine you are in love but after sometime you realize
that your lover words were all lies or your partner is a
decent, faithful person but some associates of yours
deceive you and turn you both against each other, you feel
that your lover is dishonest and has cheated on you. What
do you think is going to happen? What factors played a key
role here?
Ani: certainly if the love doesn’t turn into hatred, the
anger will subside and the key issues here are knowledge
and information.
Guardian: that’s right, we can conclude that knowledge,
awareness and wisdom play a crucial role in love and they
are vital foundations of love. Of course, the X system
always plays its vital role.
Ani: what is the mechanism in attraction or love between
the opposite sexes?
Guardian: as I mentioned before, throughout existence
and non-existence all the shadows are sending out their
attraction waves, therefore every human being, based on
his or her physical structure and appearance, information,
characteristics, intellect, faith and desires, consciously or
unconsciously are sending and receiving these waves.
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In the beginning, these waves act like bright rays of light
coming out of a light source. This is the stage where lover
and the beloved are yet to be designated, as love
progresses these rays of light are focused on a specific
point. Imagine person A is sending out his attraction waves
consciously or unconsciously in a place with other human
beings (these waves are invisible to human’s eyes), there
could be different outcomes, maybe no one receives these
waves or some receive but don’t respond or someone
responds but the source is undesirable to person A; up to
this point there hasn’t been a two way connection yet.
Until a day where a person B receives the attraction waves
of person A and since person B finds it very desirable, he
or she immediately send out a positive response. In this
situation person A receives the response with his sense
and feels a very pleasant vibration at his heart and thus
sends back a positive response to person B.
With these exchanges between the two parties involved,
the first sparkle of love takes place between them and
they enter a new stage. They talk and see more of each
other and if the communications are pleasant enough for
both of them, gradually affection appears in the
relationship and as time goes by this affection turns into
real love given the fact that it’s based on trust, respect and
the knowledge that both parties are honest at all times.
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Under these conditions real love between two people has
taken place and we call this, love between two humans.
Ani: is there another kind of love besides what you just
mentioned?
Guardian: a great sage once said: “if you don’t have love
for the creator, find love for the creature so as to realize
the true meaning of love. The lover’s only concern is with
love and not the beloved.”
That’s right, there is another kind of love which is being in
love with the Supreme Power and since he has manifested
in the entire existence and creation, being in love with him
means loving all the shadows throughout creation and this
happens when the individual has reached the optimum
stage in intellect, faith, love and the X system and has
experience the love for another human being fully.
Whether his love is in the invisible attributes of existence
or the visible attributes makes no difference, here the
individual has reached a level of knowledge and awareness
that he has a special understanding of the universe and
recognizes the pillars that keep it together. At this stage
this person has gone beyond an earthly love and
experiences a divine love and this where the saying “the
lover’s only concern is love and not his beloved” comes
into play.
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At this stage the lover shines like the sun in creation,
equally and unconditionally, loves everything and
everyone and expects nothing in return, he serves his
fellow human being as much as he can, the more he loves
and serves the more love he receives, he or she is cheerful
and energetic and all that he observes and experiences are
manifestations of the Supreme Power.
Ani: at this stage, the person can love both the Supreme
Power and another human being?
Guardian: there is no contradiction here since the lover
knows his beloved as manifestation of the Supreme
Power, recognizes his earthly love as the divine love
wearing a physical garment.
Ani: is it possible that someone loves the Supreme Power
but not his creatures or is indifferent towards them?
Guardian: if someone claims he is in love with the
Supreme Power but he can’t stand his creation, he is
deluded and I believe that this claim is a lie. It was said
that for love to be expressed shadows must exist so that
love can manifest in them; without the existence of
shadows, no love can come into existence, therefore what
are the shadows of the Supreme Power and where are
they? How is it that we fell in love with him? Isn’t it true
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that all the creatures in the universe are shadows of the
Supreme Power?
Therefore, the gateways of entering into God’s heart are
the heart of human beings, all creatures and the entire
existence. Can you cook thousands of the best meals in the
world and throw them into a well to satisfy the Supreme
Power? Certainly you say that only the insane would do
such a thing, the food must be distributed among the
poor. Now, how could anyone be in love with God and not
have any use and benefits for his creatures? The sane
intellect commands that love for God must be shared
among his creatures unconditionally.
A great sage once said: hands that offer assistance are
more sacred than lips which say prayers.
Thus if someone says that he only loves God and not his
creation and if he can he’ll harm others, even if he is
constantly praying and worshiping God, in my belief he is
completely lost and misled.
The pathway to creator’s love is unconditional love
towards his creation.
Poetry: true worship lies only in serving others, not in
prayers, customs and religious ceremonies.
Ani: what is love’s triangle?
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Guardian: this triangle has three sides and they are:
a) The shadows
In order for love to appear, the first condition is that there
must be something to give a meaning to the lover and the
beloved. Of course that something could be in the material
or spiritual dimension, there must be something and
makes no difference where and we call this something,
shadows.
Therefore, shadow is one of the main axes of love. If no
shadows, there would be no love. In other words, without
shadows, love makes no meaning; that’s why the Supreme
Power created the creatures so that love is manifested in
the whole creation.
Ani: why do you say shadows and not shadow? Does every
creature have more than one body?
Guardian: yes, each creature has more than one body as it
has visible and invisible attributes. Since both visible and
invisible attributes have their own separate bodies, with
unique wavelengths and vibrations, we say shadows. For
example: the shadow of the visible attribute of the human
being is his physical body and the shadow of his invisible
attributes could be his self, soul and intellect.
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Now, those who believe that human being is only his
physical body and life after death and soul do not exist,
can consider the physical body when awake as the first
shadow and the body that they observe in sleep as the
second shadow.
Now, since love can be felt in the physical body, soul and
the other bodies of the human being, we say shadows. I
want to declare to all the lovers that when the physical
body of the human being is perished, love continues its
existence in the second shadows and other shadows.
That’s why I’m saying love has neither beginning nor end
and we come, following one another to know the things
we don’t know and sometimes also we follow each other
to find our lost love once again.
Now I want to talk about the other components of love.
Ani: we still have questions about the shadows.
Guardian: there’s little time left and the scroll limited, if I
talk till eternity there would still be new questions, be
patient, they will be answered in future writings.
Ani: alright then, explain the second part of love.
Guardian: attraction
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Whenever something pulls another thing towards itself,
that pulling force is called the force of attraction and when
the opposite of this happens, it is repulsion.
Human beings are similar as well, as much as being a
separate and independent entity, with a change of
direction in thought, worldview and behavior; they can live
in a way so as to have a powerful attraction or a whole lot
of repulsion and this solely depends on wisdom and
outlook on life.
In other words, if you look at the best of humans
negatively, you can find many flaws in them and even if
you don’t find any flaws, you’ll justify or imagine some; the
same goes for the opposite, if you look at the worst
humans positively, you will find certain decent attributes
in them and this depends on the difference of perception.
Now, we’ll go back to attraction. We mentioned that
everything in creation has a power to attract and anything
that has attraction also has the power of repulsion. Of
course, it depends on each individual’s standpoint to react
to different issues and situations and these reactions
determine the power of attraction or repulsion.
In the example of the fan, while there was the power of
attraction in front of the fan which acted as air suction,
there was repulsion behind it which acted as a fan.
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Ani: if the Supreme Power created the universe based only
on the power of attraction and there were no repulsions,
wouldn’t there be peace and harmony everywhere?
Wouldn’t it have made our jobs, yours and his much
easier?
Guardian: the whole creation of the Supreme Power is
based on knowledge and science; nothing gets done
without precise planning. If there were no repulsions in
the universe, in a matter of seconds all that there were in
creation, from plants, animals and human beings would
get stuck on each other and wouldn’t be able to let go.
Now just imagine how that would be and what sort of
universe we might have had.
Ani: alright, we realized the consequences. Where do the
solids get their power of attraction from?
Guardian: imagine a piece of rock, it looks stationary but
inside of it there are billions of small fans called Electrons
which are turning and as a result of their constant turning,
power of attraction is created. This of course, isn’t visible
to the human eye but in bigger objects like the Sun or the
Moon is visible much better.
Ani: you say that there are small fans or engines in solids
that are turning which cause either attraction or repulsion,
how do you explain this in regards to human beings?
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Guardian: these engines also exist in humans in a way and
are very active. For example, if they attract kindness,
they’ll definitely repel rage, if they attract hatred, they’ll
certainly repel love, if they attract anxiety, they’ll repel
peace, if they attract light, they’ll push away darkness and
so on. Therefore, if they attract alcohol and drugs, they’ll
definitely repel many virtues.
Ani: what is a practical solution to adjust these engines in a
way so as to attract the most virtues?
Guardian: just like how dirty and polluted water is turned
into clean and pure water by purification. In order to
transform a depressed, disturbed person into a calm,
cheerful individual, there’s only one way and that is
through cleansing and purification which is not done
instantaneously, it cannot be done in one day or through a
magical chant or potion and or even miracle. It takes time
and it is gradual and it can only be accomplished through
the proper training, education and by gaining the
necessary experience, awareness and deep reflection.
Humanity must know that there is a price to pay for
achieving peace, comfort, happiness and love and last but
not least, he must know that to gain all those beautiful
things, he must only rely on himself and no one else; if he
doesn’t attempt to do this purification himself, there isn’t
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a single method or remedy which would guarantee the
end results. No one can arrive at virtues through vices.
If we look closer in creation, we can observe the power of
attraction in various shapes and forms, like a flower, a
painting, a human being, a song, a piece of jewelry, a
McDonald sandwich, a mathematic formula, flight of birds
in sky, a flowing stream in the mountains, sound of waves
in the ocean, eye brows that are like bows, a hair as black
as the night or blond like gold, the trees in spring, teeth as
white as snow, ululate of the wolf, howling of hyenas in
the valleys, roaring of a thunderclap, sound of a
rattlesnake in desert, dance of the swans in lakes, flight of
the eagle in the sky, plunking of the crows, flies over the
garbage…
Therefore, all creatures whether in their visible attributes
or invisible attributes have a power of attraction so as to
attract their desires and wishes and they are constantly
doing that in different forms and shapes.
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A Shadow within a shadow
10/05/1995

White eagle: we are all doing well and heard your speech.
We hope that you are also doing well; please remind us of
our last discussion.
Guardian: we were talking about a shadow within a
shadow; the first shadow symbolizes the physical body and
the second one resembles the other dimension of human
being which is invisible to the physical eye.
White eagle: if you pay attention to the forms of a shadow
you will observe that there is a common point with light;
this common point is the focal point of light and states of
reflections.
The waves with their visible or sometimes invisible pull,
contain the primary property which land on earth like
golden rays and these rays combine with the hidden rays
in the galaxies that manifest in every being; due to this
combination, the intensity is increased and the application
of these forces begin according to a special plan or
command.
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For example, these forces reach an individual so as to be
applied accordingly. The universe is built in this manner
since to construct, we need these great forces and this
force is love which the Supreme power has used in our
creation.
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A breathe higher than the rest
25/05/1996
Guardian: my warm greetings to my mentor. I’m heading
to Kerman tomorrow; these days I’m very preoccupied
with a hectic life and various obstacles.
I know very well that the road ahead is a difficult one and
that I have to do my best. I’m going to Kerman because my
mother is very sick and she is in the hospital.
White eagle: greetings to you as well.
We heard your sorrows and we know that you are facing
difficult times; this is also a part of the divine plan and you
must go along. Ask God’s forgiveness for your mother and
bear the pain of separation.
This is because separation differs from life and it is an ever
going cycle.
Guardian: I understand, separation is always accompanied
with sadness since it involves leaving a realm and joining
another.
White eagle: The righteous forces seem to vanish or
decline but the kind creator, again and again, returns them
to the cycle of life. In other words, he gives them many
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chances to gain the required knowledge and learn the true
meaning of loving and being loved.
These are signs of life and life is manifestation of love.
Dying is love and rebirth is love.
All the things that we discover, learn and transfer in
every aspect and field in life, all the researchers,
discoverers, teachers, experts, doctors, masters,
consultants, social workers, officials… all that we learn
and then teach others is love.
We wish you a victorious occasion and the best in
everything that you do.
Farewell
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The day of separation
Ani: can you explain this day?
Guardian: the first time that I heard the term separation
day was in our holy book and it literally means depart.
Since the process of evolution involves alteration,
transformation and liberation, then the moment of leaving
the present dimension for the next dimension is called the
day or the moment of separation.
Sometimes this transition is accompanied by destruction
and chaos which is probably the gateway of the new realm
or dimension.
Ani: could you give a few examples?
Guardian: for instance the fetus in mother’s womb that
continues living until the moment of separation. When the
moment of birth for the infant arrives, it is accompanied
by chaos and destruction; the pain of birth for the mother,
the yolk sac tears open and the suffering that they both
have to endure for the arrival for the baby into the new
dimension.
Or let me give you another example; an old building that
needs to be demolished to pave the way for a new one;
the process of demolishing and chaos that pursues are
necessary before a new building is constructed.
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I’ve been in a destructive trend due to addiction to drugs
and it has brought me hundreds of problems and
difficulties.
If I intend to leave behind this maze of destruction and
enter into a healthy and stable life, I must endure the pain,
suffering and strong attraction of the dark forces.
I guess I have illustrated my point clearly.
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The light and the switch
11/06/1995

Time net room

Guardian: please accept my warm greetings; as you all
know very well I’m doing very badly and this is the reason
for the long time gaps between our meetings. However, I
will try my best to attend the sessions as much as I can.
White eagle: You have to arrive at the command. You
should have walked this path earlier; you have been given
the permission to do so. Try to pass through the gap of
time.
A rotating circle requires a centre like our congress; we
travel everywhere and still we come back to our
dimension. When you admire a forest from a distance, you
lack practical knowledge about it. You have to go deep
down into the woods.
Guardian: there’s a lot of difference between the
appearance and the depth within; a dead person and a live
person look the same but have different meaning.
White eagle: good, you’re slowly getting the point. Stay
the course and become a warrior in your battles. We’ll try
to awaken you through insights and inspirations.
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We showed you many events so that you do not make the
old mistakes again.

We spoke more than we should have since they were
beyond your understanding and earthly memory. You are
familiar with the particles of space and infinity.
White eagle: we must familiarize you with the wonders of
universe, while awake and in sleep. Do you know how a
human can fly without a plane? How he takes off and flies
through the clouds?
You have slowly distanced yourself from your inner fears;
the scenes that were shown to you are supposed to
motivate your beliefs and enhance your flight.
Guardian: the images and the scenes are incredibly
valuable. Unfortunately, I can’t understand the meaning in
all of them.
White eagle: the important thing is to regain the lost past.
Do you understand?
Guardian: not really.
White eagle: who can you find that has achieved high
status in serving humanity within a short time?
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You are at a stage where a higher purpose is within your
reach; we’ve made a pact with you and your wife to leave
something precious for posterity.
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Alterations and transformations
8/07/1995

Time net room

White eagle: we are going to try to enter one of the
potholes.
Silence…
A blue door opened up to lots of green trees; suddenly
there is a tornado. Everywhere is burning and fire is
engulfing the place.
These circles of fire continue far into a distant point;
someone is reading a huge book and there are large
animals under my feet.
I went further ahead; behind the trees a person with black
clothing is holding his hand towards the sky.
I don’t know how to get back and I’m stranded.
Guardian: don’t worry; you will be guided to return.
Silence…
White eagle: this was a display of alterations and
transformations.
Farewell
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Guardian: where did you go and what did you see?
Ani: I was transported to a vast dessert in a half conscious
state; I stopped at an opening in the ground and went
through it. I was moving at a very high speed under the
ground and I was scared. Deep into the earth, I saw large
animals such as dinosaurs and other mammoths and they
disappeared into the wall as soon as I moved towards
them.
I continued downwards with a high speed and I dove into a
deep oil well; I tried to get out but it was very slippery. I
felt someone beside me all the time.
Afterwards, I leaped out of the earth and flied over
mountains and cliffs; finally I saw a beautiful house by a
river shinning like a diamond.
Guardian: how would you describe the other universes?
Ani: I was scared at first but they were very interesting.
Where are these places?
Guardian: I’m not sure exactly; some of these places are
presently on earth and others are not easy to locate. As far
as I know universes are within one another; for instance,
where we’re standing now could be several universes.
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As you know the whole universe and galaxies is just one
universe namely the physical universe. However,
everything that is ever created, each and every moment of
our lives and creation are kept and recorded in the
archives or nature’s memory and access to these records
require special permit.
Explanation of the scene by Sardar: the observed events
were scenes from existence and creation. Energy can be
driven from water.
Most of the scenes are similar to earth with slight
differences; in one scene Ani got scared when crossing
through an opening.
When she passed through she reached a vast source of oil;
then she flew over cliffs and mountains which resemble
virtues. She then saw the same river, the symbol of purity
and the objective which should be achieved; the house
resembles your aim and the things that you need to build
for the future.
Lady Jones says ‘calm people choose to interact with calm
people’. The silence of the cliffs resembles your internal
state.
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We hope you remain cheerful always and progress as we
want you to; in a few minutes Ani will come back to her
body.
Farewell
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Survival in different forms
21/08/1995

Time net room

Greetings and warm regards; we have to analyze the
observed events to raise the awareness of our friends on
earth. All creatures that have power of reason would
probably have an aim in life as well.
Those who seek to find and know themselves must
observe everything carefully.
Sometimes we come across certain creatures that are not
very intelligent; you might ask what the point in creation
of these creatures is?
First, the very existence of such creation is the point; in
addition to the display of power and ability of creator. It
starts with the smallest living thing and moves up to the
largest creatures.
All creatures in creation are the same kind, but have been
transformed to different forms in various evolution cycles.
Amazing worlds that are parallel or interwoven exist and
one could hardly believe their level of complexity.
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The smallest member
31/07/1995
The hands that you witnessed are the sign of entering into
a vast universe. Eventually, we all have a common goal.
If you attend to your affairs and responsibilities at all
times, you can achieve internal bliss; just like many other
individuals, you have found the secret of past lives and you
can exit your body comfortably. Due to constant practice,
your body is prepared to accept guests.
Now, about a new topic of discussion which I meant to talk
to you in this session; everything begins from a recession,
like someone who is behind bars and suddenly the bars
are gone. I mean the ethereal body which is always ready
to leap into flight in every human being.
In this case he is an energy which needs to transformed;
similar to a coal that is extracted from the coal mine and
could be used to produce energy.
The produced energy here has more powers and could
continue life in other dimensions if the command is issued.
In the non-physical dimension there must be certain
planning and considerations so that individuals at this
phase could carry out their missions.
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Therefore, the wavelength of each person is under the
authority of commanders or the transferred energy is
given to them according to a divine command.
Before every circle of creation, there is a distinguished
sound and light and as we change the dimension of time.
The sound and light are boosted.
Let’s talk about the sound and light of circles; light has
many sources and it is used to find paths. You need light
on earth much more than us since you have physical
movements. However, other creatures don’t need light as
much because their ways of living are different. Light plays
a different role in every circle of creation.
We are not that advanced so as to know or see the next
universe ahead of us; this is why we don’t venture far.
Sometimes everywhere is bright and sometimes it’s dark,
similar to a cloudy weather. What we know is that light is
strongest element in all the universes before us and the
universe after us; also its speed is not measurable.
The thing that encourages us to research within the circles
is the attraction of light which acts like a suction force.
Some people worshipped the sun in ancient cultures
because of its light.
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We have so much to talk about that it can last for
centuries; time passes very slowly for you since everything
around you appears lifeless and slow. Your duty is to
inform human beings about this journey and prepare them
for other destinations.
Pay careful attention to your environment and value the
little things such as sounds and lights.
We’re satisfied with your progress and admire your
interests; white eagle, the judge and fifty other
distinguished members are all here with you.
It’s not important how many people believe you on earth;
it’ important that they are familiar with out of the body
experiences.
Some people think of existence as nothing and from this
nothing starts a thinking process which triggers conflicts
within them. That’s why they go after such issues.
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The balance in creation
27/08/1995
Greetings upon everyone, we, the members of congress
are doing well and continuing our research.
Guardian: you spoke of giant creatures like dinosaurs
becoming extinct. Could you explain the process?
White eagle: we are looking at the universe in a different
way. We face a variety of discovering knowledge in our
various lives which have a connection with the material
world. In them, alterations and transformations happen as
well. What is for certain is that in the material life
everything seems to happen very slowly, but generally
learning and evolving of the intellect and its expansion is
very significant. The stronger its foundation is the easier
it’ll become in the other universes. With the finding of
every key one enters into a new universe which itself, has
other keys and in this process one learns how to open the
closed doors.
Paying attention to the transmissions is very important
and it requires time. Evolution of the intellect has specific
characteristics; in other words someone who doesn’t
know how to read and write hasn’t received the training to
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do so, not that he is illiterate. Do you understand what I’m
saying?
You must do your best in this path and put in all your
efforts; all these materials would one day become a book
which could be used for the seekers of real knowledge. We
want you to be on the highest summit with the green flag.
Of course, a gradual progress is the best and every
achievement opens the way for the new ones. We wish
the best for you and hope that you have a good winter.
There is a great lesson to be learned here. Just like the
gradual pattern in which inaction was attained, the same
gradual pattern can lead us to action and physical health.
Meaning in the beginning, there is little energy as we
taper and as we go along, more and more energy is
obtained and positive transformation is on the way. This
awakened force must be put into action immediately
otherwise it’ll evaporate quickly.
When you gain back your strengths you will feel like your
old self and once again you’ll have the cheerfulness and
aliveness of the old times; this is due to the movements of
the electrons in your cells and you must not mistake this
with growth.
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We are present at all levels and not being is a thought; if
we have to be, then not being is the whole creation.
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Following a pattern
22/08/1995
Guardian: how does one make a pattern from nature or its
creatures?
White eagle: let me elaborate on the evolution of plants
and animals; the first is rotation due to gravity.
We are looking at the universe in a different way. We face
a variety of discovering knowledge in our various lives
which have a connection with the material world.
In them, alterations and transformations happen as well.
What is for certain is that in the material life everything
seems to happen very slowly, but generally learning and
evolving of the intellect and its expansion is very
significant.
The stronger its foundation is the easier it’ll become in the
other universes. With the finding of every key one enters
into a new universe which itself, has other keys and in this
process one learns how to open the closed doors.
Paying attention to the transmissions is very important
and it requires time. Evolution of the intellect has specific
characteristics; in other words someone who doesn’t
know how to read and write hasn’t received the training to
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do so, not that he is illiterate. Do you understand what I’m
saying?
You must do your best in this path and put in all your
efforts; all these materials would one day become a book
which could be used for the seekers of real knowledge. We
want you to be on the highest summit with the green flag.
Of course, a gradual progress is the best and every
achievement opens the way for the new ones. We wish
the best for you and hope that you have a good winter.
You must arrive at valuable conclusions in your thinking
and act upon them and find out the real meaning of the
Supreme Power’s words and implement them in your life.
At that the power and force of the divine existence will
manifest in every human being who has understood them.
Don’t be sad and keep yourself busy with good deeds.
Strengthen your financial roots and you shall see that
many obstacles would be overcome. Conquering the
summit is not as important as leaving your impression
there permanently; you must regain your previous respect
and status for your own sake and not for others. You must
have in order to give and generosity will bear its fruit.
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Color
05/09/1995
We have explained to you many times before that our
work is very extensive and individuals must have patience
in regards to this matter. It is similar to a farmer who
prepares the field for cultivation, spreads the seeds out on
the field, irrigates it patiently and attends to it carefully
throughout the year until eventually he reaps a great
harvest. Right up to the harvest he has to protect his farm
from insects, storm, wind and the burning sun; I’ll have to
talk to you about plantation.
In continuation, you must carry out this process yourself
and this is another valuable season in life; no progress can
be made without hard work and effort and we want you to
harmonize yourself to the teachings and the images.
The first image of the book is very important, not the color
but the real meaning of it. You have other aims in life
which you have to accomplish and you know what we
mean by that. We are not implying about the speed of the
process but the actual process itself.
Attend to your life’s vital issues and in most matters, begin
your task from one point and it shall lead you to the next
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stage and eventually you can achieve goals that are
beyond conception.
You are in the beginning of a fresh start and try having an
orange juice instead of a Pepsi if you know what I mean.
Try something new rather than sticking to old habits and
this will help you in attaining new heights; apply your
physical and mental strengths as you go.
Life begins with constructing and so long as construction
continues, life continues.
The reward for continuous efforts is something new
which did not exist in our yesterday.
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The progress of events
17/09/1995
White eagle: about the awakening of cells I must say that
they have always been within you and you should refer to
yourself in your journey through the cold.
You know that human being becomes unconscious
gradually when exposed to extremely low temperatures
and slowly the vital systems of the body die and in some
cases death will be the eventual outcome.
Now that you have begun your journey through the glacial
you must overcome these obstacles with careful planning
and maximizing your conserved energies. These resources
are evolving in your brain and can help you in restoring
your body.
If the human being is on the highest position but does not
know the right path, he would be facing a mountain of
obstacles.
Most people have very sensitive points which should be
numbed if progress is to be made or at least they should
be under control, for example over eating and other things
which you know. Gluttony is one of these bad habits that
must be dealt with. Our great mentor, Sardar will offer you
more guidance on this matter.
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We hope that you complete this difficult journey
successfully.
There is no time limit here and time is in your own hands
and it seems that you understand the importance of this
journey with every part of your being; be as strong and
determined as you can be and this has to be consistent
throughout; this tree must be healthy to bear fruits all
year long. If it’s weak, harsh winds will break its resistance
and all these depend on your courage and hard work.
Not everything that God has created should be used, he
has given us intellect and reason so we should apply this
mental capacity to every aspect of life; the destructive
forces interfere with our reasoning and create confusion.
Because human being thinks life is what he sees, when he
finds light he feels he is parting with darkness and doesn’t
know the next minute.
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Endless obligations
24/09/1995
White eagle: Greetings, we are doing well and are
attending to the current issues, we’re trying our best to
get closer to God’s doorways and receive his grace. The
reality of the places in the present is very different and we
can’t describe it completely.
We struggled for lack of awareness that we had and we
never contemplated an action while carrying out. Of
course, we are saying these in general ways, because the
chosen ones carry out the commands and never return
back.
Our aim is in what we’re saying; history never repeats
itself unless there is someone who wants to repeat it. It
seems that learning from the mistakes of others is
irrelevant and everyone wants to be their own teacher.
This causes a repetitious cycle and throws out the meaning
of real experience and in its place comes stupidity and
false beliefs.
This is different from creative creation and development,
because reproduction is there due to a divine command
for perpetuity of human beings. However, by our own will
and not obeying the sane intellect, we only put new
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clothes on the repetitions and in the end we even forget a
thing called dignity.
You probably know what we’re talking about. Looks like
we talked too much, let’s get back our main discussion.
Your worries and concerns about the path ahead of you
shall disappear with your determined steps forward and in
order to establish firm standings, you must pass through
this difficult stage which we call the line.
Thereafter you shall hear the promise of higher
achievements; we are pleased that you pay attentions to
the commands and we ask that you continue on with your
unique strength and take great leaps forward, this whole
thing depends on you and how you motivate us through
the process.
So long
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Music
08/11/1995
Greetings, we are having a guest right now who is a great
musician and there is no one on earth like him. He believes
that music brings peace and comfort to people; his name
is Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and we are very happy to
have him here with us.
A great sage once said that when words stop, the music
begins.
Guardian: we welcome his presence to our meeting and
we’re glad to have him.
White eagle: some heavenly tunes can bring the real
message to certain people.
Through hard work one can hear these divine melodies
which are spread out through our universe.
Previously we spoke about the material formation of an
entity; these are the visible cases and each has its own
attribute and generally inseparable unless they are
transported to another dimension and change into
another entity; this chain of evolution continues in all
creatures.
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If there is a design in creation, it is sometimes altered in
certain objects or creatures. Since this creation is moving
towards perfection, there may be a leap in certain
creatures within a few cycles and this manner of evolving
opens a new door to scientific discovery from time to time.
This is of course, related only to the physical realm and it is
different in the other dimensions and causes advancement
in the science of our world.
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Social outcasts
08/01/1996
We are looking at the universe in a different way. We face
a variety of discovering knowledge in our various lives
which have a connection with the material world. In them,
alterations and transformations happen as well.
What is for certain is that in the material life everything
seems to happen very slowly, but generally learning and
evolving of the intellect and its expansion is very
significant.
The stronger its foundation is the easier it’ll become in the
other universes. With the finding of every key one enters
into a new universe which itself, has other keys and in this
process one learns how to open the closed doors.
Paying attention to the transmissions is very important
and it requires time. Evolution of the intellect has specific
characteristics; in other words someone who doesn’t
know how to read and write hasn’t received the training to
do so, not that he is illiterate.
You must do your best in this path and put in all your
efforts; all these materials would one day become a book
which could be used for the seekers of real knowledge.
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We want you to be on the highest summit with the green
flag. Of course, a gradual progress is the best and every
achievement opens the way for the new ones.
At this stage, individuals who have the knowledge but are
facing confusion should be assisted; dealing with them is
more difficult than mainstream population.
Knowledge is an endless and beautiful universe.
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Peace between the mind and the body
16/01/1996
We are doing well and for further communications with
our own kind who are very interested in these matters, we
intend to explore certain divine issues.
Having a lot of hope can lead to determination; don’t have
fear in your will to carry out your plans and move forward
because the real frontrunner is the Lord who makes the
impossible, possible. We will go to more excursions in the
near future so that you you’ll become more familiar with
our views.
You must arrive at valuable conclusions in your thinking
and act upon them and find out the real meaning of the
Supreme Power’s words and implement them in your life.
At that the power and force of the divine existence will
manifest in every human being who has understood them.
Today, most illnesses and mental disabilities are treated
by chemical drugs and this gives a false perception to
patients that they are cured. However, as soon as the
medicine stops, the illness comes back.
Don’t be sad and keep yourself busy with good deeds.
Strengthen your financial roots and you shall see that
many obstacles would be overcome.
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If we can make peace between the mind and the physical
body, then we can say that we have found the right path.
Conquering the summit is not as important as leaving your
impression there permanently; you must regain your
previous respect and status for your own sake and not for
others. You must have in order to give and generosity will
bear its fruit.
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Love and faith
21/01/1995
If you attend to your affairs and responsibilities at all
times, you can achieve internal bliss; just like many other
individuals, you have found the secret of past lives and you
can exit your body comfortably. Due to constant practice,
your body is prepared to accept guests.
Now, about a new topic of discussion which I meant to talk
to you in this session; everything begins from a recession,
like someone who is behind bars and suddenly the bars
are gone. I mean the ethereal body which is always ready
to leap into flight in every human being.
In this case he is an energy which needs to transformed;
similar to a coal that is extracted from the coal mine and
could be used to produce energy.
The produced energy here has more powers and could
continue life in other dimensions if the command is issued.
In the non-physical dimension there must be certain
planning and considerations so that individuals at this
phase could carry out their missions.
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Therefore, the wavelength of each person is under the
authority of commanders or the transferred energy is
given to them according to a divine command.
Before every circle of creation, there is a distinguished
sound and light and as we change the dimension of time.
The sound and light are boosted.
Let’s talk about the sound and light of circles; light has
many sources and it is used to find paths. You need light
on earth much more than us since you have physical
movements. However, other creatures don’t need light as
much because their ways of living are different. Light plays
a different role in every circle of creation.
We are not that advanced so as to know or see the next
universe ahead of us; this is why we don’t venture far.
Sometimes everywhere is bright and sometimes it’s dark,
similar to a cloudy weather. What we know is that light is
strongest element in all the universes before us and the
universe after us; also its speed is not measurable.
The thing that encourages us to research within the circles
is the attraction of light which acts like a suction force.
Some people worshipped the sun in ancient cultures
because of its light.
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We have so much to talk about that it can last for
centuries; time passes very slowly for you since everything
around you appears lifeless and slow. Your duty is to
inform human beings about this journey and prepare them
for other destinations.
Pay careful attention to your environment and value the
little things such as sounds and lights.
We’re satisfied with your progress and admire your
interests; white eagle, the judge and fifty other
distinguished members are all here with you.
It’s not important how many people believe you on earth;
it’ important that they are familiar with out of the body
experiences.
Some people think of existence as nothing and from this
nothing starts a thinking process which triggers conflicts
within them. That’s why they go after such issues.

Farewell
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Teacher
29/01/1995
While evolving, Intellect operates on its own like a
machine whereas spirit with its unique and gentle
characteristics is led by intellect’s will. Here we come
across the main and the most important components of
the hidden attributes of human which is wisdom or
intellect. Wisdom is the most significant issue in our
journey of evolution which has neither a beginning nor an
end and we must attain wisdom’s command as it is
essential in our path.
This path of arriving at intellect’s command is both difficult
and satisfying at the same time. The universal wisdom is
like the sun shining on everything and all creation
including us. Humans are like houses that have outlets for
sunrays to enter.
The more cleansing we do the bigger the outlet becomes
and in turn our houses get brighter as the sun of wisdom
shines through. However if we move towards impurities
then these outlets get smaller and darkness invades our
being.
Intellect is made up of particles that we are not familiar
with and it is not made up of flesh and bones or other
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materials. That’s why it is eternal and non-perishable and
will not be destroyed after death.
A question comes to mind about the brain and its
function. The answer is that brain is an interpreter for
intellect just like how tongue is the tool for speech or
taste. Therefore the brain is not the location for intellect
or in other words intellect is not located in the brain so as
to perish when the brain is dead.
Intellect acts as a great ruler in our universe within or in
our city of existence and it has received its throne from
the supreme force. In other words it has the Divine
Splendor and governs over our psyche.
Obeying all the instructions and laws of this wise king can
help us walk the straight path and lead us towards a higher
station in our journey of evolution. Even though intellect
belongs to our hidden attribute, but we can conveniently
hear its voice within us. If we want to hear its voice right
now, we only need to decide to do something irrational
like slapping ourselves real hard.
Farewell
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An effective medicine
15/02/1995
White eagle: sense is like the Lord present in the entire
creation, existence and non-existence but it is invisible,
and just like its name it is sensible. In other words sense is
the first power that enables the intellect to function or
through our senses we and all the other creatures perceive
the world around us.
We communicate with our senses and receive or send light
or sound messages through it. When sense is working well,
we feel an indescribable joy and happiness, a feeling of
friendship, a feeling of love, a feeling of serving other
humans and all of creation and it displays servitude with
free will in a majestic manner.
If through purification and refinement we are able to
strengthen our out of the body sense, and pass through
the gates of our five internal senses, then we can perceive
the sense of divine inspiration, the sense of heavenly
choirs, celestial voices, dancing in the skies,
companionship of the honorable residents and the sense
of hearing God’s voice talking to Moses about the sacred
land. That’s right, even hearing God’s voice…!
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Unfortunately and sadly, the attributes of some of us have
changed tremendously and our negative and destructive
sense has become very powerful and we are drowning in
our own pool of ignorance and stupidity. We have
compromised our honor and dignity for material
possessions and power like property and title, we cannot
recognize all these beauty and greatness and instead we
preoccupy ourselves with hatred, vengeance, jealousy,
hypocrisy, selfishness……
We have transformed our world into a living hell and
turned that hell into ourselves and like an ugly octopus, we
have placed ourselves into our own terrifying claws and
every day we exert more pressure on ourselves until we
are completely crushed. At that time we ask what the
purpose of life is. Why have we been created? We didn’t
want to be born in the first place and so on and these are
the questions that have always been around and will be so
in the future.
Anyways these three components of light, sound and
sense are the instruments that God has provided for the
humans in order to see, hear and feel. Vision is the
location of light, hearing is the location of sound and heart
is the location of focal sense and emotions. Of course we
don’t mean only the light, the sound and the sense that
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we can perceive, rather their range are so much more than
what we can comprehend.
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Finding the key
09/04/1996
Congratulations on the nature’s rebirth. We have a new
start for you in your dimension, we hope that you start
fresh and sparkle like musical notes in the beyond, you
shall find the key yourself because if the person doesn’t do
the seeking himself, even all the expert researchers can’t
help him find it.
It must be known that no one cares more about the
person than himself.
In your universe there have always been front runners to
go ahead but to find only little assistance, use all your
intellectual and emotional abilities to solve your life issues;
you’ll realize that you can face them and adapt yourself
and you can do it without any help.
We too started the research on the main work and we’ll
inform you of the details in due time. You attend to the
issues at hand firmly and will attain the optimum results.
It’s not important if you become discouraged, just contact
us; all the members of congress send their regards and
wait your progress.
One of our friends say: all structures begin with
contemplation, without thinking all that there is will
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decline; thus contemplation is a complete triangle, one
must think.
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Crossing through the zone 60 degrees below zero
11/04/1996
Greetings, we are doing fine and we wish the same for you
as well, all the members of the Congress are very happy
with the beginning of your journey in the freezing cold,
this road which is immersed in snow from the peaks of the
mountains to the depths of the valley appears very
impassable.
But your car is moving cautiously so as not to create an
avalanche and this is a sign of an evolved intellect.
Lady Jones says: as you can see, this is the freezing cold of
60 degrees below zero and it will stir many important
issues in you, to inspire the beginning in you so that you
will bring forth a precious book for contemporary
humanity and the posterity.
That which needs to be done is half way accomplished
according to Dr. Louie and its proof of your courage; with
sleeping electrons awaking the whole body will wake up
and the divine strength will move forward and many facts
will be proven beyond doubt for many; like a high flying
Eagle will be able to survey everything.
As you know human being has begun life from a drop
which traverses a path that ends in the sea and eventually
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the ocean and after life arrives at infinity; then
resurrection becomes easy there, in fact a human being is
everything he has to be and human being’s status with
perishing in the dimension of life is something that has in
adversely connected his existential strings together.
If this black curtain is lifted he can reach the divine light,
something that the destructive forces took away from you
in the past and that is being in control of the power of
perception and understanding.
The eagle will return to you the power which was taken
from you by deception as you get closer to the finishing
line and away from the cold. That’s why you have to rely
on the past force in action and become victorious. The
head of the eagle is seen waiting and this sign will create a
great strength in your thinking. It seems that we said too
much; once in action you’ll see that by solving the critical
issues in your life you’ll achieve greater depths of divine
knowledge.
We must go now; your cultivation will bear both financial
and spiritual benefits.
Farewell
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Message
This is a message for those who have
entered a new world and are aware
of their
their true selves. You need to put
the words into action and pay
attention to the earth and sky. Have
faith in the beyond and know that
your reward is your progress.
Thus plant good seeds and valuable
crops; you shall have plenty of
livelihoods and strength.
Thus carry on as the command says.
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What is congress60?
Congress60 is an independent research organization and
NGO which has been established to assist drug addicts
who have always been looking for redemption from the
prison of substance abuse but have never found the real,
practical treatment.
This organization is based on the principal of the aid of a
rehabilitated individual to an addict or drug abuser.
The foundation of our work is based on faith, reason and
Compassion.
In our Workshops, each member speaks about his or her
own experience and knowledge on drug addiction and
refrains from preaching or advising others.
We are not dependent on any other groups, and we are
financially independent. We do have supporters and they
play a crucial role in assisting us achieve our goals.
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Why Congress60?
Ani: you have mentioned the name congress many times;
maybe you should explain some things for the readers.
Guardian: thanks for reminding me; I basically mean a
gathering and I wanted a global understanding. So I chose
the word congress.
I heard the word the word from White eagle for the first
time since he is from another group in another circle of life
belonging to another dimension.
I had spent almost 14 years of my life seeking the truth, a
master and a divine way life and came up empty handed.
Wherever I heard of a spiritual teacher, I visited; from
Hinduism to mysticism, becoming vegetarian and doing all
sorts of austerities, practicing black magic to summoning
the dead spirit. All in all I tried everything and came to a
conclusion that they are all a joke, childish games.
I was so drowned in my thoughts that I finished the whole
bottle and finally sleep came. I went to my room and ate a
big piece of opium and slept.
My sleep these days was like a horror movie, night mares
and disturbances by all kinds of demons and horrible
creatures. I screamed and moaned during my struggles
with them and sometimes woke up with a violent jolt.
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Sometimes I had out of the body experience and the battle
with the weird creatures continued inside and outside of
my home.
My life was chaos and I was helplessly out of control. It did
not matter that I read holy chants, prayers and verses; the
nightmares did not stop.
My mind and body had been invaded by opium during the
days and by demons at nights. No matter how hard I tried
to find a way out by research, study, visiting experts and
many other things; there was no way out. It was like
somebody being stuck in a swamp; the more I struggled,
the deeper I sank in the mud.
Because of my incompetency and negligence I had lost
everything in the past years as more cannot be expected
from an addict and in addition, people who were close to
me constantly abused me due to my addiction.
I saw all doors closed shut and felt helpless and hopeless
and realistically, I was at the lowest level of darkness.
There was only a ray of light that pierced through this vast
darkness and in these gloomy conditions, was able to
reach the depth of my heart and that was the presence of
my Masters and Mentors who visited me and my wife
once or twice a week.
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Of course my Master “Sardar” and my Mentor “Silver”
were fully aware of my opium addiction, but they
pretended otherwise and it had been 4 years that their
knowledge guided us through a thick darkness that
surrounded my life.
In the past they had vaguely mentioned something about
addiction, but I either didn’t understand or didn’t want to
understand. When they saw that I had taken a positive
step forward and was trying to reconstruct my life, they
suddenly changed the topic of our discussions and began
speaking about my illness.
After recording all the events related to my treatment and
sharing my experiences in my book ‘Crossing the zone 60
degrees below zero’ I decided to establish an NGO to help
others like myself. I had received a direct order from my
mentors to do so as soon as possible.
Naturally in the beginning everyone laughed at us and no
one took us seriously; almost all the addicts and experts in
the field believed that addiction has no cure and using
drugs in a controlled manner is impossible.
Our first session as the NGO Congress60 was in September
of 1998 where many broken individuals attended the first
meeting.
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During my speech I could see their hopeless faces, as if I
was talking about an event beyond their imagination.
Pretty much everyone was waiting for me to finish so that
they could go home and use drugs.
I went home that night drowned in my thoughts and asked
Hafez, the great Persian poet for a sign.
I couldn’t believe my eyes as I read a poem from him
which actually mentioned the word congress. He advised
me to be patient and that I had chosen the right path.
Today, three years has passed since that day and many
things have taken place. NIDA has recognized us as a very
successful NGO in addiction treatment and recovery; our
protocol is currently studied and researched in 15
countries worldwide and thousands of individuals have
been cured using the DST method.
Congress60 has proven that addiction has a cure and
addicts do have a choice to redeem themselves.
I believe the crisis faced by an addict has three aspects to
it; this triangle has three sides and all three have been
damaged and must be repaired.
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Physical Body

Psyche

Worldview

Therefore, to increase awareness and provide knowledge,
some NGOs such as AA and NA have the 12steps in place
in order to positively alter and transform the addict’s
worldview.
In a similar manner, I have written the 14 valleys for
Congress60 so that the addict can better deal with the
immense obstacles scattered on his path. I can say from
personal experience that an addict’s world is like a dark
prison; one feels trapped inside and experiences fear,
anxiety, rage, humiliation, lack of identity…
In order to march towards light, health and freedom, the
individual must make a move.
We call it a journey, a journey from fear to courage, from
anxiety to bliss, from rage to compassion, from
humiliation to honor, from sickness to becoming
healthy…
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First journey: the period of using drugs or substitute
medicine until complete cessation.
During the first journey, the three processes of maintainer,
treatment and recovery begins at the same time and after
approximately 11 months maintainer and treatment come
to an end while recovery continues.

Second journey: a drug free period that comprises of a
process of self-discovery
At this stage, training and recovery are blended with
physical exercise and activity such as sports competitions
and gradually the individual becomes familiar with his
inner dormant strengths.
To receive the proper trainings and education, one year
should be enough and he or she can volunteer in
Congress60 part time or even leave. However, gaining selfknowledge and awareness is an ongoing process and it
does not stop in the person’s lifetime.
Usually, addicts who complete the first journey are
through with addiction for good.
And now the third journey
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The third journey
The waves crash on earth like a whirlwind and take
whatever they can as safekeeping and this is done only
by the command.
Thus for those of you who have made the pact,
contemplate about leaving the earth for the commanded
destination.
Sardar

Third journey: the never ending process of understanding
the order and mystery of our universe
This stage involves a spiritual journey beyond time and
place; each and every one of us deals with this journey
throughout our lives and very few people could fully
understand the actual depth of the matter. Maybe this is
not the right place for this discussion.
All in all Congress60 is trying to say that gaining knowledge
is a vital aspect of human’s life and it must take place
continuously and it could never end as knowledge is
infinite.
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Congress60 Laws
Congress60 is an independent research organization that
continues its movement by reliance on the supreme power
and guidance from supernatural forces.
A strong desire for redemption from the chain of
substance abuse and full acceptance of rules and
regulations are the needed criteria for membership in
congress60.
Congress 60’s main objective is conducting practical
scientific researches to better understand human being,
Narcotics and presenting the addicts and their families the
right path towards rehabilitation.
The foundation is based on the principals of education,
prevention, treatment and recovery.
All the other NGOs are respected and if desired, mutual
co-operation can take place.
Management and executive personnel of congress60 are
chosen from travelers and companions.
In Congress60, a drug addict who longs for redemption
from the chain of addiction is called a traveler who has
started his journey into recovery.
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The term “companion” is given to someone who does not
have a history of substance abuse and works toward
achieving the goals of Congress60.
The highest authority in decision making is the founder of
Congress60, then Congress of Didehban (watchmen) and
guardian of Congress60.
Congress60 does not have any opinions about other
subjects outside of its agendas.
Financial resources of Congress60 come from the
members and its supporters.
It is necessary that each group independently obeys the
guidelines and principals of the 14 member panel in
Congress60.
Spiritual and academic growth in Congress60 is based on
obeying the rules and regulations.
Congress60 continues on its path in external and internal
motion.
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